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3The University of 
Iowa Commencement 
Ceremonies
Thursday 
May 12, 2011
Pharmacy
Coralville Marriott Hotel  
& Conference Center 
10:00 a.m.
Friday 
May 13, 2011
School of Management 
Coralville Marriott Hotel  
& Conference Center 
10:00 a.m.
Law 
Iowa Memorial Union 
Main Lounge 
1:00 p.m.
Medicine 
Coralville Marriott Hotel  
& Conference Center 
6:30 p.m.
Saturday 
May 14, 2011
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Carver-Hawkeye Arena 
9:00 a.m.
Engineering 
Coralville Marriott Hotel  
& Conference Center 
11:00 a.m.
Nursing 
Iowa Memorial Union  
Main Lounge 
2:00 p.m.
Graduate College 
Carver-Hawkeye Arena 
3:00 p.m.
Sunday 
May 15, 2011
Business 
Carver-Hawkeye Arena 
1:00 p.m.
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P. Barry Butler, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
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Douglas K. True, B.S., M.B.A.
Senior Vice President and University Treasurer
Jordan Cohen, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Vice President for Research and Economic 
Development
Thomas R. Rocklin, A.B., M.S., Ph.D.
Vice President for Student Life
Carroll J. Reasoner, B.A., J.D.
Vice President for Legal Affairs and  
General Counsel
Henry B. Tippie  
College of Business
William C. Hunter, B.S., M.B.A., Ph.D.
Dean
College of Dentistry
David C. Johnsen, B.S., D.D.S., M.S.
Dean
College of Education
Sandra Bowman Damico, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Dean
College of Engineering
Alec B. Scranton, B.S., Ph.D.
Interim Dean
Graduate College
John C. Keller, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Dean and Associate Provost for
Graduate Education
College of Law
Gail B. Agrawal, B.A., M.P.H., J. D.
Dean
College of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences
Linda Maxson, B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Dean
Roy J. and Lucille A. Carver 
College of Medicine
Paul B. Rothman, B.S., M.D.
Dean
College of Nursing
Rita A. Frantz, B.S.N., M.A., Ph.D.
Dean
College of Pharmacy
Donald E. Letendre, B.S., Pharm.D.
Dean
College of Public Health
Susan J. Curry, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Dean
University College
M. Beth Ingram, B.S., Ph.D.
Dean and Associate Provost for 
Undergraduate Education
 
Division of Continuing 
Education
Chester Rzonca, B.S., M.A., Ed.D.
Dean and Associate Provost
Center for Credit Programs
Douglas J. Lee, B.B.A., M.B.A.
Director
International Programs
Downing Thomas, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Associate Provost and Dean
University Libraries
Nancy L. Baker, B.A., M.L.S., M.A.
University Librarian
University of Iowa 
Hospitals and Clinics
Kenneth P. Kates, B.S., M.B.A.
Associate Vice President for Medical Affairs 
and Chief Executive Officer
University Hygienic 
Laboratory
Christopher Atchison, A.B., M.P.A.
Director
6Honorary Degrees
The University of Iowa confers honorary 
degrees to individuals who have dem-
onstrated extraordinary achievements in 
such areas as research, scholarship, educa-
tion, artistic creation, social activism, 
human rights, or humanitarian outreach. 
Nominations are made by the faculty, 
with selections approved by the Provost 
and the Board of Regents, State of Iowa.
 
Honorary degrees have been awarded to 
the following individuals:
Marvin Pomerantz, Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters, December 2007
Ignacio Ponseti, Honorary Doctor of 
Science, December 2007
Robert Solow, Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters, May 2008
Himie Voxman, Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters, December 2008
Johan Hultin, Honorary Doctor of 
Science, May 2009
Henry B. Tippie, Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters, December 2009
Tom Brokaw, Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters, May 2010
Robert Hass, Honorary Doctor of Humane 
Letters, May 2010
John Pappajohn, Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters, May 2010
C. Vivian Stringer, Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters, May 2010
Gregs Thomopulos, Honorary Doctor of 
Science, May 2010
Arthur A. Neu, Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters, December 2010
The University of Iowa is pleased to make 
the following awards in May 2011:
RICHARD (DICk) MyERS, HONORARy 
DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS:  
Richard (Dick) Myers was educated 
at The University of Iowa, Iowa State 
University, and Kirkwood Community 
College. Following service in the U.S. 
Army, he founded the Hawk I Truck Stop 
in Coralville and later Hawk I Harley 
Davidson. His service on numerous 
voluntary and elected councils and 
boards led to his election in 1994 to the 
Iowa House of Representatives, where he 
become House Minority Leader. Gaining 
bipartisan trust and respect, he focused on 
education, small business, agriculture, and 
local government. Mr. Myers has long been 
an advocate for public higher education in 
general and the UI in particular, working 
actively to educate others about the value 
of higher education to the community and 
the importance of scientific research. He 
has spoken with many UI classes about the 
connections between the statehouse and 
local communities. Mr. Myers continues to 
advocate for higher education, and to assist 
the UI on such matters as general operating 
funding, capital projects, and operational 
issues.
JERRE STEAD, HONORARy  
DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS:  
Jerre L. Stead earned a BBA from The 
University of Iowa in 1965 and is a 
graduate of the Harvard University 
Advanced Management Program in 
Switzerland. After holding numerous 
executive positions with other technology 
and information firms, he is currently 
Chairman and CEO of IHS Inc., which 
provides information and insight services 
to businesses worldwide. Known as a 
leader who displays the highest standard 
of ethics and focuses on the values of 
teamwork, respect, accountability, integrity, 
and innovation, Mr. Stead has served on 34 
corporate and several nonprofit boards and 
was honored by the Outstanding Directors 
Exchange as one of its 2009 Outstanding 
Directors. It was thanks to his vision and 
support that the UI Tippie College of 
Business established the Stead Technology 
Services Group. He also teaches in Tippie’s 
Executive MBA Program. Currently, Mr. 
Stead and his wife, Mary Joy, serve as 
co-chairs of the “Iowa First” development 
campaign, which aims to raise $500 million 
in support of UI Health Care’s academic 
and clinical missions.
7Andrew John Borst, Bettendorf
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies. Thesis:  Evaluating Academic 
and Student Affairs Partnerships:  The 
Impact of Living-Learning Communities 
on the Development of Critical Thinking 
Skills in College Freshmen
Doyle Leo Buhler, Forest Grove, OR
Art History. Thesis:  Capturing the Game: 
The Artist-Sportsman and Early Animal 
Conservation in American Hunting 
Imagery, 1830s-1890s
Erin Rae Burnight
Genetics. Thesis:  Targeting Therapeutic 
Vector Expression and Integration for 
Gene Therapy Applications
Rebecca Lee Verkerke Busanich, 
Menominee, MI
Health and Sport Studies. Thesis:  
Changing the Lens: Looking beyond 
Disordered Eating and into the 
Meanings of the Body, Food and Exercise 
Relationship in Distance Runners
Adam John Case, Iowa City
Free Radical and Radiation Biology. 
Thesis:  The Role of Mitochondrial 
Superoxide in the Development of the 
Mammalian Hematopoietic System
Brandyce Kay Case Haub, West Des Moines
Anthropology. Thesis:  Together We 
Stand Apart:  Island and Mainland 
Puerto Rican Independentistas
Katherine Elizabeth Castellano
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations. Thesis:  Unpacking Student 
Growth Percentiles: Statistical Properties 
of Regression-based Approaches with 
Implications for Student and School 
Classifications
Leslie Maureen Cavendish
Teaching and Learning. Thesis:  Stories 
from International Teachers: A Narrative 
Inquiry about Culturally Responsive 
Teaching
Scott Hogeland Cederburg
Business Administration. Thesis:  Essays 
in Cross-sectional Asset Pricing
Lorenzo Cena, Torino, Italy
Occupational and Environmental 
Health. Thesis:  Assessment of Exposure 
to Composite Nanomaterials and 
Development of a Personal Respiratory 
Deposition Sampler for Nanoparticles
Alvaro Correa
Mathematics. Thesis:  Bifurcation Theory 
for a Class of Second Order Differential 
Equations
Susana María Cortina De Cárdenas, 
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Geography. Thesis:  Does Private 
Management Lead to Improvement of 
Water Services? Lessons Learned from 
the Experiences of Bolivia and Puerto 
Rico
John Nickolas DenBleyker
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations. Thesis:  Comparing 
Trend and Gap Statistics across Tests: 
Distributional Change Using Ordinal 
Methods and Bayesian Inference
Junjun Deng
Applied Mathematical and 
Computational Sciences. Thesis:  Parallel 
Computing Techniques for Computed 
Tomography
Juan Francisco Diaz, Jr.
Science Education. Thesis:  Examining 
Student-generated Questions in an 
Elementary Science Classroom
Seth Ian Dillard, Iowa City
Mechanical Engineering. Thesis:  Image 
Based Modeling of Complex Boundaries
Anthony J. Donofrio, Cleveland, OH
Music. Thesis:  In Violent Silence
Bridget Draxler, Amery, WI
English. Thesis:  Novel Spectators: 
Spectatorship in the Eighteenth-Century 
Novel
Paul Harlan Drube
Mathematics. Thesis:  TQFT 
Diffeomorphism Invariants and Skein 
Modules
Marion Duval, Iowa City
French and Francophone World Studies. 
Thesis:  D’un Salaud l’autre: Étude de la 
figure romanesque des Nazis et de leurs 
collaborateurs
Megan Lyn Ealy, Iowa City
Genetics. Thesis:  Otosclerosis—
Identifying Genetic Contributions to a 
Complex Hearing Disorder
Scott Douglas Easton, Cedar Rapids
Social Work. Thesis:  Men Who Were 
Sexually Abused during Childhood: An 
Examination of Factors That Influence 
Long-term Mental Health
Edugie Jennifer Ekuase
Pharmacy. Thesis:  Structure-Activity 
Relationships for Interaction of 
Hydroxylated Polychlorinated 
Biphenyls with Human Hydroxysteroid 
Sulfotransferase hSULT2A1
Joseph John Engler, Coggon
Industrial Engineering. Thesis:  
Characterization of Normality of Chaotic 
Systems Including Prediction and 
Detection of Anomalies
Graduate ColleGe
Doctor of Philosophy
Chitra V. Akkoor, North Liberty
Communication Studies. Thesis:  Ways of 
Speaking in the Diaspora: Afghan Hindus 
in Germany
Carla-Maria Alana Alexander, Trincity, 
Trinidad and Tobago
Immunology. Thesis:  T Regulatory Cells 
and the Germinal Center
Brian Alan Almquist
Business Administration. Thesis:  Mining 
for Evidence in Enterprise Corpora
David Gustav Rathe Anderson,  
Downers Grove, IL
Pharmacy. Thesis:  
Oxidation and Reactivity of 
3,4-Dihydroxyphenylacetaldehyde, a 
Reactive Intermediate of Dopamine 
Metabolism
Harsha Vardhan Reddy Annapureddy
Chemistry. Thesis:  Theoretical Studies on 
the Structure and Dynamics of Room-
temperature Ionic Liquids
Fatima Baig
Teaching and Learning. Thesis:  
Investigating the Motivations of 
Parents Choosing Language Immersion 
Education for Their Child
Koushik Banerjee, Iowa City
Chemistry. Thesis:  Manganese Mediated 
Radical Addition Strategy toward 
Asymmetric Synthesis of Gamma-Amino 
Esters and Asymmetric Total Synthesis of 
Tubulysins
Kehinde Seun Bankole, Lagos, Nigeria
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering. 
Thesis:  Uncatalyzed Esterification of 
Biomass-derived Carboxylic Acids
Erin Frances Barnes, Matteson, IL
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education. 
Thesis:  Factors Influencing Perceptions 
of Locus, Blame, Justice, and Behavioral 
Intentions among Persons with 
Disabilities
James Matthew Barnes, Idaho Falls, ID
Molecular Physiology and Biophysics. 
Thesis:  Influence of Matrix and Fluid 
Microenvironments on Cancer Cell 
Migration, Survival, and Metastasis
Darci Lynn Sturtz Becker, Maquoketa
Speech and Hearing Science. Thesis:  
Patient Awareness of Dysphagia
Sarah Bergeron
Molecular and Cellular Biology. Thesis:  
Biochemical Basis of Human Disease-
causing Actin Mutations
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Chemical and Biochemical Engineering. 
Thesis:  Photopolymerizations of 
Multicomponent Epoxide and Acrylate/
Epoxide Hybrid Systems for Controlled 
Kinetics and Enhanced Material 
Properties
Andrés Fernando Forero Gómez, 
Bogotá, Colombia
Spanish. Thesis:  Crítica y nostalgia en la 
narrativa de Fernando Vallejo:  una forma 
de afrontar la crisis de la modernidad
Ryoko Furukawa, Niigata, Japan
Nursing. Thesis:  Using Video-mediated 
Communication to Support Pregnant 
Couples Separated during Satogaeri 
Bunben in Japan
Johnathan Lee William Gajdos, 
 Chadds Ford, PA
German. Thesis:  German Demonstrative 
Adverbs of Spatial Deixis: Evidence 
from Native Speakers, L2 Learners, and 
Corpora
Benjamin Jason Galluzzo, Shippensburg, PA
Applied Mathematical and 
Computational Sciences. Thesis:  A Finite-
difference Based Approach to Solving 
the Subsurface Fluid Flow Equation in 
Heterogeneous Media
Richard Lee Garrett, Dubuque
English. Thesis:  Medieval Anxieties: 
Translation and Authorial Self-
representation in the Vernacular Beast 
Fable
Özge Girit Heck, Iowa City
Communication Studies. Thesis:  
Representing Turkish National Culture 
and Turkish-American Identity in 
Chicago’s Turkish Festivals
Cindy Jean Gode
Microbiology. Thesis:  Vibrio 
parahaemolyticus Responds to Growth on 
a Surface by Initiating a Program of Gene 
Control That Is Regulated by Calcium, 
Iron, and Quorum Sensing
Kelly Jodel Gonzales
Nursing. Thesis:  Safe Medication 
Administration
Kathleen M. Goodman
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development. Thesis:  The Influence of 
the Campus Climate for Diversity on 
College Students’ Need for Cognition
Curt G. Graff, Iowa City
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies. Thesis:  Course Selection Theory 
and College Transition Seminars:  An 
Adaptation of College Choice Models 
to Explain First-year Students’ Course 
Enrollment Behavior
Lin Gu
Second Language Acquisition. Thesis:  At 
the Interface between Language Testing 
and Second Language Acquisition: 
Communicative Language Ability and 
Test-taker Characteristics
Russell P. Guay, North Liberty
Business Administration. Thesis:  Igniting 
the Fire between Leaders and Followers: 
The Impact of Having the Right Fit
Prajwal Gurung, Taplejung, Nepal
Immunology. Thesis:  Regulation of 
Immune Responses by Apoptotic Cells
Viet Thuc Ha
Computer Science. Thesis:  Topic 
Modeling and Applications in Web 2.0
Alina Haliliuc
Communication Studies. Thesis:  Public 
Languages of Identification in Post-
Socialist Romania:  Limits to Pluralistic 
Citizenship
Rania Ahmad Azzam Hamed, 
Amman, Jordan
Pharmacy. Thesis:  Development of a 
Physiologically-relevant in vitro System 
to Study Exhaled Bioaerosols
Ginny Marie Harris, Sioux Falls, SD
Molecular and Cellular Biology. Thesis:  
Toward Understanding the Role of 
Protein Context in the Polyglutamine 
Disease, SCA3
Elizabeth Loyd Harvey, Geneva, Switzerland
American Studies. Thesis:  Same Place 
Next Summer:  Permanent Chautauquas 
and the Performance of Middle-class 
Identity
Yi He
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations. Thesis:  Evaluating 
Equating Properties for Mixed-format 
Tests
Bonnie Hoewing
Teaching and Learning. Thesis:  
Orientations of Literacy Leadership 
among Elementary School Principals: 
Demographic and Background Trends
Marta Alaina Holliday, Hempstead, NY
English. Thesis:  The Body as Spectacle:  
Beauty and Biraciality in American 
Literature and Film, 1852-2002
Yungui Huang
Statistical Genetics. Thesis:  Association 
Statistics under the PPL Framework
Michael Jerome Humann
Occupational and Environmental Health. 
Thesis:  Hearing Loss and Task-based 
Noise Exposures among Agricultural 
Populations
Michael Robert Ivanov, Dubuque
Chemistry. Thesis:  Covalently 
Functionalized Gold Nanoparticles: 
Synthesis, Characterization, and 
Integration into Capillary Electrophoresis
Sanyukta Jaiswal
Speech and Hearing Science. Thesis:  
Cricothyroid Muscle Activity at Voicing 
Transitions
An Ji
Chemistry. Thesis:  Mn-mediated 
Radical Coupling toward Synthesis of 
α, α-Disubstituted α-Amino Esters and 
Formal Total Synthesis of Quinine
Xuguang Jiang
Electrical and Computer Engineering. 
Thesis:  Iterative Reconstruction Method 
for Three-dimensional Non-Cartesian 
Parallel MRI
Megan Patricia Johnson
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies. Thesis:  Women’s Access 
to Higher Education in Tanzania: A 
Qualitative Study
Douglas FitzHenry Jones, Pittsburgh, PA
Religious Studies. Thesis:  A Straying 
Collective:  Familism and the 
Establishment of Orthodox Belief in 
Sixteenth-Century England
David Arthur Keller, Swisher
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies. Thesis:  An Integrated Model 
of Early Community College Student 
Success: Understanding Success in 
Developmental Mathematics
Elham Khayat Moghaddam, Iowa City
Electrical and Computer Engineering. 
Thesis:  On Low Power Test and Low 
Power Compression Techniques
Andrew Paul Kiekhaefer
Industrial Engineering. Thesis:  
Simulation Ranking and Selection 
Procedures and Applications in Network 
Reliability Design
Minpyo Kim, Northbrook, IL
Music. Thesis:  The Revival of a Waning 
Moon
NaJung Kim
Biomedical Engineering. Thesis:  Rational 
Design of Polymeric siRNA Delivery 
Systems
Sanghag Kim, Iowa City
Sociology. Thesis:  Sociological Studies 
on Happiness in Cross-national Contexts:  
Effects of Economic Inequality and 
Marriage
Youngwan Kim, Iowa City
Political Science. Thesis:  The Unveiled 
Power of NGOs:  How NGOs Influence 
States’ Foreign Policy Behaviors
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Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies. Thesis:  What Works in 
Collaboration:  A Case Study of a 
Facilities Partnership between a 
Public School District and a Nonprofit 
Organization
Ashley D’Ann Koh
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering. 
Thesis:  Two-step Biodiesel Production 
Using Supercritical Methanol and 
Ethanol
Marina V. Kostina, Chicago, IL
Teaching and Learning. Thesis:  
Exploration of Student Perceptions of 
Autonomy, Student-Instructor Dialogue 
and Satisfaction in a Web-based Distance 
Russian Language Classroom:  A Mixed 
Methods Study
Yogita Krishnamachari
Pharmacy. Thesis:  PLGA Microparticle 
Based Vaccine Carriers for an Improved 
and Efficacious Tumor Therapy
Dinesh Kumar, Rocklin, CA
Electrical and Computer Engineering. 
Thesis:  Boundary-constrained Inverse 
Consistent Image Registration and Its 
Applications
Yi-Lung Kuo, Kaohsiung, Taiwan
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations. Thesis:  Impact of 
Psychosocial Factors on Achievement 
Gains between Eighth and Tenth Grade
Jeroen Willem Joseph Laemers
History. Thesis:  Invincible Ignorance 
and the Discovery of the Americas:  The 
History of an Idea from Scotus to Suárez
Mijia Lai, Iowa City
Mathematics. Thesis:  Fully Nonlinear 
Flows and Hessian Equations on 
Compact Kähler Manifolds
Heung Chan Lee, Seoul, Korea
Chemistry. Thesis:  Magnetic Field 
Effects on Electron Transfer Reactions:  
Heterogeneous Photoelectrochemical 
Hydrogen Evolution and Homogeneous 
Self Exchange Reaction
Leah Elizabeth Leone
Spanish. Thesis:  Displacing the Mask: 
Jorge Luis Borges and the Translation of 
Narrative
Chunyan Liu
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations. Thesis:  A Comparison 
of Statistics for Selecting Smoothing 
Parameters for Loglinear Presmoothing 
and Cubic Spline Postsmoothing under a 
Random Groups Design
Matthew Michael Low, Omaha, NE
English. Thesis:  Prairie Survivance: 
Language, Narrative, and Place-making 
in the American Midwest
Kevin Randall Marks, Coralville
Pharmacy. Thesis:  Investigating the 
Fluoroquinolone-Topoisomerase 
Interaction by Use of Novel 
Fluoroquinolone and Quinazoline 
Analogs
Janine Nicole Martin
Genetics. Thesis:  Developing RNAi 
Therapy for DYT1 Dystonia
Lynn Milo Maxfield
Music. Thesis:  Application of Principles 
from Motor-learning Theory to the 
Studio Voice Lesson:  Effects of Feedback 
Frequency on Retention of Classical 
Singing Technique
Kevin Patrick McDonald
Film Studies. Thesis:  At Home in 
Estranged Dreams:  Contemporary 
Hollywood and the Uncanny
Brian Steven Meland, Fargo, ND
Physics. Thesis:  An Investigation into 
Particle Shape Effects on the Light 
Scattering Properties of Mineral Dust 
Aerosol
Katharina Ramo Mendoza, Iowa City
Women’s Studies. Thesis:  “In War, and 
after It, a Prisoner Always”: Reading 
Past the Paradigm of Redress in the Life 
Stories of the Filipino Comfort Women
Kacie Jo Meyer, Iowa City
Genetics. Thesis:  Detection, 
Interpretation, and Functional 
Consequences of Genomic Copy Number 
Variation in Human Disease
Marek Andrzej Mikulski, Iowa City
Occupational and Environmental Health. 
Thesis:  Epidemiology of Beryllium 
Sensitization and Pneumoconiosis 
in the Population of Former Nuclear 
Weapons Workers and Current and 
Former Conventional Munitions Workers 
from the Iowa Army Ammunition Plant 
(IAAAP) in Burlington, Iowa
Patrick Xerxes Monaghan, Lincoln, NE
Philosophy. Thesis:  Property Possession 
as Identity: An Essay in Metaphysics
Mikyung Moon
Nursing. Thesis:  Identification of 
NANDA-International, Nursing 
Outcomes Classification, and Nursing 
Interventions Classification for Critically 
Ill Patient Care in Intensive Care Units
Nykeisha Nicole Moore, Ehrhardt, SC
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education. 
Thesis:  Factors Related to Adaptation 
in the Intimate Relationships of OEF/
OIF Veterans with Posttraumatic Stress 
Disorder
Erin Denise Moritz
Epidemiology. Thesis:  Staphylococcus 
aureus in Iowa Child Care Facilities
Denise Nichole Morris, Nassau, Bahamas
Pharmacy. Thesis:  Population 
Pharmacokinetics of Telapristone and Its 
Active Metabolite CDB-4453
Jason Ray Moyer, Iowa City
Communication Studies. Thesis:  Not Just 
Civil Religion:  Theology in the Cases of 
Woodrow Wilson, John Kennedy, and 
Barack Obama
Georgetta Ann Daisy Myhlhousen-Leak
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations. Thesis:  An Investigation of 
Outcomes Assessment Utilization in the 
Context of Teacher Education Program 
Accreditation
Takako Nakakubo, Nagoya, Japan
Second Language Acquisition. Thesis:  
The Effects of Planning on Oral 
Performance in Japanese:  Processes and 
Production
Kishore Nannapaneni
Biomedical Engineering. Thesis:  Design 
of a Bioinformatics System for Insertional 
Mutagenesis Analysis and Its Application 
to the Sleeping Beauty Transposon 
System
Elke Samantha Nelson, Southampton, PA
Molecular and Cellular Biology. Thesis:  
Activators of Vinculin Enhance Cell 
Adhesion and Sensitize Melanomas to 
Chemotherapy
Chi-Wing Ng, Hong Kong, China
Psychology. Thesis:  Behavioral and 
Neural Correlates of Auditory Encoding 
and Memory Functions in Rhesus 
Macaques
Kathrine Mary Gill Nixon, Iowa City
Religious Studies. Thesis:  A Visualization 
of Dissident Voices in Sixteenth-Century 
Italy: A Reflection of the Religious Debate 
in Art
Fredrick Daniel Oakley, Clear Lake
Anatomy and Cell Biology. Thesis:  
Biology of Redox Active Endosomal 
Signaling in Response to IL-1-Beta
Michael Shane O’Doherty
Business Administration. Thesis:  Essays 
in Asset Pricing:  On Testing Asset-
pricing Anomalies and Modeling Stock 
Returns Using Model Pools
Scott David Openshaw, Muscatine
Industrial Engineering. Thesis:  
Predicting and Quantifying Seated 
Comfort and Discomfort Using Objective 
and Subjective Measures
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Hans Levi Packer
Neuroscience. Thesis:  A Dominant 
Negative Over Expression Model of 
Mammalian MED12 Function
Ryan David Padgett
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies. Thesis:  The Effects of the First 
Year of College on Undergraduates’ 
Development of Altruistic and Socially 
Responsible Behavior
Xiao Peng, Chengdu, China
Biochemistry. Thesis:  The Function 
and Regulation of Vinculin in Cell-Cell 
Adhesions
Ann Elizabeth Perreau, North Liberty
Speech and Hearing Science. Thesis:  
The Contribution of a Frequency-
compression Hearing Aid to 
Contralateral Cochlear Implant 
Performance
Anna Louisa Peters, LaSalle, IL
Immunology. Thesis:  Dysregulation of 
CD40 Signaling Pathways in Enhanced B 
Cell Activation and Autoimmunity
Anne Marie Peterson, Alexandria, VA
English. Thesis:  The Rhetorics of 
Sovereignty:  Representing Indian 
Territory in Nineteenth-Century 
Newspapers and Journals
William Mathew Peterson, Iowa City
Physics. Thesis:  Very Long Baseline 
Interferometry of Evolved Binary 
Systems
Anton Petushkov
Chemistry. Thesis:  Synthesis and 
Characterization of Nanocrystalline and 
Mesoporous Zeolites
Nhat-Long Lam Pham, Springfield, VA
Immunology. Thesis:  Regulation of 
Memory CD8 T Cell Differentiation
Arthur William Pightling
Biology. Thesis:  The Evolutionary 
History of Meiotic Genes: Early Origins 
by Duplication and Subsequent Losses
Zachary Ryan Prieskorn, Longmont, CO
Physics. Thesis:  Design and Testing 
of a NITPC X-Ray Polarimeter with 
Applications for the Measurement of 
SGR Burst Polarization
Kanchna Ramchandran, North Liberty
Neuroscience. Thesis:  The 
Neuropsychological Correlates of 
Leadership Effectiveness
John M. Reyland, Jr., Cedar Rapids
Electrical and Computer Engineering. 
Thesis:  Towards Wiener System 
Identification with Minimum a-priori 
Information
David Matthew Merkel Riep, Galloway, OH
Art History. Thesis:  House of the 
Crocodile:  South Sotho Art and History 
in Southern Africa
Shanshan Li Rodriguez, Iowa City
Physics. Thesis:  Search for the Electron 
Diffusion Region of Collisionless 
Magnetic Reconnection on Polar Mission
Jhon Jairo Rojas Camargo, Iowa City
Pharmacy. Thesis:  Preparation, 
Characterization and Evaluation of 
Cellulose II Powders and Cellulose 
II:Silicon Dioxide Composites as Direct 
Compression Excipients
David Alan Rotsch
Chemistry. Thesis:  Hydroxyl-bridged 
Lanthanide Amino Acid Clusters and 
Hexatantalum and Hexatungsten 
Chloride Clusters:  Synthesis, 
Characterization, and Relevance to 
Biomedical Imaging
Bushra Sabri, Baltimore, MD
Social Work. Thesis:  Victimization 
and Co-Occurring Disorders among 
Adolescents
Kem Saichaie, Ubon, Thailand
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies. Thesis:  Representation on 
College and University Websites:  An 
Approach Using Critical Discourse 
Analysis
Mark Hungerford Salisbury, Iowa City
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies. Thesis:  The Effect of Study 
Abroad on Intercultural Competence 
among Undergraduate College Students
Peter Marcus Scarbrough
Free Radical and Radiation Biology. 
Thesis:  Inhibitors of Glucose and 
Hydroperoxide Metabolism Potentiate 
17AAG-induced Cancer Cell Killing via 
Metabolic Oxidative Stress
Emily Isaak Schindler, Tiffin
Genetics. Thesis:  Genetics of Inherited 
Retinal Degeneration
Jodie Catherine Scott, Iowa City
Microbiology. Thesis:  Che6 
Chemosensory Regulation of 
Multicellularity in Myxococcus xanthus
Lijun Shi
Biomedical Engineering. Thesis:  
Three-dimensional Murine Airway 
Segmentation and Analysis in Micro-CT 
Images
Christopher Greg Shortway, Waterloo
Music. Thesis:  Set in Motion
Jayati Sinha, Iowa City
Business Administration. Thesis:  
Contagious Likes and Dislikes
Scott Joseph Small, Peoria, IL
Applied Mathematical and 
Computational Sciences. Thesis:  Runge-
Kutta Type Methods for Differential-
Algebraic Equations in Mechanics
Karen E. Smith, Des Moines
American Studies. Thesis:  Framing 
Quilts/Framing Culture: Women’s Work 
and the Politics of Display
Sarah Elizabeth Snydacker, Muscatine
Music. Thesis:  The New American Song:  
A Catalog of Published Songs by 25 
Living American Composers
Gopeekrishnan Sreenilayam
Chemistry. Thesis:  Asymmetric 
1,5-Polyol Synthesis:  A Concise 
Configuration-encoded Approach
Joseph Charles Sumrak
Chemistry. Thesis:  Organic 
Semiconductor Co-Crystals: 
Photoreactivity, Mobility, and 
Spectroscopy
William Borj Tabayoyong, Saint Louis, MO
Immunology. Thesis:  Engraftment 
of Embryonic Stem Cell-derived 
Hematopoietic Progenitor Cells Is 
Regulated by Natural Killer Cells
Colin Joseph Thalhofer, Iowa City
Immunology. Thesis:  Leishmania infantum 
chagasi Induces a Dynamic Cellular 
Inflammatory Response
Jason Randall Thompson, Grinnell
Anthropology. Thesis:  Views to the 
Past: Faunal and Geophysical Analysis 
of the Open-air Upper Paleolithic Site of 
Verberie
Feng Tian
Mathematics. Thesis:  On Commutativity 
of Unbounded Operators in Hilbert Space
Samuel Alexander Van Horne, Iowa City
Teaching and Learning. Thesis:  An 
Activity-theory Analysis of How College 
Students Revise after Writing-center 
Conferences
Saravanan Veerasamy, Chennai, India
Physics. Thesis:  Solution of Two 
Nucleon Systems Using Vector Variables 
in Momentum Space—An Innovative 
Approach
Anna Michele Viviani, Peoria, IL
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education. 
Thesis:  Counselor Meaning-making:  
Working with Childhood Sexual Abuse 
Survivors
Nathan Lane Wall, Coralville
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations. Thesis:  Augmented Testing 
and Effects on Item and Proficiency 
Estimates in Different Calibration 
Designs
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Chunxin Wang
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations. Thesis:  An Investigation 
of the Bootstrap Methods for Estimating 
the Standard Error of Equating under the 
Common-item Nonequivalent Groups 
Design
Orarat Wangpradit, Bangkok, Thailand
Human Toxicology. Thesis:  
Prostaglandin H Synthase Catalyzes 
Oxidation of 4-Chlorobiphenyl 
Metabolites, and the in vivo Effects on 
Prostaglandin Production
Mark Arvid Warburton
American Studies. Thesis:  “For the 
Purposes of Example and Justice”: Native 
American Incarceration in the Upper 
Mississippi Valley, 1803-1849
Brian Wasko
Molecular and Cellular Biology. Thesis:  
Novel Bisphosphonates as Inhibitors of 
Isoprenoid Biosynthesis
Eric Thomas Weatherford
Molecular Physiology and Biophysics. 
Thesis:  Regulation of Renin Gene 
Expression by CTCF, Nr2f2, Nr2f6, Nr4a1 
and Maintenance of the Renin Expressing 
Cell
Aliza Zahava Weinrib, Toronto, Canada
Psychology. Thesis:  Investigating 
Experiential Avoidance as a Mechanism 
of Action in a Mindfulness Intervention
Megan Moore Weivoda
Pharmacology. Thesis:  The Isoprenoid 
Biosynthesis Pathway and Regulation of 
Osteoblast Differentiation
David Monte Williams, Swisher
Physical Rehabilitation Science. Thesis:  
The Study of Voluntary Activation and 
Force Production Relationships and 
Responses to Varied Isometric Strength 
Training Parameters during Fatiguing 
and Non-Fatiguing Test Protocols
Scott William Wood, Hudson, WI
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations. Thesis:  Differential Item 
Functioning Procedures for Polytomous 
Items When Examinee Sample Sizes Are 
Small
Alexander Davidson Woods, Tiffin
Anthropology. Thesis:  The Effects 
of Lithic Raw Material Quality on 
Aurignacian Blade Production at Abri 
Cellier
Youbing Yin
Mechanical Engineering. Thesis:  MDCT-
based Dynamic, Subject-specific Lung 
Models via Image Registration for CFD-
based Interrogation of Regional Lung 
Function
Jun Yoo, Seoul, South Korea
Chemistry. Thesis:  Synthesis of New 
Biodegradable Polysulfenamides for 
Applications in Medicine
Seonguk Yoo
Mathematics. Thesis:  Extremal Sextic 
Truncated Moment Problems
Shannin Christine Zevian, Pinellas Park, FL
Biology. Thesis:  Structure-Function 
Analysis of Tetraspanin CD151
Yueming Zhu
Free Radical and Radiation Biology. 
Thesis:  Polychlorinated Biphenyl 
(PCB)-induced Oxidative Stress Mediates 
Cytotoxicity in Human Breast and 
Prostate Epithelial Cells
Doctor of Musical Arts
Jonathan Sayre Allen, Monument, CO
Thesis:  Mixed Chamber Music for 
Trombone:  An Exploration of the Genre 
through Performance Analyses of Works 
by Roseman, Rush, and Kurtág
Meghan Georgina Aube, Palmer, AK
Thesis:  Women in Percussion:  The 
Emergence of Women as Professional 
Percussionists in the United States, 
1930-Present
Marin Ruth Tollefson Jacobson
Thesis:  Stylistic Development in the 
Choral Music of Rebecca Clarke
Daniel Jacob Kubus, Kirksville, MO
Thesis:  A Profile of Viennese Society:  
An Interpretative Guide of Korngold’s 
Second Piano Sonata and Schnabel’s 
Sonata for Piano
Ana Maria Orduz, Medellin, Colombia
Thesis:  Integrating Contemporary World 
Music into Our Teaching: Discussion on 
the Pedagogical Value and Performance 
Practice of Seven Commissioned Pieces 
by Four Colombian Composers
Joshua Keith Thompson, Fairborn, OH
Thesis:  Libby Larsen’s Concerto for 
Trumpet and Orchestra:  An Overview 
and Reduction of the Orchestral Score for 
Trumpet and Piano
Tara Diane Warfield, Yale, IL
Thesis:  A Voice Teacher Prepares:  Using 
Art Song as a Teaching Tool for the Role 
of Sophie in Der Rosenkavalier
Jacqueline May Wilson, Kennewick, WA
Thesis:  The Concerto for Bassoon and 
Low Strings by Sofia Gubaidulina:  A 
Performance Guide
Yee Sik Wong
Thesis:  The Art of Accompanying 
Classical Ballet Technique Classes
Doctor of Audiology
Amanda Marie Carr, Cedar Rapids
Robin Elaine Criter, Kenosha, WI
Laural Onawa Everist-Lambert, Sioux City
Abbie Kristine Huinker, Clermont
Kristin Diane Perk
Laura Schroeder, Cedar Falls
Justin Edward Schulz
Sterling Wilkinson Sheffield
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Janice Mae Budzine, Independence
John Michael Juve
Master of Fine Arts
Rawan Hashem Mahmoud Alkhatib
English. Thesis:  Elate the Tapir
Kevin Michael Artigue, Redlands, CA
Theatre Arts. Thesis:  From the Mouths 
of Babes
Amy Lynne Barr, Iowa City
Dance. Thesis:  An Implicated Distance:  
The Bridge, the Closet, the Shelf, the 
Couch, to Build Something Else. . . the 
Revolving Door, Home
Micah Shane Bateman
English. Thesis:  Bastard Star
Andrew Ellis Bates, Iowa City
English. Thesis:  Human Interest
Lindsey Alissa Beal, Iowa City
Art. Thesis:  The Venus Series
Jill Lauren Bodach, Iowa City
English. Thesis:  The Unauthorized 
Biography of Mercy Bell
Molly Bridget Boyle, Iowa City
English. Thesis:  Dunk Tank
Rebecca Juel Boyle
English. Thesis:  Dear Luckless, Hold Me 
Up
Erika Jo Brown, New York, NY
English. Thesis:  Dirty Birdies
Thea Abigail Brown
English. Thesis:  Think of the Danger
David Busis
English. Thesis:  The Weber Brothers
Haley Aundrea Carrollhach, Iowa City
English. Thesis:  Beautiful Daughters
Heidi McKay Casto
Art. Thesis:  Reflections on Motherhood
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Paul Michael Collins
Theatre Arts. Thesis:  Graduate Designs
Stephen John Crompton, Preston, England
Film and Video Production. Thesis:  
Cinema of Excess: The Ashes of Mall 
Church
Erica L. Damman
Art. Thesis:  Watershed: Collected 
Thoughts
Chelsea Marie Dappen, Scottsbluff, NE
English. Thesis:  Wondrous Symptom
Rachel Elizabeth Dawson
English. Thesis:  Flash Scaffolding
Angela Lena Dieffenbach, Princeville, IL
Art. Thesis:  Corporeal Curiosity: Seeking 
Salubrity
Willy Chenja Du, Iowa City
Comparative Literature - Translation. 
Thesis:  Taiwan Hsiang-t’u Writer Huang 
Chunming:  Three Short Stories, with a 
Critical Introduction
Joshua Ryan Eklow, Grayslake, IL
Art. Thesis:  My Second Word Was 
“Game”
Joseph Jeffery Fassler, Iowa City
English. Thesis:  Good Americans: Five 
Stories from a Collection-in-Progress
Michael Gaile Fauver, Saginaw, MI
English. Thesis:  Take Me, Please, to Your 
Better Angels
Angela Flournoy, West Covina, CA
English. Thesis:  Give It a Name and Give 
It Life:  A Novel
Ossian Patrick Foley
English. Thesis:  Of
Jessica C. Foster, Sidney, ME
Theatre Arts. Thesis:  Proficient
Caleb Francis Gentry, Sr.
Art. Thesis:  Dr. Who?
Jordan Fox Glubka, Eugene, OR
English. Thesis:  Heat Lightning
David William Gorin
English. Thesis:  Dust Jackets
Andrew Jared Graff
English. Thesis:  Gethsemane
Erik Owen Habecker
English. Thesis:  Release
Zoe Alaina Hawk
Art. Thesis:  Dress Code
Susan Elinore Hazen-Hammond
English. Thesis:  The Language I Do Not 
Speak
Amanda Michelle Helland, San Diego, CA
Theatre Arts. Thesis:  Costume and Scenic 
Designs for the University of Iowa
Kerry Lynn Howley
English. Thesis:  A Brief History of 
Ecstasy
Brett John Janecek
Theatre Arts. Thesis:  Martha Clarke’s In 
the Night:  Dramaturging with Creative 
Freedom
Matthew James Janechek
Art. Thesis:  Design Doesn’t Happen in a 
Vacuum
Jill Elise Kambs
Art. Thesis:  32% of the Archive
Edward Hugh Kehoe, Boston, MA
English. Thesis:  The Suicide Habit
Danielle Huey Kimzey, Dallas, TX
Art. Thesis:  I’m Proud of You
Matthew Lee Klane
English. Thesis:  My
Leah Elizabeth Leone
Comparative Literature - Translation. 
Thesis:  A Satire of Satire: Enrique Jardiel 
Poncela’s ¡Espérame en Siberia, vida mía! 
Translation and Critical Introduction
Jennifer Davis Lewis, Iowa City
English. Thesis:  Remissions
Emily Sieu Liebowitz
English. Thesis:  National Park Essential
James Stephen Longley, New Knoxville, OH
English. Thesis:  Insula
Benjamin Joseph Love
English. Thesis:  Hey Thanks Benjamin
Meredith Laura Lynn, Iowa City
Art. Thesis:  One-liners
Alexander Kolya Maksik, Ketchum, ID
English. Thesis:  The Barbarians
Susan Annette Manworren, Coralville
English. Thesis:  Grace and Rubies
Anna Christine Maris, Little Rock, AR
Dance. Thesis:  Slip One Stitch, Knit Two 
Slipped Stitches Together
Anthony Francis Marra
English. Thesis:  A Constellation of Vital 
Phenomena
Lori K. Martin, Edna, KS
English. Thesis:  The Horse’s Bones: A 
Collection
Guldeniz Danisman Martinek
Art. Thesis:  Imaginal Process of a 
Complicated Mind:  Daydreams
Ayana Mathis
English. Thesis:  The Twelve Tribes of 
Hattie (Excerpt)
Taryn Maureen McMahon, Oakhurst, NJ
Art. Thesis:  Their Wondrous 
Transformation and Peculiar 
Nourishment
Samuel Asher McPhee, Redmond, WA
English. Thesis:  The Cyclops Has Pink 
Eye:  Stories, Cartoons and a Résumé
Teresa Lynn Moralez
Art. Thesis:  Fresh Expression:  A Guide 
to Cultural Reclamation
Rachel Louise Murray
English. Thesis:  American Royalty
Kristen Nicole Necessary
Art. Thesis:  Vernacular (Dis) Placement
Dylan Thomas Nice
English. Thesis:  The Big Water
Annie O. Nilsson
English. Thesis:  The Moonbeam Song
Benjamin Nugent
English. Thesis:  Good Kids
Daniel Poppick
English. Thesis:  The Police
Michael Allen Potter, Buffalo, NY
English. Thesis:  The Last Invisible 
Continent
Christopher Wayne Reno
Art. Thesis:  Faded Glory
Yuly Andrea Restrepo, Iowa City
English. Thesis:  Daughter of War and the 
Ocean
Zardon Richardson, Iowa City
Film and Video Production. Thesis:  Chief
Emily Jo Rolka, Ann Arbor, MI
Music. Thesis:  The Visual Journey: 
Strategies and Techniques to Help 
Memorization for Musicians with 
Dyslexia or Auditory Memory Challenges
Margaret Kemp Ross
English. Thesis:  A Day in Space and 
Another Day
Montreux Bianca Rotholtz
English. Thesis:  Fever Cattle
Emily Anne Ruskovich, Blanchard, ID
English. Thesis:  Layers of Earth:  A 
Novella and Stories
Andrew P. Saito
Theatre Arts. Thesis:  Landless
Christine Marie Scarfuto, Metuchen, NJ
Theatre Arts. Thesis:  Audience 
Revolution: Revitalizing the Theatre 
Experience
Amy Lee Scott
English. Thesis:  Ma      : In Search of Lost 
Mothers
Jennifer Leigh Sears
Theatre Arts. Thesis:  History of Stage 
Management:  The Role of the Prompter 
in American Theatre, 1750-1850
Lucy Gallagher Silag, Iowa City
English. Thesis:  Untitled
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Jennifer Silverman
Theatre Arts. Thesis:  Still
Rebecca Joan Simons
Theatre Arts. Thesis:  Misalliance:  A Stage 
Manager’s Process
Colby William Somerville
English. Thesis:  Rotatertot
Kayla Jane Soyer-Stein, New York, NY
English. Thesis:  Three True Stories about 
Meeting My Boyfriend’s Ex-Girlfriend for 
the First Time, and Other Stories
Charity Lynn Stebbins
English. Thesis:  Open Nightfall
Zachary Lewis Stensen
Art. Thesis:  Pastimes
Merritt Christine Tierce, Dallas, TX
English. Thesis:  Love Me Back: Stories
Florina Titz, Constanta, Romania
Film and Video Production.  
Thesis:  Digital Necromancy
Zachary Tyler Vickers, Rome, NY
English. Thesis:  Congratulations on Your 
Martyrdom!
Sarah S. Viren, Tampa, FL
English. Thesis:  Chronicles of the 
Quetzal
Nancy Gayle Wyland, Coralville
English. Thesis:  Cornucopia, 
Unincorporated
Rachel Joy Yoder
English. Thesis:  Some Really Disgusting 
Essays about Love: A Guidebook
Master of Arts
Mikhael Abraham Abi-Saleh, Iowa City
Linguistics
Kristen Dawn Adrian, Greeley, CO
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Jeremy John Alberhasky, Iowa City
Teaching and Learning
Clark Steven Anderson, Cedar Rapids
Health and Sport Studies
Derek Andes
Art. Thesis:  Orbital Oscillations
Madigan Armstrong
Library and Information Science
John Chadwick Ashby
Linguistics
Matthew James Augeri, Middletown, CT
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Alex Kenneth Baldwin
Economics
Marija Baltrusaitiene, Jonava, Lithuania
Economics
Conrad Watson Bendixen
Library and Information Science
Cortney Marie Benjamin
Spanish
Harrison Berry
Journalism
Quinn Thomas Berry, Tiffin
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Jude Joseph Blocker, Dubuque
Leisure Studies
Alitta Erin Boechler, Calgary, Canada
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Nathan Bancroft Bogert, Iowa City
Music
Laura Marie Bohnenkamp, Remsen
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Jessica Greyson Boyd, Greenville, SC
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Misty Christine Brents, Iowa City
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Bonnie Elisabeth Brown, Gilbert, AZ
Music
Gretchen Noel Bruesehoff, Marmora, NJ
Music
Stephanie Jo Buchheim, Colesburg
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Sarah Elizabeth Bumpus, Iowa City
Linguistics
Benjamin Andrew Burnham
Leisure Studies
Michelle Lynn Butler
Music
Joseph David Carter, Emmetsburg
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Kevin Franz Chamberlain, Iowa City
Art
Chi-Fang Chang, Taipei, Taiwan
Teaching and Learning
Jillian Marie Chapman, Lake Forest, IL
Art
Richard Francis Chapman, Columbus, OH
Music
Lesley Michelle Chase
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Keyu Chen
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Cheryl Lynn Childress
Art
Erika Elizabeth Christiansen, 
Saint Charles, IL
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Tiana Janelle Costanzo Clark
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Gerald D. Coleman, Iowa City
Teaching and Learning
Andrew Francis Conrad
Teaching and Learning
Eric Christopher Conrad
English
Ashleigh Rae Crabtree
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Andrew Crooke
English
Susanna Garts Crum
Art
Allison Danae Czer, New Ulm, MN
Music
Joshua Logan Dailey, Fairfax, VA
Art
Roger Stephen Darrow, Bemus Point, NY
Leisure Studies
Lauren Elizabeth Davis, Iowa City
Art
Marc Decker
Music
Douglas Ross Degges
Art
Kerry Anne Delaney
English
Kristina Meree Doll, Onslow
Library and Information Science
Joseph Edward Durbin
Music
Jennifer Joy Dwyer, Bondurant
Library and Information Science
Hayley Bonaventure Ellis
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Tiffany Ann Engelbrecht, Iowa City
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Jessica Hilliard Engelking
Philosophy
Janelle Rae Erickson
Library and Information Science
Brittan Leigh Etzenhouser
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
William Philip Farmer III, Coralville
Political Science
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Nicholas Robert Ferguson, Wheaton, IL
Geography
Andrea Ann Ferrigno, Iowa City
Art
Daphne Foreman, Iowa City
Library and Information Science
Christopher Michael Forsythe
Art
Jamie Elizabeth Fosdick, Cedar Rapids
Linguistics
Jared Fowler, Iowa City
Music
Jennifer Renee Fowler, Altoona
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Suzanne Marie Fox, Des Moines
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Shelby Lane Francis, Waverly
Health and Sport Studies
Cydney Aaron-Taylor Gaines
Health and Sport Studies
Christine Lynn Garrow, Buffalo
Library and Information Science
Allison Lynn Gates, Tabor
Library and Information Science
Christine Banet Gebler, Crete, IL
Music
Dianna L. Geers, Cedar Rapids
Library and Information Science
Kelly Christine Giese, Green Bay, WI
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Tara Ann Gjerstad, Iowa City
Speech Pathology and Audiology.  
Thesis:  Investigation of Service Provision 
for Children with Cochlear Implants
Cassius Milburn Goens III, Muncie, IN
Music
Amy Katherine Goldsmith
Art
Elizabeth Ann Gorman
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
David Barrett Gough
American Studies
Abraham David Graber
Philosophy
Carrie J. Graves, Iowa City
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Mitchell Anthony Gross, Coralville
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Evan Grulke, Lexington, KY
Music
Jacqueline Christine Hackbarth
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Megan Elizabeth Hafer
Music
Danielle Renee Hakeman, Eldridge
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
John Patrick Haman, Iowa City
Religious Studies. Thesis:  The 
Sanctification of Friendship: Reconciling 
Preferential and Non-Preferential Loves 
in Søren Kierkegaard’s Works of Love
Brynn Sara Hambly
Teaching and Learning
Saem Han
Linguistics
Wendy Hua Han, Iowa City
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Kathryn Frances Hargrave, Chicago, IL
Art. Thesis:  Shadow States of States
Karen Elizabeth Haslett, Iowa City
Teaching and Learning
Travis R. Hasley, Frederick, OK
Spanish
Katie Luella DeVries Hassman
Library and Information Science
Dana Haugaard
Art
Jennifer Lynn Heacock-Renaud, Iowa City
Spanish
Deborah Jane Hernandez, Council Bluffs
Library and Information Science
Joan Renee Hippen, Washington
Library and Information Science
Joshua James Hoeks, Iowa City
Art
Edward Hong
Music
Jason Justus Hoover, Washington
History
Amy Catherine Horstman, Fairbanks, AK
Music
Delbert Wayne Jackson II, Bellevue
Art
Brett Gregory Johnson, Coralville
Journalism
Kathryn Ann Johnson
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Lisa Marie Johnson, Coralville
Art. Thesis:  Back to Back They Faced 
Each Other
Seth Adam Jones
Philosophy
Kari Ann Jurgenson
Teaching and Learning
Cynthia Kanko, Iowa City
French and Francophone World Studies
Kevin George Kapparos, Williamsburg
Teaching and Learning
Kalyn Kappelman
Philosophy
Varun Kharbanda
Economics
Margaret Kim
Art
William Douglas Klima
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Lance Andrew Kloefkorn
Political Science
Ann Marie Knipper, Melcher-Dallas
Library and Information Science
Dennis Leon Kuhnel, Pinedale, WY
History
Katherine Anne Kunau, Preston
Art History. Thesis:  Borrowing the 
Wings of Daedalus:  Competing Ideas of 
Divine Wisdom and Secular Scholarship 
in the Decoration of the Library Hall of 
Bad Schussenried
Dohyoung Kwon
Economics
Kelli Sue Lahann
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Pui Yan Lau
Music
Mary NaRee Laube, Iowa City
Art
Kate Dower Lechtenberg, Des Moines
Library and Information Science
Changhwa Lee, Jin-Hae, Korea
Political Science
Younhee Lee
Teaching and Learning
Stephanie Marie Leeper, Algona
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Danielle Cecilia Legeai, New Orleans, LA
Health and Sport Studies
Steve Adrien Levillain
French and Francophone World Studies
Arlin Andrew Levitt
Religious Studies
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Andrew Taylor Lewis
Linguistics
Chun-Hui Lien, Taipei, Taiwan
Music
Heng Liu
Economics
Sherry Elizabeth Lochhaas, 
Saint Louis, MO
Library and Information Science
Lisa Kay Lode, Sanborn
Library and Information Science
Vida Sue Long, Mount Pleasant
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Wenyu Lu, Iowa City
Linguistics
Andrew John Lundt
Leisure Studies
Allyson Gonzales Magno
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Jessica May Main, Bettendorf
Library and Information Science
James Norbert Malewitz, Jackson, MI
Journalism
Lee Celia Marchalonis
Library and Information Science
Theodore Pearson Marks
Anthropology
Christine Mastalio, Iowa City
Library and Information Science
Megan Irene McCauley Rose, Marion
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Matthew Clark McKee, Burlington
Library and Information Science
Jacquelyn Marie Meirick, Phoenix, AZ
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Ian Benjamin Mertes
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Katherine Anne Merulla, Cedar Rapids
Library and Information Science
Carrie Leigh Metheny
Art
Aaron Christopher Miller, Coralville
Economics
Robert Scott Morris, Bennett
Linguistics
Katherine Janice Morrow, Alexandria, VA
Film Studies
Stacey Elizabeth Mumm
Art
Vanessa Lee Nakoski, Frederick, MD
American Studies
Sangeeta Nath, Iowa City
Economics
Paige Elysha Nelson
Communication Studies
Stephanie Jo Nielsen, Audubon
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Veronica Sheila Nixon, Iowa City
Geography
Ashley Marie Oehlerking, Cary, IL
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Audrey Ruth Omar
Sociology. Thesis:  Masculinity and the 
Acceptance of Violence:  A Study of Social 
Construction
Ryan James Opheim
Psychology
Luisa Schmidt Orticelli, Pella
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Allison Grace Otto, Coralville
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Grace Wai See Pang, Hong Kong
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Heather Anne Parker-Carlson, Clinton
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Jennifer Lynn Patel
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Gwendolyn Sara Persons
Library and Information Science
Thomas Christopher Petersen, Cedar Rapids
Journalism
April A. Pforts
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Rebecca Rose Pierson
Journalism
Julie Rae Pollock, Iowa City
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Katelyn Elizabeth Porubsky
English
Curran Garrett Prendergast, North Liberty
Music
Kevin Gordon Priebe
Music
Mary Louise Priske, Eldora
Library and Information Science
Shelby Stackhouse Putt
Anthropology
Buffy Serene Quintero, Iowa City
Art. Thesis:  Puppetry and Art Education: 
A Personal Journey
Mira-Lorelei Radu, Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Health and Sport Studies
Caitlin Elizabeth Raich, Iowa City
Teaching and Learning
Elizabeth Claire Rainville, Metamora, IL
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Angelica Desiree Rankin, Matherville, IL
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Ryan James Rasmussen
Art
Heidi Ratanavanich, Chicago, IL
Art
Daniel Thomas Rathjen
Sociology
Devin Michael Redmond, Iowa City
Library and Information Science
Kalle Amanda Richmann
Teaching and Learning
Thomas Michael Rieck, Waseca, MN
Leisure Studies
Seth Robbins
English
Lawrence O. Robinson
Art
Nathaniel Robert Rock, Mokena, IL
Geography. Thesis:  Mapping Geospatial 
Events Based on Extracted Spatial 
Information from Web Documents
Leila June Rod-Welch, Cedar Falls
Library and Information Science
Rodolfo Salgado, Jr., San Bernardino, CA
Art
Donna Kay Salton, Ayrshire
Library and Information Science
Abigail Jane Sandberg, Iowa City
Art. Thesis:  Decelerated Design
Arashdeep Singh Sangha
Linguistics
Kristina Scharp
Communication Studies
Evan Schenck, Iowa City
History
Meredith Kay Scherb, Coralville
Library and Information Science
Donna Marie Schill
Journalism
Lindsey Lea Schneckloth, Davenport
International Studies. Thesis:  Crossing 
Borders: From the United States to 
Argentina--A Cross-Cultural Training 
Program for Business Professionals
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Dawn Allison Schrandt, Petaluma, CA
Library and Information Science
Jodi Lynn Schrick, Rock Rapids
Library and Information Science
Sarah Beth Schwols, Bismarck, ND
Music
Talat Senocak
Economics
Melodie Renee Shaffer
Leisure Studies
Steven Paul Shanley, Marion
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
John D. Sharp, Austin, TX
Economics
Mary Celeste Shihadeh, Muscatine
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Austin David Showalter
Health and Sport Studies
Ellen Mary Siebers, Madison, WI
Art
Bess Suneenaj Siritanapivat
Art
Julia Christine Skinner, Iowa City
Library and Information Science
James Edward Skretta, Fort Atkinson
Music
Briana Jennifer Smith, Iowa City
History
Katie Brianne Smith
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Kelly Jean Smith
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Matine T. Spence, Iowa City
History
Theodore David Spickler, Highland Park, IL
History
Pauline Stacchini, Le Chesnay, France
Library and Information Science
Matthew Joseph Stancel, Des Moines
Health and Sport Studies
Lauren Grove Steinmetz, Iowa City
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Steven Todd Stong
Economics
Anna Marie Stork
Teaching and Learning
Ryan Gabriel Strempke-Durgin
Library and Information Science
Annie Laurie Sullivan
Film Studies
Yu-Kuei Sun, Iowa City
Health and Sport Studies. Thesis:  
National Hero and Model Minority: 
Media Representations of Chien-Ming 
Wang in Taiwan and in the US, 2005 to 
2009
March Leigh Sutton, Solon
Library and Information Science
Sara Elsie Swanson, Ottumwa
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Lei Tang, North Liberty
Teaching and Learning
Christine Denise Taylor
Library and Information Science
Elspeth Anne Taylor
English. Thesis:  Disruption and 
Disappointment:  Relationships of 
Children and Nostalgia in British 
Interwar Fiction
Samuel Alexander Taylor
Philosophy
Thomas Archer Taylor
Art
Brittney Louise Thomas
Library and Information Science
Lindsey Jean Thomas
Communication Studies
Brenton N. Thompson
English
Guy Dillon Thompson
Teaching and Learning
Bo M. Ties, Lewiston, MN
Music
Tami Ann Tomkins, Readlyn
Library and Information Science
Amanda Kristin Trevors, 
Saint Thomas, Ontario, Canada
Library and Information Science
Daniel Alexander Usera
Communication Studies
Mary Kathleen van Andel 
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Harold Gustav Frits Van Beek
Art
Lindsay Faith Van Elk, Portage, MI
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Molly Lou Marie Vangorp
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Michael Paul Van Heel, Brooklyn Park, MN
Music
Michelle Leigh Wadya
Communication Studies
Allison Pearl Snow Welch
Art. Thesis:  Necessity and Nostalgia
Rachel Elizabeth West, Iowa City
Leisure Studies
Rodrick Derek Whetstone, Iowa City
Art
Kayla Marie Wieman
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Spencer L. Willardson, Iowa City
Political Science
J Austin Williamson, Iowa City
Psychology
Elizabeth Grace Willmore, Iowa City
Teaching and Learning
Angela Lynn Wittmer
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Senay Yasar Saglam
Business Administration
Asli Mediha Yetisener, Istanbul, Turkey
Music
Zheng Zhang
Communication Studies
Zhe Zhu, Iowa City
Economics
Jacquelyn Dayle Zwiefel, Fenton
Music
Master of Science
Ghada Ahmed Yousif Abusin
Clinical Investigation
Jae Youn Ahn
Statistics
Michael Joseph Anderson, Iowa City
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Samuel Young Annan, Tema, Ghana
Statistics
James Chapman Arter
Biomedical Engineering
Francesca Laura Baglivi, Bloomington, IN
Biology
Jen Baker, Solon
Urban and Regional Planning
Kyeong Mi Bang
Statistics
Karine Tenório Landim Barizon,  
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Operative Dentistry. Thesis:  Relative 
Translucency of Ceramic Systems for 
Porcelain Veneers
Kurt D. Beachy, Iowa City
Exercise Science
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Alexandrea Beebe, Minden
Civil and Environmental Engineering. 
Thesis:  Phytoremediation of Airborne 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls
Sarah Beth Bergbower, Newton, IL
Biology
Derek Steven Borgwardt, Iowa City
Oral Science. Thesis:  Histatin 5 
Attenuates IL-8 Dendritic Cell Response 
to P. gingivalis Hemagglutinin B
Eric Boucher, Iowa City
Statistics
Nicholas Joseph Breitbach, Dyersville
Urban and Regional Planning
Mark Alexander Brewer, 
Heidelberg, Germany
Biomedical Engineering
Caroline Antoinette Brigham, Iowa City
Urban and Regional Planning
Stephen Butcher, Iowa City
Biology. Thesis:  The Hidden 
Transcriptome:  Discovery of Novel, 
Stress-responsive Transcription in 
Daphnia pulex
Chelsea Joy Caspell
Biostatistics
Hao Chai, Xi’an, China
Statistics
Urvashi Chakraborty, Iowa City
Urban and Regional Planning
Tracy Ann Neil Champagne, 
Minneapolis, MN
Geoscience. Thesis:  Oligocene Coral 
Evolution in Puerto Rico and Antigua:  
Morphometric Analysis of Agathiphyllia, 
Antiguastrea, and Montastraea
Jun Chen
Informatics
Wen-Yu Chiou
Statistics
Desiré Kay Christensen, Iowa City
Epidemiology. Thesis:  Characteristics of 
Sunless Tanning Product Users among 
Sorority and Fraternity Students
Kristin Dumboski Clark, 
North Little Rock, AR
Orthodontics. Thesis:  The Efficacy of 
37% Phosphoric Acid + MI Paste PlusTM 
on Remineralization of Enamel White 
Spot Lesions
Sarah Elizabeth Clark, Sioux City
Orthodontics. Thesis:  Remineralization 
Effectiveness of MI Paste PlusTM--A 
Clinical Pilot Study
Andrew Dylan Collings
Urban and Regional Planning
Kathleen Ann Cornelius, Independence, MO
Pharmacy
Kelsey Rae Coulter, Independence
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Lindsay Diane Croft, Ellensburg, WA
Epidemiology
Kyla Dean
Civil and Environmental Engineering. 
Thesis:  Phosphorus Runoff to Clear 
Creek
David Kay Defay
Orthodontics. Thesis:  3D Facial Analysis: 
Unaffected Parents of Individuals with 
Cleft Lip/Palate
Alan Charles DenBleyker
Physics
Ursula Anne Diehl, Iowa City
Exercise Science. Thesis:  The Role of the 
Adominal Hydrostatic Indifferent Point 
in Governing Splachnic Blood Pooling 
durng Orthostatic Stress
Ahmed Faruk Diken, Iowa City
Industrial Engineering. Thesis:  Analysis 
of Different Phases of a Commercial 
Flight Using Radio Call Response Times, 
Workload, Situation Awareness and 
Fatigue Ratings
Lorin Beth Ditzler
Urban and Regional Planning
Kaifang Du, Iowa City
Biomedical Engineering. Thesis:  
Regional Pulmonary Function Analysis 
Using Image Registration
Ling Du
Mathematics
Tammi Rae Duncan, Sanostee, NM
Microbiology. Thesis:  Site-directed 
Mutagenesis of the SPOR Domain from 
Escherichia coli FtsN
Salem Kh Salem El Gahmi
Pharmacy
Daniel Emick Ellickson
Occupational and Environmental Health. 
Thesis:  Assessment of Microscopy 
Methods for Distinguishing Engineered 
Nanoparticles from Incidental 
Nanoparticles
Geoffrey Colin Fairchild, Iowa City
Computer Science
Qinbin Fan
Statistics
Michael Colin Fitzpatrick
Mathematics
Matthew Brian Flannigan, Batavia, IL
Civil and Environmental Engineering. 
Thesis:  Phytoremediation for the 
Treatment of Energetic Material Releases 
on Testing and Training Ranges at Eglin 
Air Force Base
Bradley Steven Forney
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Hong Gao
Statistics
Maria Eugenia Leone Gold
Geoscience. Thesis:  Cranial Osteology 
and Braincase Morphometrics of Gavialis 
gangeticus: Implications for Crocodylian 
Phylogenetics
Brittany Diane Graham, Wheaton, IL
Urban and Regional Planning
Yebai Guo
Statistics
Robert Amit Hagen, Tiffin
Pharmacy
Robert Arthur Hamel, Iowa City
Industrial Engineering
Albert Han
Urban and Regional Planning
Kendra Marlene Hauck, Avon, SD
Occupational and Environmental Health
Brendan Hodis
Biomedical Engineering
Benjamin Charles Hoelscher
Orthodontics. Thesis:  Passive Eruption 
Patterns in First Molars
Christopher George Holbein, Woodstock, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Nicole Joy Hollopeter
Industrial Engineering. Thesis:  Response 
of Novice and Experienced Drivers to 
Lateral Control Intervention to Prevent 
Lane Departures
Jia Hou
Physics
Jeremiah Beyer Hubbard, Iowa City
Chemistry
Dominic Hull
Chemistry
Lulu Ji
Statistics
Hyunok Jo, Iowa City
Chemistry
Grelda Yazmin Juarez Caballero, 
Mexico City, Mexico
Statistics
Dmitry D. Kallestinov, Coralville
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Aparna Sameer Kamath, Iowa City
Clinical Investigation
Andrew Amos Kass, Le Mars
Urban and Regional Planning
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Jameson Andrew Keck, Fairview Heights, IL
Chemistry
Zainab M. Khan, Mount Vernon
Epidemiology
MyungJoo Kim
Operative Dentistry. Thesis:  Consumers’ 
Choice of Dentist:  How and Why People 
Choose Dental School Faculty as Their 
Oral Care Provider
Soon Ki Kim, Coralville
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Jacob Alexzander Krzystowczyk
Occupational and Environmental 
Health. Thesis:  Exposure Assessment for 
Automotive Repair Tasks in an Attached 
Garage
Puttarin Kulchaitanaroaj, Iowa City
Pharmacy
Colleen Kummet, Iowa City
Biostatistics
So Ran Kwon, Iowa City
Operative Dentistry. Thesis:  The 
Relationship of Hydrogen Peroxide 
Exposure Protocol to Bleaching Efficacy
Erik Yeager Lehmann, Waverly
Urban and Regional Planning
Yaotian Lei
Statistics
Xing Li
Physics
Yan Li
Statistics
Wenjing Lu
Biostatistics
Emily S. Lundt, Iowa City
Biostatistics
Prescott Milton Mackie
Biomedical Engineering
Erin Kimberly Main
Biomedical Engineering. Thesis:  
Constitutive Mechanical Properties of 
Carpal Tunnel Soft Tissue Structures
Michael John Male, Wilton
Epidemiology. Thesis:  Methicillin-
resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) 
in Midwestern Swine Herds and Swine 
Workers
Tarun Maniktala
Statistics
Aristotelis Marinis, Athens, Greece
Oral Science. Thesis:  Fracture Toughness 
of Yttrium Stabilized Zirconia Sintered in 
Conventional and Microwave Ovens
Peter Francis McAveney
Industrial Engineering
Cathriona Ann McGuire, Chicago, IL
Urban and Regional Planning
Anthony Richard Moeller, Solon
Physics
Sucheta Mohapatra, Iowa City
Biomedical Engineering. Thesis:  
Accurate Quantification in Computed 
Tomography:  Characterization and 
Correction of Beam Hardening Effect
William Stonewall Monroe, Crystal Lake, IL
Electrical and Computer Engineering. 
Thesis:  Normalized Cut Approximations
Matthew Roger Moore
Civil and Environmental Engineering. 
Thesis:  Development of a High 
Resolution 1D/2D Coupled Flood 
Simulation of Charles City, Iowa
Marta Ann Muilenburg, Iowa City
Mechanical Engineering. Thesis:  
Computational Modeling of the 
Combustion and Gasification Zones in a 
Downdraft Gasifier
John Corbett Nicholson, Iowa City
Civil and Environmental Engineering. 
Thesis:  Design of Wind Turbine Tower 
and Foundation Systems:  Optimization 
Approach
Adam C. Nielsen, Iowa City
Civil and Environmental Engineering. 
Thesis:  Computational Fluid Dynamics 
Applications for the Lake Washington 
Ship Canal
Corin S. Nisly, Kalona
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Deise Cruz Oliveira, Rio Grande, Brazil
Dental Public Health. Thesis:  Minimally 
Invasive Dentistry Approach in Dental 
Public Health
Gregory John Ongie
Mathematics
Michael Peter Palermo, Niles, IL
Urban and Regional Planning
Vikram Alexander Patel
Physics
Kaustubh Anil Patwardhan, Iowa City
Electrical and Computer Engineering. 
Thesis:  A Feature-based Algorithm 
for Spike Sorting Involving Intelligent 
Feature-weighting Mechanism
Benjamin Michael Peiffer, Cedar Rapids
Electrical and Computer Engineering. 
Thesis:  Design and Verification of 
Physical Layer Architecture for a 1-Wire 
Sensor Communication Bus
Cody N. Pump
Civil and Environmental Engineering. 
Thesis:  Air Entrainment Relationship 
with Water Discharge of Vortex Drop 
Structures
Nagaraju Tandasanahalli Rakshitha, 
Mysore, India
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Derrick James Richmann, Marion
Industrial Engineering
Tabatha Anne Ries-Miller, Iowa City
Urban and Regional Planning
Amy M. Riffel, Coralville
Oral Science. Thesis:  Osteoblast 
Aggregates Cultivated in a 
3-Dimensional Culture Environment 
Rigorously Respond to Porphyromonas 
gingivalis Culture Supernatants
Jonathan David Rosen, Iowa City
Statistics
Evan Phillips Roz, Albany, NY
Industrial Engineering. Thesis:  Data 
Driven Modeling in Water Quality and 
Hydrology
Alex Wayne Rude, Hudson
Urban and Regional Planning
Anand Ashwin Sharma
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Dereck Huan Shen, Iowa City
Statistics
Nicholas James Sitter, Robins
Electrical and Computer Engineering. 
Thesis:  Two-wire, Low Component 
Count Soil Temperature Sensor
Erika Anne Skemp, Platteville, WI
Urban and Regional Planning
Amber Lea Skoglund, Iowa City
Informatics
Nicholas Rindels Smith, Newton
Orthodontics. Thesis:  Interproximal 
Tooth Wear:  An in vivo Pilot Study
Tom Jess Smith II
Civil and Environmental Engineering. 
Thesis:  Simulation of Spatial and 
Temporal Trends in Hydrodynamic 
Conditions of Upper Mississippi River 
Pool 8
Haesoo Son
Statistics
John William Soper, Durham, NC
Urban and Regional Planning
Cassandra Nichole Spracklen, Iowa City
Epidemiology
Ryan Michael Summers, Tremonton, UT
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Colin Bryan Swaney
Mathematics
Kristi Marie Swanson
Biostatistics
Denise Szecsei, Iowa City
Biostatistics
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Mitchell Alan Thomann
Biostatistics
Derek Michael Thomas
Chemistry
Jennifer Ann Thompson
Geoscience. Thesis:  Uranium Series 
Analysis of 2006 Augustine Volcanics:  
An Investigation into the Timescales of 
Magmatic Processes
Maryam Tirgardoun
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Melissa Christine Torres, San Antonio, TX
Chemistry. Thesis:  Copper Adsorption 
on Functionalized Molecular Sieves
Amit Udas, Iowa City
Mechanical Engineering. Thesis:  Road 
Variability and Its Effect on Vehicle 
Dynamics Simulation
Liz Uribe
Biostatistics
Ekaterina Usova
Mathematics
Ryne Christian VanKrevelen
Statistics
Venkata R. Varanasi, Cedar Rapids
Informatics
Savitri Vaseenon
Operative Dentistry. Thesis:  Relationship 
between Caries-affected Dentin Mineral 
Density and Microtensile Bond Strength
Tianjiao Wang, Iowa City
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Xiayi Wang
Mathematics
MaryGrace Weber, Ridgefield, CT
Urban and Regional Planning
David Michael Welch
Biomedical Engineering. Thesis:  
Development of a Protocol for 3D 
Reconstruction of Brain Aneurysms from 
Volumetric Image Data
Eric D. Whetmore
Chemistry
Yimeng Wu
Statistics
Fan Yang
Statistics
Skyler Zarndt, Decatur, IL
Exercise Science
Heng Zhang, Iowa City
Pharmacy
Pei Zhang
Statistics
Yuan Zhang
Statistics
Yuan Zhang, Iowa City
Statistics
Ziqian Zhou, Beijing, China
Statistics
Chenhong Zhu
Mathematics
Master of Science in 
Nursing
Shawna Michelle Barnett, North Liberty
Eric Jason Barrett
Sarah Jean Bensink, Dubuque
Jessica Lynn Block, Urbana
Lindsay Nicole Boyum
Shelby Lynn Burchett, Keokuk
Thyra Louise Cox, Ames
Pegah Daher
Michelle L. Frayne, Madison, WI
Melissa DeWitte Gonzalez
Jessica Lynne Nicks Gunsolley, Ankeny
Kristin Ann Khoo
Katie Beth Knox, Ainsworth
Amanda Elizabeth McKinley
Lucinda Lee Mirfield, Council Bluffs
Ann Wambui Muturi, Thika, Kenya
Constance Rose Shelsky, Tipton
Deborah Lynn Shibley, Central City
Karina Lyn Smith, Iowa City
Alyson E. Spore, Cedar Falls
Dana Jo Stout, Alnsworth
Jason Trotter
Jennifer Lynn Witt, Des Moines
Christina Marie Woline
Master of Accountancy
Nathan Alexander Barnes, Cedar Rapids
Kristin Lee Hanson, Mason City
Peiwen He
Jonathan S. Heideman, Des Moines
James Bradford Lee, Iowa City
Claudia Leow, Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia
Staci Marie Meade, Iowa City
Jessica Ann Nigl, Delafield, WI
Danielle Ann Protexter, Sioux City
Lin Qiao
Wei Ren
Kelsey Lorraine Reynolds
Roxanne Riley Rodenborn
Kyle Ross Roggensack, Wheaton, IL
Joel Michael Ryerson
Hezhen Shen, Zhengzhou, China
Taylor Douglas Stima, Loves Park, IL
Xiaolu Zou
Master of Social Work
Alex Evan Albright, Des Moines
Lorene Jo Austin-Bennett, White Oak
Jillian Nicole Beck, Tipton
Kate Marie Bengtson, Iowa City
Melanie Dawn Berte-Hickey, Odebolt
Brian Joseph Bickel, Des Moines
Brooke Leigh Blaalid, Yankton, SD
Penny Marie Blanchard
Ryan D. Bobst
Megan Lee Bowlin, Sioux City
Selma Brkic
Elizabeth Ann Byram, Iowa City
Angelo Maurice Covington, Sioux City
Kyle Rae Dasher, Lenox
Marcy Chilton Dewitt, New Sharon
Lacey Kristine Dickey
Devona Lyn Divoky Siron, Iowa City
Abigail Jane Doerder, Boone
Jessica Dawn Dominowski, Sioux City
Marcia C. Duggan
Laurey Ann Easland, Iowa City
Cynthia A. Ebner, Dakota Dunes, SD
Hanadi Ahmed Elshazali, Iowa City
Heidi Lynn Emanuel, West Des Moines
Kimberly Ann Feeney, Ankeny
Stacey Lyn Ferguson, Ankeny
Dawn Marie Freidel, Mitchell, SD
Lorra Rea Gire, Ottumwa
Debra Sue Green
Abbie René Groepper, Kingsley
Paul Aaron Guerdet, Ankeny
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Lindsey Renee Guthals
Amy Marie Hammerstrom, Sioux City
Rachel Anne Hanson, Iowa City
Patty Sue Huebner-Vaughan, Fort Madison
Sarah Gunter Hunt, Madison, WI
Kara Elizabeth Jordahl, Des Moines
Susan Marie Junis, Iowa City
Rachel Marie Klobassa, Des Moines
Katie Jane Lacey, Ankeny
Allison Wyomia Lasley, Tama
Robbi Lynn LeMaster, South Sioux City, NE
Jinyu Liu, Iowa City
Tammy Ray Loerzel, Ottumwa
Carol Ann Logan, Ottumwa
Krystal Lynn Lohff, Yankton, SD
Holly Noel Lowell, Clive
Maria Helena Mallarino
Kris Marie Manteufel, Alta
Carie Mae Lazear Masters, Chariton
Leslie Marie McDonald-Gonzalez,  
Jefferson, SD
Amy Lee Miller, Iowa City
Emily Ann Minear, Des Moines
Candace LaVaughn Nelson, Hartford, SD
Lindsay Leigh Neth
Angela Christine Nilles, Le Mars
Glenna Ruth-Reckseen Nockels
Kathy Lynn Norris, Moville
Jaime Lea Oberender, Ankeny
Laurie Ann Fiscella Palmer, Oskaloosa
Ondrea Kae Patzlaff, Sioux Falls, SD
Lacey Jo Pavlovec
Jacqueline Leann Mich Puglisi, Oskaloosa
Lindsey Nicole Redd
John Arthur Roarick, Iowa City
Kristin Rae Rodenberg, Johnston
Krista Kayleen Roeber, Wakefield, NE
Kibben Gail Rumohr
Nadia G. Sabbagh, Iowa City
Alexandria Lynne Schminke
Myra Jean Schnieders, Mallard
Tyson Albert Schulz, Mitchell, SD
Sara Jo Schwartz, Greenfield
Blair Angela Sedlacek, Yankton, SD
Anna Rae Sewell, Iowa City
Mary V. Shedek, Marion
Melissa Helen Shepherd, Iowa City
Benjamin Eugene Skeers
Jonathan Joseph Steffen, Dunkerton
Alissa Ann Swarts
Kari Kay Syverson, Yankton, SD
Tracy Larena Taylor
Edwin J. Thullen, Iowa City
Abby Elizabeth Tinker
Jennifer Lorraine Ponsar Untrauer, 
Ottumwa
Christina Renée Vander Woude, 
 Sioux Falls, SD
Alena Mathias Vazquez, Iowa City
Kyle Allen Votroubek, Cedar Rapids
Ashley Alyssa Wallett, Fort Madison
Patrick Gerard Weeg, Ankeny
Amber Lee Weispfenning, Des Moines
Susan Marie Williams, Hiawatha
Tina Marie Willits, Iowa City
Kimberly Sue Wilson, Spencer
Anne Karin Wiser, Coralville
Scott Alan Wright, Des Moines
Master of Arts in Teaching
Tony Jules Fernand J. Balcaen
Lucas Evan Benson, Iowa City
Grant Alan Brown, Iowa City
Amy Southwood Carey, Iowa City
Amanda Marie Duffey, Iowa City
Kaitlin Marie Mehle Finn, Iowa City
Alexa Anne Groff, Ankeny
Kathleen Marie Hession, Iowa City
Peter Louis Lamp, Davenport
Reid Jason Leichty, Wayland
Jacob Paul Mason-Marshall, Iowa City
Crystal Marie Moody, Nevada
Peaches Nicola Roach, Kingston, Jamaica
Erik Patrick Robertson, Fitchburg, WI
Christopher Allan Ward, Des Moines
John Michael Williams, Jr., Iowa City
Specialist in Education
Yaniz Cristina Padilla Dalmau, San Juan, 
Puerto Rico
Heather Marie Reynolds, Davenport
Ronald Wayne Teater, West Burlington
Master of Computer 
Science
Michael Chen, Iowa City
Benjamin Scott Hesford, Muscatine
James Robert Paton
Raaj Remesh Ranjini, Iowa City
Bryce Winton Rodgers, Iowa City
Jeff Davlin Story, Arlington, TX
Jason W. Wickstra
Ping Yu, Iowa City
Master of Health 
Administration
Daniel Campion, Iowa City
Elena Chiappinelli
Angela Kay Colvin, Owatonna, MN
Suzanne Droste, Waterloo
Meghan Dougherty Duffy, Iowa City
Janice Duncan
Kelly Kristin Ferentz
Thomas John Fitzpatrick
Erin Ellisa Folker, Mount Pleasant
Megan Marie Hutton, Peoria, IL
Aurey Jean Kramer, Mediapolis
Alexandra Mary Lackos, Naperville, IL
Stephanie Lim, Malaysia
Justin Marshall McDonald, Iowa City
Jill Suzanne Polson, Des Moines
Elizabeth Lord Prowell
Heidi Quenzer
Kyle Michael Wilcox, Des Moines
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Master of Public Health
Hiba Omer Elamin Ahmed
Jenna Kay Haugen Bjork
Hillary Ann Charmichael, Dysart
Marie-Teresa Christophe Colbert, 
Washington, D.C.
Kristi Leigh Dimke, Cedar Rapids
Meghan Dougherty Duffy, Iowa City
Christina Marie Gaard, Decorah
Harb Nidal Harb, Davenport
Gregory Mark Hermann
Colin H. Holtze, Des Moines
Elizabeth M. Homan, Iowa City
Matthew Bryant Howren
Sarvenaz N. A Jabbari
Kimberly Quinn Kim, Iowa City
Thomas William Longley, 
Round Lake Heights, IL
Tana Marie Luger, Phoenix, AZ
Stephanie June Malenfant, Cedar Rapids
Matthew John Maxwell, Iowa City
Elspeth Adriana McMullan, Postville
Maureen Stephanie Meyer
Erin Elizabeth Northway, Iowa City
Shari B. O’Neill
Kristine Lee Onken, Williamsburg
Ruth Motyca Parks, Muscatine
Megan Kathleen Quick, West Des Moines
Ram Prasad Ravi
Jeff Scott Rundle, State College, PA
Rachel Frances Sandler, Urbandale
Erin Jeanine Schmidt, Iowa City
Morgan M. Siegrist, Cottage Grove, MN
Karina Garcia Silva Atkinson, 
Inglewood, CA
Ni Zhang, Iowa City
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Candidates for Degrees
ColleGe of liberal 
arts and sCienCes
Bachelor of Arts
Caitlin Ann Aberger, La Crosse, WI
Psychology
Jill Marie Abruzzio, Savannah, GA
French
Modesta Acosta, Muscatine
International Studies
Daniel J. Adams, Ames
Cinema
Theatre Arts
Sarah Opal Myer Adkisson, Clive
Speech and Hearing Science
Gillian Carly Adler, Winston Salem, NC
Cinema
Lance Charles Adrian, Charlotte
Communication Studies
Melissa Rose Ahrens, Amana
Sociology
Gina Marie Aiello, Arlington Heights, IL
Communication Studies
Kyla Helen Akers, Mount Vernon
Political Science
Abdulla Khalifa Al Marar, United Arab 
Emirates
Economics
Ryan James Alberhasky
Interdepartmental Studies
Jovan Nicolas Albertson, Iowa City
English
French
Jenna V. Aleo, Tinley Park, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Kachine Alexis Alexander, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Patrick T. Alexander, Clear Lake
History
Cyprian Nikoli Alexzander, Cedar Rapids
Art
Crystal Mae Alft, Pella
Honors in International Studies
Amra Alibasic, Ankeny
Honors in International Studies
Honors in Political Science
Elizabeth Grace Aljets, West Des Moines
Psychology
Helen Stewart Allen, Cary, IL
English
Ansley Marie Alpen, Durant
Psychology
Andrew John Altenbern, Cedar Rapids
Journalism and Mass Communication
Mariela Alvarez, Davenport
Spanish
Portuguese
Emily Justine Ambrosy, Bellevue
Health and Sport Studies
Jacob M. Andersen, Kirkman
Interdepartmental Studies
Jennifer Kathleen Andersen, Franksville, WI
Interdepartmental Studies
Honors in Psychology
Alyssa Marie Anderson, West Des Moines
International Studies
Amanda Marie Anderson, Batavia, IL
Communication Studies
Bryce J. Anderson, Waterloo
Cinema
Devin Lee Anderson, Des Moines
Interdepartmental Studies
Eric Spaulding Anderson, Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Jessica Jill Anderson, De Witt
Elementary Education
Josh C. Anderson, Tipton
Political Science
Honors in International Studies
Karyn E. Anderson, Lake Villa, IL
Communication Studies
Lynne Christine Anderson, Mediapolis
Psychology
Michael Lee Anderson, Palatine, IL
Communication Studies
Nathaniel David Anderson, Cedar Falls
Speech and Hearing Science
Psychology
Sara Lynn Anderson, Iowa City
Psychology
Taylor Christine Anderson, Naperville, IL
Communication Studies
Tyler Leonard Anderson, Buffalo Center
Health and Sport Studies
Interdepartmental Studies
Michael Gene Archer, Hoffman Estates, IL
Mathematics
Andrew Robert Arey, Iowa City
Political Science
Colleen Mary Arquette, 
 Arlington Heights, IL
English
Communication Studies
Sivapriya Arunachalam, Cedar Rapids
Informatics
Vanessa Lauren Arzberger, Plymouth
Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies
Robin Marie Aschoff, Crystal Lake, IL
Spanish
Linguistics
Armand Ashanti Ashby, Denver, CO
English
Ryan Lawrence Ashley
History
Political Science
Rachel Elizabeth Assell, Sugar Grove, IL
Health and Human Physiology
*Ambika Siddhantha Athreya
Mathematics
Honors in German
Cassandra Marie Audas, Montezuma
Sociology
*Theresa Sue Augsburger, Iowa City
Honors in Theatre Arts
Desirée Antoinette Baenen, Frankfort, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Justin Paul Bagby, Waterloo
Interdepartmental Studies
Jasmina Bahtic, Urbandale
Political Science
International Studies
*Elizabeth Marie Baird, Clive
International Studies
Jennifer Leigh Baker, Prescott, AZ
Psychology
Mackenzie Michael Baker, Crystal Lake, IL
Communication Studies
Natalie Ann Baker, Des Moines
Communication Studies
Nicole D. Baker, Clinton
Interdepartmental Studies
Ambrose W. Ball-Harney, Urbandale
Psychology
Kelly Ann Baltowski, Arlington Heights, IL
English
Jenna Marie Banwart, West Bend
Health and Human Physiology
*Mary Christine Bargi, Chicago, IL
Psychology
Claire Lea Barnhart, Yorkville, IL
Theatre Arts
Michael Faidley Barranco, Bloomingdale, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Courtney Anne Barrick, Iowa City
History
Riley Lynn Barth, Cedar Rapids
Health and Sport Studies
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Hollie Jean Bartlett, Okoboji
Psychology
Correne Beverly Bass, Chicago, IL
Elementary Education
Samantha Elizabeth Bastian, Omaha, NE
Performing Arts Entrepreneurship
***Melissa Baughman, Ames
Honors in International Studies
Anthropology
Joann Bautista, Sheldon
Journalism and Mass Communication
International Studies
Amy Elizabeth Baxter, Warrington, PA
Communication Studies
Emily Marie Beadle, Marion
Interdepartmental Studies
Blaine Patrick Beatty, Cedar Rapids
Sociology
Morgan Jane Becicka, Cedar Rapids
Art
Christopher D. Beckman, Burlington
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Anthony D. Bedel, Storm Lake
Honors in International Studies
Spanish
Jill L. Bednarz, Urbandale
Health and Human Physiology
Stephen Richard Bee, Elgin, IL
Mathematics
Tom Michael Beecher, Dike
Communication Studies
Cinema
Kelsey Sue Beeding, Muscatine
Communication Studies
Rebecca A. Beek, Rockwell
Biology
Stacey J. Beeler, Kalona
Elementary Education
Honors in Education
Treacy Valerie Beers,  
La Grange Highlands, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Leslie Leann Beert, Long Grove
Psychology
Kiley Renae Begey, Wapello
Anthropology
Communication Studies
Jessica Lynn Behnken, Manchester
Communication Studies
Chelsea Judith Ann Behrens, Clinton
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Ingrid Christine Belding, North Liberty
Interdepartmental Studies
Brittney Rose Bellows, Parkersburg
Political Science
Brodi Kathleen Bender-Olson, Reinbeck
Communication Studies
Robert Munson Benesh, Iowa City
Asian Languages and Literature
Brock Howard Bengtson, Carroll
Health and Sport Studies
Theresa Lynn Benkeser, Wayne, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Eric D. Bennett, Lisbon
English
Kellie Kristine Bennett, Dixon, IL
Elementary Education
Kathleen Chen Benson, Saint Charles, IL
Communication Studies
Ryan Justin Bentzinger, Pella
Art
Sarah Ashton Berberich, Stone City
International Studies
Elyse Morgan Bergamini, Naperville, IL
Spanish
Ryan Alan Berger, Coralville
Interdepartmental Studies
Nils Bollesen Berggren, Mason City
Psychology
Political Science
Abigail Marie Bergstrom, Deer Park, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Robin Brotman Berman, Oak Park, IL
Honors in Psychology
Elizabeth Anne Bertch, Waterloo
English
Natalie Michelle Berto, Ottumwa
Social Work
Jarrett Ryan Bertog, Glen Ellyn, IL
Elementary Education
Chelsey Marie Best, Glidden
Elementary Education
Taylor William Beswick, Rock Island, IL
Geography
Taylor William Beswick, Rock Island, IL
Economics
Jake Gregory Bewley, Mokena, IL
Computer Science
Marc Anthony Bianchini, Park Ridge, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Communication Studies
Megan Nicole Bickner, Hawthorn Woods, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
*Eric Lee Bigley
Honors in History
Samantha Renee Bill, Naperville, IL
Sociology
Psychology
Stacey Lynn Billmeyer, Cedar Rapids
Biochemistry
Rachel Christina Bjerke, Ankeny
Journalism and Mass Communication
Art
Michael Chase Blackmon, Mount Pleasant
English
Cinema
Tyson Andrew Blaser, Taylor Ridge, IL
History
Taylor Ernest Blazek, Corning
Interdepartmental Studies
Christopher David Blick, Davenport
Psychology
Philosophy
Hillary Morgan Block, Addison, IL
Communication Studies
Frederick Royce Blodi, Clive
Chemistry
Maureen Margaret Blouch, 
Mount Prospect, IL
Communication Studies
Sociology
Sean David Boarini, Iowa City
English
Steven Philip Boatwright, Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Eric August Bockelman, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Brittney Ann Boehmer, Mason City
Speech and Hearing Science
Jared L. Bohr, Decorah
Biology
Matthew Scott Bonney, Ankeny
Physics
Lindsay Marie Bornhoft, Humboldt
Elementary Education
Spanish
Kristina Anne Boss, Edina, MN
Communication Studies
Amanda Marie Boswell, Corning
Psychology
Patrick Vincent Bottaro, Sioux City
Cinema
Kristin Jennifer Boulter, Westmont, IL
Honors in Health and Sport Studies
Communication Studies
Kevin Michael Bourn, Arlington Heights, IL
Spanish
Zachary John Bouslog, Urbandale
Interdepartmental Studies
Martin Michael Box, Fairfield
English
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Danielle Christine Boyle, Holstein
Health and Sport Studies
Erika Marie Bozin, Long Grove, IL
Communication Studies
Alexander Rashad Bradfield, Waterloo
Art
Arica Amber Bram, Arlington Heights, IL
English
Brian Robert Branchcomb, Indianola
Psychology
Derek Lee Brandt, Herndon, VA
Political Science
Allison Kathleen Brandtner, Bettendorf
Communication Studies
Bethany G. Bratsos, Naperville, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Interdepartmental Studies
Andrew Michael Brau, Mount Pleasant
History
Political Science
Amy Michelle Braun, Latimer
Honors in History
Honors in German
Bridget Anne Breitbach, Strawberry Point
Communication Studies
English
Jack Ryan Breslin, Hoffman Estates, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Brandi Briana Brink, Quincy, IL
Psychology
Holly B. Broadwater, Cedar Rapids
International Studies
Bennett Paul Brocka, Davenport
Informatics
Psychology
Jacqueline Lindsey Taylor Brockway, 
Burlington
Communication Studies
Rebecca Ann Broich, West Des Moines
Health and Human Physiology
Nicole Yvette Brokloff, Davenport
Psychology
Ryan Weston Brondyke, Clinton
English
Dustan Andrew Brooks, Iowa City
Political Science
Samantha Beth Brottman, Northbrook, IL
Elementary Education
Alex H. Brown, Des Plaines, IL
Theatre Arts
Ashley Lois Brown, Marion
Psychology
Katherine Mary Brown, Spirit Lake
Elementary Education
Health and Sport Studies
Kevin Scott Brown, Iowa City
Linguistics
Molly Kendall Brown, Elgin, IL
Dance
Communication Studies
Stephanie Ruth Brown, Clive
Psychology
Todd Harris Brown, Hartland, WI
German
International Studies
Mark Brozyna
Interdepartmental Studies
Ryan Cavanaugh Bruner, Carroll
Communication Studies
Alexandria Rose Bruns, Peoria, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Caitlin Grace Bryant, Iowa City
Cinema
Spanish
Michael F. Bryant, Batavia, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Brianna Marie Bucaro, Carol Stream, IL
Economics
Josh Andre Buchsbaum, West Des Moines
Political Science
Shelby Renee Buckley, Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Matt Budde, Lisbon
Interdepartmental Studies
Joseph Thomas Bugos, Jr., Naperville, IL
Communication Studies
*Brian Matthew Buh, Marion
Political Science
Honors in Religious Studies
International Studies
Jennifer K. Bui, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Emily Anne Bunting, West Des Moines
Spanish
Christopher Burbank, Iowa City
History
Chelsea Dawn Burk, Knoxville
Honors in English
Lauren Vaughn Burke, Davenport
Psychology
Molly Katherine Burke, Stillwater, MN
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Alexander Kingyon Burns, Cedar Rapids
English
Ciara V. Burns, Warrenville, IL
Social Work
Kevin Matthew Burns, Aurora, IL
Spanish
Garrett Scott Burrell, Eagan, MN
Philosophy
Michael Bybee, Merrill
Psychology
Maria Louise Byrd, Donahue
Psychology
Chelsea Lyne Cagle, Naperville, IL
Communication Studies
Emily Christine Cahalan, Wheaton, IL
English
Karla Lisseth Cahill, Iowa City
Spanish
Andrea Jensen Cahoy, Sumner
Interdepartmental Studies
Matthew Aaron Cain, Cedar Rapids
Physics
Stephen Thomas Cain, Saint Charles, IL
English
Elizabeth Leigh Caldwell, Newton
Anthropology
English
Kyle Michael Callaghan, Iowa City
Economics
Bailie Renea Calvin, Coralville
Anthropology
Antonette Marie Campagna, Plainfield, IL
English
Emma Kathleen Campbell, Oak Park, IL
Spanish
**Kristin Ann Campbell, Camanche
Theatre Arts
Art
Laura Catherine Campbell, Chicago, IL
Psychology
Elizabeth Anne Cannon, Plymouth, MN
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
John Paul Cardona, Isabela, Puerto Rico
Interdepartmental Studies
***Fionnuala Jean Carey, Farragut
English
Donald Joseph Carfagnini
Communication Studies
Interdepartmental Studies
Frederic Andrew Carlson, Decorah
International Studies
Caitlin Sarah Carlyle, Denison
Art
Katherine Anne Carmignani, Naperville, IL
Political Science
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Callie Caro-Leverich, Madison, WI
Political Science
Ciana Helen Carpenter, Naperville, IL
Sociology
Alicia Danielle Casale, Hoffman Estates, IL
Elementary Education
Raquel Case, Hinckley, IL
English
Kristine L. Casey, Arlington Heights, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Marye RaVae Caslavka, Muscatine
Journalism and Mass Communication
Luther Owen Cassell, Iowa City
International Studies
German
Lindsey Marie Castellano, Des Moines
American Studies
Monica Yanette Castillo, Iowa City
Religious Studies
Jennifer Morgan Cavanagh, Naperville, IL
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
*Marcus Daniel Cavanagh, Bettendorf
Elementary Education
Meghan Elizabeth Centers, Peoria, IL
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
David Christopher Ceresia, Coralville
Interdepartmental Studies
Kelsey Elizabeth Cermak, Norwalk
Communication Studies
Alexis Wakefield Chadwick, Mount Vernon
English
Paul Allen Chaney, Saint Louis, MO
Interdepartmental Studies
African American Studies
Daniel Michael Chankin, Northbrook, IL
Psychology
Anna Victoria Chapman, Emmetsburg
Journalism and Mass Communication
Victoria Roena Jean Chapman, Decorah
Interdepartmental Studies
David Michael Chavez, Tinley Park, IL
Communication Studies
Shaina Kristen Chechang, Wheeling, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Dan Chen, Moline, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Joseph Michael Chen, Coralville
Music
Ya-Hui Chen, Taipei, Taiwan
Economics
Michelle Patricia Cheramy, Davenport
Elementary Education
Anna Marie Chester, Quimby
American Studies
Kimberly Ellen Chirillo, Orland Park, IL
English
Ji-eun Cho, Osaka, Japan
Asian Languages and Literature
Mary Elizabeth Choquette, Eagle Grove
Interdepartmental Studies
Kara Marie Christie, Cedar Rapids
Spanish
Megan Rose Christie, Cedar Falls
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jacqueline Elizabeth Cieslak, 
Albuquerque, NM
English
Laura Anne Cilek, Iowa City
Political Science
Daniel Ezra Cincinnati, Fairfax, VA
Health and Sport Studies
History
Christopher Bartholomew Cinco, 
Bolingbrook, IL
Religious Studies
Lauren K. Claeys, Rochester, MN
Honors in Biology
Adam Christopher Clancy, Waverly
History
Meghan Elizabeth Clancy, Elmhurst, IL
Communication Studies
Allison Delaney Clark, Davenport
Elementary Education
John Alexander Clark, Alsip, IL
Economics
Patricia Dawn Clark, Coralville
Theatre Arts
Kailey Ann Clawson, Washington
Communication Studies
David John Clayton, Dubuque
English
Chase Martin Clemens
History
Political Science
Alexander Benjamin Clewell, Davenport
Communication Studies
Steven James Raymond Clow, 
Libertyville, IL
History
Katherine Marie Coble, Dubuque
Health and Sport Studies
Suzanne Marie Cody, Iowa City
International Studies
Marcus Phillip Coenen, Creston
History
Matthew P. Coffman, Allentown, PA
Interdepartmental Studies
Carly Rae Cohen, Highland Park, IL
Social Work
Jarryd Jerrod Cole, Kansas City, MO
English
Samantha Kristine Cole, Albert Lea, MN
English
Jonathan Joseph Collazo, Lake Bluff, IL
Computer Science
Joel William Collins, Victor
Cinema
Kelly Lynne Collins, Kildeer, IL
Communication Studies
Jose Manuel Colon, Ponce, Puerto Rico
Cinema
Danielle M. Colschen, Muscatine
Anthropology
Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies
Cameron Wade Comeaux, Crystal Lake, IL
Psychology
William Blake Conlon, Dubuque
English
Kellie N. Conner, Coralville
Art
Lauren Therese Conner, Naperville, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Katie M. Connolly, Alta
Elementary Education
Caitlin Brianne Connor, Clear Lake
Interdepartmental Studies
Corey Earl Cook, Birmingham
Interdepartmental Studies
Eric James Cook, Dubuque
Computer Science
Robert E. Cooney, Indianola
Dance
Stephanie Brooke Cooper, Buffalo Grove, IL
Elementary Education
Trethan Ray Copeland, Fairfield
International Studies
Megan Cornwell, Center Point
Communication Studies
Sarah Cortez, Palatine, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Daniel Gregory Corwin, 
Arlington Heights, IL
History
Kelly Jan Courtois, Long Grove, IL
Elementary Education
Elizabeth Ashley Coyne, Bettendorf
Honors in Social Work
Eric Matthew Crawford, Manchester
Health and Sport Studies
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Cassandra Ann Creasy, Chicago, IL
Political Science
International Studies
Samantha J. Cremer, Metamora, IL
Dance
Melissa Carolyn Cremers, Urbandale
Elementary Education
Anne Marie Croft, Tulsa, OK
Health and Sport Studies
Jeffrey Andrew Crone, Washington
Theatre Arts
Lara Sue Crow, Oxford
Psychology
Ryan Robert Cumings, Ankeny
International Studies
Natalie Jeanne Curlee, Chariton
Art
Art History
Nicholas Robert Curtis, Blue Grass
Interdepartmental Studies
Zachary Brandt Curtis, Davenport
Interdepartmental Studies
Religious Studies
Benjamin Cushing, Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
*Josie Mae D’Agostino, Cary, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Cori Michelle Dahl, Muscatine
Art
Interdepartmental Studies
Sara Lynn Dam, Sioux City
Speech and Hearing Science
Tiernan Lee Damas, Overland Park, KS
Honors in Dance
Jason Frederick Daniels, Urbandale
American Studies
**Geoffrey Mark Dankle, Clear Lake
Biochemistry
Eftihia Davelis, Palos Hills, IL
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Blake Andrew David, Arlington Heights, IL
Biology
Alaina Christine Davis, Manchester
Psychology
Logan R. Davis, Davenport
Political Science
Matthew James Davis, Warrenville, IL
Philosophy
Warren David Chen Davis, Iowa City
Anthropology
Nicholas Albert Dawe, Clive
Psychology
Silas James Dawkins, Ackley
Art
Corbin Tyler De La Cruz, Davenport
Interdepartmental Studies
Joseph Rocco De Rosa, Lincolnwood, IL
Communication Studies
Jennifer Lynn Deahr, Humboldt
Elementary Education
Cassandra Rae Decker, Corning
Honors in English
Honors in Spanish
Political Science
Colin Patrick Delaney, Wheaton, IL
English
Carly Marie Dell, Schaumburg, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Communication Studies
Rudolph Edward Dell, Lake Forest, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Theresa Marie Dellaert, Dubuque
Psychology
Hannah Michelle Demoret, Des Moines
Interdepartmental Studies
Jessica Josephine Dencklau, Fort Dodge
Political Science
Molly Kay Dennert, Urbandale
English
Sky Marie Denny, Sigourney
Elementary Education
Kyle Alphonse Dentlinger
English
Matthew Stephen Denton, Princeton, IL
History
Harsh V. Desai, Des Plaines, IL
Economics
Mike Rudy Desmond, Whitefish Bay, WI
Communication Studies
Kyle Jeffrey Devaney, Geneva, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Christine Marie Devereaux, Neenah, WI
Interdepartmental Studies
Kiley Elizabeth Dewhurst, Johnston
Psychology
Ruth Kathryn DeHoogh, Adams, MN
Linguistics
Shannon Marie DeJonge, Sterling, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Megan Irene DeLanoit, Johnston
Honors in Political Science
Laurie Ann DeMaught, Rock Island, IL
Political Science
Beau Daniel DeWall, Spirit Lake
Communication Studies
Kathryn Marie DeWall, Havelock
Interdepartmental Studies
Madison Sue DeWitt, Elgin, IL
Communication Studies
Dance
Isabel Diaz, Niles, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Clayton Lee Andrew Dietz, Cedar Falls
Interdepartmental Studies
Danielle Joann Dietz, Maquoketa
Psychology
Miles Patrick Dietz, Muscatine
Communication Studies
Lindsey Lee Digmann, Marion
History
Oumou Diop, Bamako, Mali
International Studies
Sara Anne Divyak, Arlington Heights, IL
Communication Studies
English
Elicia Lee DiCianni, Naperville, IL
Sociology
*Lillian Terese Dobson, Ames
Honors in International Studies
Janis Alicia Dochterman, Iowa City
Sociology
Ben Herbert Dodge, Brandon
Economics
**Marci Nicole Doerr, Flower Mound, TX
Elementary Education
Scott Michael Doll, Carol Stream, IL
Cinema
Michael T. Dombrow, Crystal Lake, IL
Communication Studies
Donald Michael Donigian, Glenview, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Michael Leigh Donnelly, Hampton
Interdepartmental Studies
Mallory Beth Donovan, Iowa City
Communication Studies
Alexis Hulya Dorr, Perkasie, PA
Journalism and Mass Communication
Theatre Arts
Andrew G. Dotterer, Davenport
Health and Sport Studies
Sara Christine Downey, North Liberty
Biology
**Craig John Draayer, Le Mars
Psychology
*Kayla M. Dreeszen, Spirit Lake
Honors in Italian
Linguistics
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Hannah Elizabeth Dreher, 
Downers Grove, IL
Elementary Education
Alexandra Maria Drehman, Bettendorf
American Studies
William Dunlay Drew, Chicago, IL
Spanish
Michael Kent Dreyer II, West Des Moines
Communication Studies
Will Thomas Driscoll, Le Mars
Russian
International Studies
Alexandra Lea Dritsas, Minnetonka, MN
English
Michael Joseph Dubray, Glenview, IL
Sociology
Natalie Darine Dubs, Lincolnwood, IL
Communication Studies
Melissa Marie Duckworth, Cedar Rapids
Art
Michael John Duffy, Chicago, IL
Sociology
Martin Murphy Duggan, Palos Heights, IL
English
David R. Duke, Burlington
Computer Science
Michael Matthew Dunakey, Waterloo
Sociology
Kathleen Helen Dunkirk, Oak Ridge, TN
Honors in English
Allison Kathryn Dunlay
Journalism and Mass Communication
Lindsay Dunphy, Fort Dodge
Interdepartmental Studies
Katelyn Jo Dunshee, Ames
Sociology
Mirandi LeeAnn Dusenberry, North Liberty
Interdepartmental Studies
Kathryn Marie Duytschaver, Atalissa
Interdepartmental Studies
Griffin Ray Dye, Eldora
Health and Sport Studies
Matthew David Earl, Schaumburg, IL
Political Science
Kayleigh Ann Easter, Davenport
Sociology
Jean Katherine Ebert, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Adam Jake Edelman, Boone
Religious Studies
Erin Marie Edwards, Downers Grove, IL
Communication Studies
Mary E. Edwards, North Liberty
Elementary Education
Music
Lisa K. Egebrecht, Wheeling, IL
Communication Studies
Jeffrey Joseph Eggebeen, Darien, IL
Art
Osayuwamen Linda Ehimwenman, 
Flossmoor, IL
Psychology
Emily Rose Ehlers, Denison
Political Science
Sean Howard Ehni, Alpharetta, GA
Honors in English
Economics
Patricia Ann Ehrenberger, West Covina, CA
Psychology
Hilary Louise Eiden, Arlington Heights, IL
Psychology
Jessica Kay Elbert, Algona
Communication Studies
Phillip Dean Elbert, Iowa City
Computer Science
Rachel Anne Elijah, Wheaton, IL
Spanish
Communication Studies
Samantha Ashley Elliott, Davenport
Elementary Education
Olivia Christine Ellis, Moline, IL
Biology
Nibras Abdelaziz Elnour, Iowa City
International Studies
Timothy Richard Emery, Vernon Hills, IL
Cinema
Nicole Endecott, Wellman
Sociology
Mallory Lauren Engle, Marion
Communication Studies
Danielle Marie Engmark, Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Jessica Lynn Erdman, Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
*Victoria Anne Erhardt, Ottumwa
Psychology
Eli Dylan Erickson, Grinnell
History
Celene Andrea Espinoza, West Liberty
Interdepartmental Studies
Spanish
Dain Estrada, Los Angeles, CA
Economics
Brian Robert Evans, Davenport
Elementary Education
Lindsay Nicole Evans, Winfield
Health and Sport Studies
Chelsea Rae Everhart, Indianola
Psychology
Amanda N. Eversmeyer, Burlington
Psychology
Brittany Robin Ewing, Mason City
Art
Raley Ewing, Yazoo City, MS
History
French
Jillian K. Faaborg, Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Christine M. Fachman, Sioux City
Psychology
Alyssa Lareen Fagg, Jefferson
Interdepartmental Studies
Austin Joseph Fairchild, Terril
Economics
Fionna Anne Fallon, Des Moines
Social Work
International Studies
Kawthar E. Farah, Coralville
Psychology
Joel Nathan Farber, Clive
Theatre Arts
Communication Studies
Lindsey Fatka, Polk City
Interdepartmental Studies
Communication Studies
Andrew D. Faust, Moline, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Lisa Brianne Favourite-Hansen,  
South Saint Paul, MN
Interdepartmental Studies
Kali Jane Feiereisel, Libertyville, IL
Honors in International Studies
John Felder, Iowa City
Psychology
Economics
*Alyssa Ashley Feldmann, Manchester
Honors in International Studies
Spanish
Ryan James Fell, Iowa City
Elementary Education
Kellie Anne Felsten, Buffalo Grove, IL
Psychology
Ashley Nicole Ferguson, Omaha, NE
Psychology
Journalism and Mass Communication
Brendan James Ferguson, Homewood, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Sarah Elizabeth Ferguson, Batavia, IL
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
James Robin Ferguson-Mahan, Evanston, IL
Political Science
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*Lewis Irwin Field, Floyd
English
Political Science
Margaret Ann Field, Rockford, IL
Communication Studies
Ryan Karl Fike, Flower Mound, TX
Economics
Tim Filarski, Willowbrook, IL
History
Rachel Nicole Finger, Iowa City
Health and Sport Studies
Melissa M. Finn, Urbandale
Elementary Education
Alex John Fischels, Waterloo
Honors in History
Aaron Adam Fisher, Iowa City
Art
Thomas Jay Fite, Agency
Political Science
Kathryn Danielle Fleming, Sioux City
Health and Human Physiology
Kayla Briel Fleming, Long Grove, IL
Elementary Education
**Alexander Adrian Flesher, Des Moines
English
Philosophy
Anthony Martin Flesher, Des Moines
Linguistics
Robert Joseph Flood, Arlington Heights, IL
Communication Studies
Ann E. Fogg, Clinton
Anthropology
Tyler Daniel Fogt, Marshalltown
Biology
Katherine Ann Fohn, Geneva, IL
Psychology
Honors in Religious Studies
Sarah Grace Foley, Plymouth, MN
Communication Studies
Colette Colleen Forcier, La Grange, IL
Ancient Civilization
Courtney Lynne Ford, Winthrop
Interdepartmental Studies
Steven Lawrence Ford, Davenport
Sociology
Lauren M. Forth, Ames
Health and Human Physiology
Kristie Ellen Fortmann-Doser, Solon
Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies
Adam Harrison Fraise, Fort Madison
History
Brady S. France, West Des Moines
Interdepartmental Studies
Danielle Michelle Francis, Adel
Elementary Education
Jon Robert Frank, Davenport
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Christina Lynn Franson, Dubuque
History
Libby Adel Fredericks, Iowa City
Elementary Education
Kelly Beth Freeborn, Lynnville
Biology
Courtney Noel Freeman, Fort Dodge
Psychology
Alexander Marshall Frescoln, Norwalk
Economics
Garrett Alexander Frey, Crystal Lake, IL
Cinema
Kassie Lynn Friedrichs, Ogden
English
Journalism and Mass Communication
Grant D. Friemel, Bettendorf
Interdepartmental Studies
Dieter Josef Eduard Friton, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Madeline Ann Fromm
Interdepartmental Studies
Adam Wayne Fry, Naperville, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Lindsay Jo Fry, Webster
Communication Studies
Marian Fukuyama, Kildeer, IL
English
Psychology
Maggie Marie Fuller, West Des Moines
Health and Sport Studies
Psychology
Alissa Rose Fulton, Marshalltown
English
Kathleen Susanne Fulton, Brookfield, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Zachary Allan Furlong, Xenia, OH
Interdepartmental Studies
Jeanette Catherine Gaida 
 Elk Grove Village, IL
Honors in International Studies
Anthropology
Kelly Marie Galau, Apple Valley, MN
Health and Sport Studies
Communication Studies
Lisa Marie Gallo, Long Grove, IL
Communication Studies
Nicholas J. Gans, Bettendorf
Journalism and Mass Communication
Elizabeth Ann Gansen, Chanhassen, MN
Theatre Arts
*Jason Robert Garms, Elkader
Psychology
Julie C. Garnaas, Bettendorf
Speech and Hearing Science
Andrew Robert Garrett, Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Molly Garrett, Wilton
English
Adam Garrison, Knoxville
Anthropology
Danielle Elizabeth Garvey, New London
Biology
Lauren A. Garvey, Oak Forest, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Kayla Marie Garvin, Urbandale
Honors in History
Kelsey Erin Garvin, Naperville, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Bradley Griffith Gaspelin, Bettendorf
English
Susan Tara Gates, Ottumwa
Religious Studies
Hillary J. Gatlin, Ottumwa
Elementary Education
Bethann L. Gavin, Dubuque
Theatre Arts
Nicholas A. Geiger, Waterloo
Spanish
Vincent S. Geis, Ankeny
English
Kelsey Mackenzie Gemaehlich, Mason City
Health and Sport Studies
Jenna Siek Georgacakis, Northbrook, IL
Chemistry
Zara Nadine Gercz, Kewaskum, WI
Social Work
Megan Elizabeth Gettle, Glen Ellyn, IL
Communication Studies
Justin Wayne Geurtsen, Davenport
Psychology
Brittany Nicole Giangiorgi, Mundelein, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Michael Anthony Giannola, 
Arlington Heights, IL
Informatics
Lainie Michelle Gilford, Northbrook, IL
Social Work
Natalie Grace Gilkison, Davenport
International Studies
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Alexandra Caitriona Gillespie, Iowa City
English
Richard Arthur Gillespie, Saint Louis, MO
Communication Studies
Cinema
*Geoffrey James Gimse, Iowa City
Honors in English
Sarah Beth Gistenson, Deerfield, IL
Elementary Education
Spanish
*Elisa Marie Glandon, Keosauqua
Psychology
Ashlee Ann Gloede, Sumner
Ancient Civilization
Joelle Tamara Gluesing, Goose Lake
Anthropology
Gretchen Lewis Glynn, Naperville, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Madeline Godar, Marion
Psychology
Kelsey Lyn Godwin, Norwalk
American Studies
Gregory F. Goettel, Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Elizabeth Harwood Golembiewski, 
Athens, GA
Honors in English
Sarah Elizabeth Gonsiorowski, Franklin, WI
English
Darlene Gonzalez, Mayagüez, Puerto Rico
Music
Margaret Priscilla Goodall, West Des Moines
History
Joey Ryan Goodman, Buffalo Grove, IL
Economics
*Amy Yuiko Gorgone, Coralville
Linguistics
Asian Languages and Literature
Tayler Randall Gorman, Dubuque
Interdepartmental Studies
Tyler James Gorman, Dubuque
Interdepartmental Studies
Sara E. Graber, Lockridge
History
Heidi Susan Graff, Brillion, WI
Music
Caroline M. Grafft, Davenport, FL
Interdepartmental Studies
Heather Leigh Gragg, Cincinnati, OH
Psychology
McKenzie Lynn Graham, Marion
Communication Studies
Megan Marie Grandgenett, Des Moines
Speech and Hearing Science
Jamie-Lee Khalil Grant, Kingston, Jamaica
Communication Studies
Connor Henry Grask, Cedar Rapids
History
**Stephanie Carroll Gratton, Dunlap, IL
Political Science
Laura Jean Gray, Solon
Art
Patrick James Gray, Evergreen Park, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Emily M. Green, Rockford, IL
Elementary Education
Shannon Maureen Green, Glencoe, MO
English
Camren Louis Greene, Cumming
Interdepartmental Studies
Lisa Beth Greenfield, Highland Park, IL
Honors in Interdepartmental Studies
Matthew Kenneth Greve, Mequon, WI
Political Science
Sarah E. Griebel, Corona, CA
English
Spanish
Rachel Jean Grim, Davenport
Psychology
Bryce Robert Griswold
Interdepartmental Studies
Adrienne Christine Groesch, Springfield, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Amber Dawn Grooms, Drakesville
Spanish
Carly Marie Groves, Loves Park, IL
Elementary Education
Todd Brian Gruber, Carol Stream, IL
Economics
Shawn Sweeney Gude, Des Moines
Honors in Political Science
Adam Joseph Gulley, Naperville, IL
Cinema
Eric Antonio Guthrie, Nevada
Health and Sport Studies
Monserrat Gutierrez, Sioux City
Interdepartmental Studies
Rosina Tiffani Nicole Guyer, Waterloo
English
Sociology
Elena Patricia Haake, Davenport
International Studies
Social Work
Reice John Haase, Williston, ND
German
International Studies
***Jennifer Mary Hackendahl, Cedar Rapids
English
Kyle C. Haganman, Osage
Psychology
*Erin Marie Hagen, Denison
History
Jane Alyssa Haglund, Saint Charles, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
Katie Elizabeth Hahn, Fruitland
Theatre Arts
Daniel Timothy Haight, Johnston
Communication Studies
Adam Derek Hairston, Cedar Rapids
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
Ryan P. Haley, Darien, IL
Communication Studies
Edward James Hall, Iowa City
Philosophy
Alyssa Merce Haman
Asian Languages and Literature
Sharde C. Hameed, Fort Dodge
Economics
Katelyn Elizabeth Hamer, Glen Ellyn, IL
Elementary Education
Stacey Jane Hamilton, Marion
Spanish
Carly Ann Hammes, Sigourney
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Stephanie Taylor Handcock, Libertyville, IL
Social Work
Psychology
Jordan Aaron Handmaker, Long Grove, IL
Economics
Alyssa Lynn Hannam, Waukee
Mathematics
Joseph Benjamin Hannan, Orland Park, IL
English
Cinema
James Van Hanovnikian, Highland Park, IL
History
Patrick Kilroe Hanrahan, Burr Ridge, IL
History
Journalism and Mass Communication
Lindsey Marie Hansen, Clinton
Speech and Hearing Science
Margaret Rosemary Hansen, Audubon
Health and Human Physiology
Paige Elizabeth Hansen, Ankeny
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sarah Beth Hansen, Clive
Dance
Bailey Margaret Hanson, Ankeny
Psychology
Michael John Hanus, Keosauqua
Psychology
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Amanda Rae Hardesty, Valparaiso, IN
Sociology
Lauren Michelle Hardesty, Valparaiso, IN
International Studies
Matthew Dean Harding, Davenport
Psychology
Alexander B. Hardwick, Springfield, IL
Biology
Garrett Lee Harker, West Des Moines
Interdepartmental Studies
Benjamin Thomas Harman, Decorah
Psychology
Jennifer Lynn Harmon, Des Moines
History
Benjamin John Harms, Monticello
Geography
Daniel William Harpenau, Remsen
Geography
Derek Ian Harrigan, Bellevue
Health and Sport Studies
Jessica Ann Harrill, Morris, IL
English
Caitlin Rose Harrington, Ames
Spanish
Jasmyn Alexis Harrington, Waterloo
Elementary Education
Anna Elizabeth Harris, Arlington Heights, IL
Communication Studies
Jennifer Ann Harris, Slater
Art
Kaylee Elizabeth Harris, Creston
Sociology
Kevin Harris, Evanston, IL
Sociology
Psychology
Chelsea Rae Harrison, Urbandale
International Studies
Communication Studies
Anne Elisabeth Hartmann, Elmhurst, IL
Communication Studies
Art
Shaun Patrick Harty, New Lenox, IL
Chemistry
Jordan Douglas Harvey, Cary, IL
Psychology
Adam E. Hascall, Atlantic
Art
Kristian Anthony Hass, 
 Steamboat Springs, CO
Political Science
Danielle M. Haugland, Lyle, MN
Linguistics
Matthew J. Hauser, Freeport, IL
Anthropology
Monica Rose Hauser, Edgewood
Speech and Hearing Science
Briana Lyn Havel, Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Andrew John Havey, Des Moines
Communication Studies
Abby Ann Hawn, Spencer
Communication Studies
Samantha Josephine Hayen, Monticello
Interdepartmental Studies
Justin Hayes, Des Moines
Political Science
Sociology
Andrew Joseph Haynes, Newburgh, IN
English
History
Jessica Marie Heemsbergen, Agency
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kelsey Ann Heidkamp, Palatine, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Jennifer M. Heimsath, Batavia, IL
Elementary Education
Sarah Catherine Heinz, Tinley Park, IL
Political Science
*Alisha Ann Heisterkamp, Davenport
English
Psychology
Philosophy
Alex Heller, Des Moines
History
Haley Anne Heller, Skokie, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Robin Hellmann, Northbrook, IL
Theatre Arts
English
Jack Ian Henaman, Mason City
Psychology
Danielle Kay Henderson, Independence
Psychology
Ernesto Henderson, Fort Washington, MD
Psychology
Heather Marie Henderson, Byron, IL
English
Jennifer Ann Henderson, Davenport
Psychology
Joshua A. Henderson, Newton
Computer Science
Travis Eugene Henderson, Iowa City
Political Science
Sarah Kay Hendred, Ottumwa
Health and Human Physiology
Thomas John Henrich, Jr., Le Mars
Honors in Theatre Arts
Paul Andrew Alde Henricksen,  
Orange Park, FL
Geography
Jason Henriksen
Honors in Russian
Rebecca Suzanne Hensch, Highland Park, IL
Elementary Education
**Hanna Elizabeth Boelts Henscheid,  
Cedar Falls
Honors in International Studies
Psychology
Lawrence Roy Hensley, Jr., New Lenox, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Elise Nicole Henson, Davenport
Honors in Art
Josh James Henss, Urbandale
Health and Sport Studies
Jenna Leigh Hentges, Spirit Lake
Speech and Hearing Science
Lindsay Kay Herbst, Cedar Rapids
Social Work
Joshua D. Hermanson, Caledonia, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Kate Marie Hermiston, Donahue
Biology
Rebecca Rose Hernan, Saint Ansgar
Theatre Arts
Yized Hernandez
English
Carly Ashton Herweck, Homewood, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Emily Rose Hesch, Kildeer, IL
Art
Charlene Therese Hess, Kildeer, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Lindsey Marie Hess, Clear Lake
Interdepartmental Studies
Laura Nicole Hetue, Northbrook, IL
Honors in Social Work
Psychology
Shannon Elizabeth Hewson, Carlsbad, CA
English
Art
Verity Rose Belinda Hicks, 
Pukekohe, New Zealand
Health and Sport Studies
Communication Studies
Mark William Higley, Glenview, IL
Economics
Erin Elizabeth Hilbert, Mequon, WI
Communication Studies
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Bryan Packard Hill, West Des Moines
Political Science
Hilary Christine Hilsabeck, Winterset
Communication Studies
Holly J. Hines, Marion
Journalism and Mass Communication
English
Nicolas David Hockenberry, Dubuque
Anthropology
Matthew Charles Hodges, Pomeroy
Health and Sport Studies
Abigayle J. Hoerner, Coralville
Interdepartmental Studies
Jacob Taylor Hoffa, Council Bluffs
Economics
Clara Megan Hogan, Iowa City
Journalism and Mass Communication
International Studies
Mollie Kathryn Holcomb, Perry
Interdepartmental Studies
Justin Holder, Davenport
Interdepartmental Studies
*Michael Wesley Holditch, Cincinnati, OH
English
Sarah Jean Holmes, Mokena, IL
Communication Studies
Kalyn Michelle Holste, Arlington Heights, IL
Sport Studies
Sarah Lillian Holstein, Saint Charles, IL
Communication Studies
Diana Claire Holtwick, Cedar Rapids
English
Cinema
**Jacob Benjamin Holzman, Mendota, IL
Sociology
Emily Ann Hora, Boone
Elementary Education
Wayne Douglas Horak, Waterloo
Interdepartmental Studies
Gina Louise Horner, Saint Charles, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Gregory Ryan Horsley, Lansing, IL
Political Science
Nicole Rae Hosette, Clinton
Journalism and Mass Communication
American Studies
Dorothy Valentine Hoskin, Rock Island, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jaimie Michelle Hoskins, Rock Island, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Rebecca Kristine Hoskins, Jefferson
Psychology
Ryan Michael Hoskins, Algona
Political Science
Michael Hossa, Mokena, IL
Communication Studies
*Ashley Shadi Hosseini, Iowa City
Honors in International Studies
Laura Ellen Houha, Boulder, CO
Cinema
Erin Anne House, Plainfield, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kathryn Marie Houselog, Dubuque
Spanish
Natasha L. Hovey, New Hampton
Interdepartmental Studies
Heather A. Howard, Palatine, IL
Elementary Education
Cody R. Hromidko, Cedar Rapids
Journalism and Mass Communication
English
Eric Joseph Hsieh, Iowa City
Psychology
Emily Kathryn Hubbard, Batavia, IL
Art
Communication Studies
Kaitlyn Marie Hudgins, Elk Grove Village, IL
Psychology
Dane Joseph Hudson, Beloit, WI
Political Science
Sara Jane Huegerich, Carroll
Psychology
Carly Jo Huffman, Marion
Communication Studies
Jarrett Steven Hugg, Marion
English
John Arnold Hughes, Iowa City
Computer Science
Tyler Lee Hughes, Davenport
Communication Studies
Zane G. Hugo, Mason City
Health and Human Physiology
Erin Elizabeth Hull, Mount Prospect, IL
Spanish
Dance
Nyada Louise Hulm, Iowa City
English
Emma L. Hulseberg, Wellman
Interdepartmental Studies
Teresa N. Humbert, Naperville, IL
Communication Studies
Tiffany Hung, Naperville, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Vanessa Lee Hunt, Eldridge
Informatics
Caitlin Noel Hurban, Cedar Falls
Theatre Arts
Cinema
Andrea Marie Hurlburt, Waterloo
Communication Studies
Anthropology
Sean Robert Hurlburt, Dubuque
Biology
Brandon James Hurley, Ames
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Colin Thomas Huseman, Alta
Interdepartmental Studies
Danielle Lee Huston, Bettendorf
Interdepartmental Studies
Peter George Hutcheon, Princeton, NJ
English
Cinema
Bryan Ilg, Swisher
Psychology
History
Emily Marina In, Grinnell
Communication Studies
Ege Inanc, Ames
Political Science
International Studies
Autumn Rose Ingels, Saint Charles, IL
Sociology
Interdepartmental Studies
Jaime Rebecca Isaacs, Deerfield, IL
Social Work
Elena Christine Jaacks
Psychology
Andrew Paul Jacobs, Davenport
Psychology
Seth William Jacobs, Atlantic
Spanish
Political Science
Daniel Edward Jacobsen, West Branch
Interdepartmental Studies
Kirsten Anne Jacobsen, Des Moines
Political Science
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sarah Elizabeth Jaffee, Chicago, IL
International Studies
Michael James Jahrling, Mount Prospect, IL
English
Amanda James, Waverly
Interdepartmental Studies
Tyler Scott James, Bettendorf
Interdepartmental Studies
Michael Charles Jamieson, Naperville, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Joshua Thomas Jandris
English
Allia Skye Janning, Coon Rapids
Honors in International Studies
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Emily Ann Jansen, Anamosa
Psychology
Anthropology
Justin James Janus
Interdepartmental Studies
Kelly Kathleen Jaworski, Carol Stream, IL
Communication Studies
Heather Michelle Jay, Cedar Falls
Psychology
Joseph Delbert Jay, Columbus Junction
Political Science
John M. Jazdzewski, Wheaton, IL
Psychology
Jenna Leigh Jeffress, Denver, CO
Elementary Education
Psychology
Craig Scott Jennings
Interdepartmental Studies
Robby Jennings, Sioux City
Political Science
*Eric Matthew Neff Jesteadt, Omaha, NE
Music
Kyle Channon Jewel, Davenport
Political Science
Alexandra Lynn Johnson, Mason City
History
Andrew Scott Johnson, Peoria, IL
History
Carrie Johnson, Deerfield, IL
Mathematics
Dowlin Henry Johnson, Iowa City
Health and Sport Studies
Eleanor Beatrice Johnson, Homewood, IL
Psychology
Health and Human Physiology
Erin Elizabeth Johnson
Psychology
Holly Johnson, Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Kaily Anne Johnson, Iowa City
Sociology
Kathryn Elizabeth Johnson, Coralville
Psychology
Kayla Lynn Johnson, Carpenter
Health and Sport Studies
Samantha Rae Johnson, Waukee
Chemistry
Psychology
Seth C. Johnson, Des Moines
Health and Sport Studies
Tara Jo Johnson, Ledyard
Interdepartmental Studies
Anna Marie Louise Jones, Red Oak
Spanish
Ian M. Jones, Burlington
Biology
Josie R. Jones, Denver
Journalism and Mass Communication
Psychology
Maggie Lynn Jones, Osage
Theatre Arts
Nathaniel D. Jones, Iowa City
Religious Studies
Allison Lee Jordan, Libertyville, IL
Mathematics
Michael Joyce, Saint Louis, MO
English
Danielle Marie Jung, Clarendon Hills, IL
Elementary Education
Elyse Stephanie Kafkes, Park Ridge, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Madison Laine Kaiser, Woodward
Theatre Arts
Kurt William Kamin, Marengo, IL
Honors in International Studies
Honors in Asian Languages and 
Literature
Elyse Abboud Kamps, Iowa City
Honors in Political Science
International Studies
French
Alexandra Michelle Kane, Marion
Psychology
*Hannah Marcella Kane, Manchester
Cinema
Jordyn Nicole Kapsch, Ankeny
Communication Studies
Michelle Ann Karakas, Oak Lawn, IL
Economics
Rebecca Eva Karas, Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Nicole Marie Karlis, Schaumburg, IL
Spanish
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kendall Elizabeth Kasik, Peru, IL
Communication Studies
Political Science
*Lauren M. Katalinich, Iowa City
Honors in International Studies
Genna Beth Katz, Buffalo Grove, IL
Communication Studies
Philip U. Kauffman, Naperville, IL
Informatics
German
Jennifer Ann Kavanagh, Lucas
English
Ashley Nicole Keifer, Chicago, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Amber Rose Keller, Hudson
Psychology
Allison Christine Kelly, Ankeny
Communication Studies
Political Science
Brittany Jean Kelly, Downers Grove, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
Brian S. Kelso, Saint Charles, IL
Psychology
Elise Kristen Kemerley, Wheaton, IL
Spanish
Slade Grey Kemmet, Waukee
Cinema
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kelsey Lee Kempf, Coralville
Elementary Education
Brittany Joy Kendall, Iowa City
Psychology
Stephanie Cecile Kendall, Oelwein
Interdepartmental Studies
Emily Anne Kenkel, Clive
International Studies
Kreg Daniel Kennon, Atlantic
Cinema
Jonathan Clark Kenyon, Iowa City
History
Nicholas Hanks Kenyon, Waukee
International Studies
Jacob Duane Kerr, Oskaloosa
Health and Sport Studies
Joshua Todd Kersten, Davenport
Health and Human Physiology
Keith Raymond Ketcham, Muscatine
History
Kortney Jean Ketelsen, Clinton
Sociology
Lucas K. Keune, Decorah
Economics
Samuel Frye Kienzle, Iowa City
Geography
Hydei Kim, Morton Grove, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jaehoon Kim, Seoul, Korea
Theatre Arts
Philwon Kim, Iowa City
Chemistry
SangEun Katie Kim, Long Grove, IL
Psychology
Susie Kim
Interdepartmental Studies
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Grayson Alexander Kimmel, 
 Saint Charles, IL
English
Jordan Deane King, Davenport
Economics
Lindsey Nicole King, Hudson
Psychology
Zachary Joseph Kinser, Stanton
Journalism and Mass Communication
Michael James Kirpes, Cedar Rapids
Honors in English
John Henry Kissel, Mount Prospect, IL
Cinema
Sarah Elizabeth Kleiman, Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Psychology
Nicole Marie Klein, Des Plaines, IL
Honors in Dance
Richard S. Klein, Woodstock, IL
Physics
Jacob Vinton Kline, Iowa City
Biology
*Kathryn Elaine Klinefelter, Iowa City
Health and Sport Studies
Seth Douglas Knickrehm, Maquoketa
Communication Studies
Stephen D. Kniffen
Economics
Brittany Lynn Knochel, Lake Forest, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Communication Studies
*Katie Lynn Knoer, Eldridge
Honors in History
French
Kara Christine Knott, Lees Summit, MO
Psychology
Sarah Marie Knudtson, Iowa City
Anthropology
*Keegan M. Koehlinger, Palatine, IL
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Kelsey Jo Kolars, Malcom
Interdepartmental Studies
***Anna Laura Kolden, Madison, WI
Elementary Education
Elizabeth Marie Kolloway, Tinley Park, IL
Social Work
Anthropology
Amy Konz, Johnston
Health and Sport Studies
Margaret Ann Konzelman, Joliet, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Ryan Kopf, Muscatine
Computer Science
Kristen Elyse Kopp, Clinton
Anthropology
Madison S. Koppin, Mason City
Biochemistry
Brooks Landas Kopsa, Gilman
Economics
Alyx Kathleen Korn, Palatine, IL
Psychology
Susan Margaret Korn, Davenport
Interdepartmental Studies
Katherine Mary Kosartes, Lombard, IL
Political Science
Geoscience
Dustin Noel Koth, Bloomington, IL
Psychology
Nicole Marie Kowalczyk, Lockport, IL
Psychology
Lauren Marie Koziol, Grayslake, IL
Psychology
Seniha Kraina, Coralville
International Studies
Kaylee Erin Kramer, Libertyville, IL
Psychology
Matthew Russell Kramer, Barrington, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Kenneth Daniel Krauss, Knoxville
Linguistics
*Katherine Anne Krick
Honors in History
French
Darys J. Kriegel, Marengo
Honors in Sociology
Anson Gerhard Kritsch, Davenport
Honors in History
Anthropology
Michael James Kroeplin, Belvidere, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Kathryn Elise Krohn, Houston, TX
English
American Studies
Jeffrey Kroll, Ames
Spanish
Kyla Dawn Krouse, Waterloo
Speech and Hearing Science
Jennifer S. Krulewich, Buffalo Grove, IL
Social Work
Jillian Marie Krupko, West Des Moines
Communication Studies
Nicholas Andrew Kuchel, Kingsley
Health and Human Physiology
Daniel David Kuhlman, Glen Ellyn, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Divya Kunapuli, Ankeny
English
Ashley M. Kuper, Independence
Psychology
Political Science
Ryan B. Kurovski, Belle Plaine
Interdepartmental Studies
Veronica Lynn Kurtz, Storm Lake
American Studies
Malorie Jean Kustusch, Frankfort, IL
Communication Studies
Adrienne Nicole La Toure, West Des Moines
Psychology
Spanish
Lindsey Taylor Lachanski, Carol Stream, IL
Political Science
Religious Studies
Charles T. Lahl, Blue Grass
Philosophy
Tiffany Kendra Laird, Waterloo
Communication Studies
Audrey Ruth Lamb, Peoria, IL
History
Daren John Lambert, Denison
Elementary Education
Rachael Louise Lander, Downers Grove, IL
English
Journalism and Mass Communication
Dustin C. Lane, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Lawrence Anthony Lane, Darien, IL
Geography
Patrick Lane, Le Mars
Geoscience
Brandon David Langel, Muscatine
Political Science
Kristin Nancy Langhammer
Psychology
Katelyn Elizabeth Langtim, Elgin, IL
Sociology
Robert W. Langtim, Palatine, IL
Communication Studies
Brittney Marie Lanosga, Phoenix, AZ
Sociology
Spanish
Ryan D. Large, Newton
Informatics
**Megan Lynn Larison, La Porte City
Elementary Education
Andrea Marie Larkin, Sycamore, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Katelyn Marie Larkin, Waconia, MN
Biology
Danielle Rochele Larson, Naperville, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Jason Robert Larson, Iowa City
Informatics
Kyle Thomas Larson, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
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Brittany Lynn Laskowski, Mundelein, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Anna Marie Lassaux, West Des Moines
Psychology
Brittney Nicole Latare, Tipton
Psychology
Lindsey Kay Lauters, Le Mars
Psychology
*Jacqueline Rose Lawler, Plainfield, IL
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Kendra Lawler
Linguistics
Emily Lane Lawlor, Ames
Interdepartmental Studies
Ashlea Jo Lawrence, Cedar Rapids
American Studies
Robert L. LaCroix, Iowa City
Informatics
Art
Eileen Phuong Le, Eagan, MN
Psychology
Interdepartmental Studies
Katie Anne Leafstedt, Mason City
Communication Studies
Kimberly Renee Leaver, Sioux City
Religious Studies
Interdepartmental Studies
Angela M. Lechtenberg, Manchester
Elementary Education
Neil Oliver Ledford
Sociology
Political Science
Ashley Annette Lee, Toulon, IL
English
James Robert Lee, Ely
Communication Studies
Kurtis Gordon Lee, Redding, CA
Political Science
Brian James Lefstad, Vinton
Anthropology
Robert Joseph Lehman, Iowa City
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sport Studies
Andrew J. Lehmann, Independence
History
*Meghan Christine Lemens, Rochester, MN
Music
Emily Renee Lennon, Iowa City
Honors in Art History
Honors in Art
Nicholas Logan Lenth, Waterloo
Health and Sport Studies
Alyssa Beth Lentz, West Des Moines
Psychology
Anthony Michael Leon, Davenport
Religious Studies
Elizabeth Jane Leonas, Homer Glen, IL
Communication Studies
Cheyanne Marie Lester, Epworth
Psychology
Serena R. Lester, Colfax
Interdepartmental Studies
Samantha Lynn Levin, Arlington Heights, IL
Elementary Education
Johanna Rae Levine, Des Moines
Psychology
Daniel James Lewis, Brookfield, WI
Political Science
Michael B. Lewis, Adel
Biology
Michelle Kay LeGrande, Marion
Political Science
Telisha D. Lileton, Chicago, IL
Social Work
Solomon Lim
Cinema
Skylar Jordan Limkemann, Burlington
Communication Studies
Political Science
Chad J. Lincoln, De Witt
International Studies
Jared Michael Lincoln, Glenwood
English
Jessica Ellen Lindeen, Barrington, IL
Political Science
Benjamin Scott Lindsley, Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Kelsey Lynn Link, Oelwein
Anthropology
Stephanie Ann Linn, Colfax
Spanish
Gracie M. Linnemeyer, Indianola
International Studies
Mingqian Liu, Beijing, China
International Studies
Rochelle Der-Fang Liu, Las Vegas, NV
English
Daylin A. Lloyd, Muscatine
Political Science
Kathryn Ann Loberg, Inverness, IL
Spanish
Bo Allen Lodge, Clarksville
Biology
Courtney Lynn Lodge, Elgin, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Allison Marie Lofthouse, Cedar Falls
Interdepartmental Studies
Luke Zane Lofthouse, Avon, UT
Interdepartmental Studies
Ryan Joseph Loftus, Palos Heights, IL
Political Science
Elizabeth Rose Loggins, Early
Communication Studies
American Studies
Cianna J. Logie,  
Saint Joseph, Trinidad & Tobago
International Studies
Disa Loizzo, Wayne, IL
Elementary Education
Yi Shan Lok, Hong Kong
Interdepartmental Studies
Briana Marie Lombardo, Saint Charles, IL
Psychology
Nicholas B. Long, Robins
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Guadalupe Longley, Round Lake Beach, IL
Psychology
Jazmin Lopez, Melrose Park, IL
Biology
Michelle Lopez, Oak Forest, IL
Spanish
Sophia Yanjie Lou, Mundelein, IL
Cinema
Wan-Chen Lu, Hsinchu, Taiwan
Biochemistry
Danielle Rochelle Luckie, Clear Lake
Communication Studies
Interdepartmental Studies
Jessica Marie Luerkens, Iowa City
Informatics
Chengyi Luo, Suzhou, China
History
Kevin Jonathan Lustig, Chicago, IL
Communication Studies
*Amanda Lutz, Ames
Environmental Sciences
**Kelsey Elizabeth Maas, Mendota, IL
Anthropology
Elizabeth Caroline Macken, Readlyn
Anthropology
David James MacDonald, Glen Ellyn, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Mary Ellen MacLeod, Clarendon Hills, IL
Sociology
**Julia Neille Madsen, Iowa City
English
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Kellen Sterling Maguire, Winnetka, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Joshua Hermans Mahlik, Milwaukee, WI
Environmental Sciences
Sarah M. Maktabi, Iowa City
Theatre Arts
James Joseph Malewig, Mount Prospect, IL
History
American Studies
Amber Christine Malkewitz, Clinton
Elementary Education
Christine L. Mallari, Des Plaines, IL
English
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kaley Anne Maloney, Park Ridge, IL
Honors in Health and Human Physiology
Miranda Carmen Manigold, Coralville
Interdepartmental Studies
Briana Lynn Manrique, Sioux City
Communication Studies
Gibril Sorie Mansaray, Iowa City
Sociology
Alex Manuel, Iowa City
History
Jillian Rose Manza, Naperville, IL
Psychology
Xi Mao
Mathematics
Megan Marchellino, Sioux City
Environmental Sciences
Rachel Talene Mardoian, Glenview, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Gregory Markus, Glen Ellyn, IL
International Studies
Ashley Elizabeth Marshall, Newton
Psychology
Joshua Thomas Marshall, Council Bluffs
Informatics
Kaci Nicole Marshall, Newton
Communication Studies
Drew Ward Martel, Cedar Rapids
Anthropology
Frances Elaine Martel, Bettendorf
English
Emily Lynne Martens, Manchester
English
Amanda Catherine Martin, 
Lewis Center, OH
Communication Studies
Glenn B. Martin, Ames
Linguistics
Russian
Kari Ranee Martin, Davenport
English
Tim Martin, Lake Zurich, IL
Psychology
Andrew Martin Marz, Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Megan Ann Maslowski, Hartland, WI
Communication Studies
Abigail Jo Mason-Marshall, Iowa City
Honors in Anthropology
Alyssa Kristyne Mattero, Highland Park, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Madelyn Angela Matya, De Kalb, IL
Communication Studies
Christine Mauro, Lake Forest, IL
Communication Studies
Dillon Jeffrey Mawe, Grinnell
Communication Studies
Joshua Zane Maxson
Philosophy
Political Science
Shannon Kay Mazza
Sociology
*Annie Sabina McAleer, Coralville
Spanish
Molly Rae McAndrew, Lisbon
Honors in Social Work
Zachary Alan McAvoy, Cedar Rapids
English
Gabrielle Ann Kearns McBride, 
Madison, WI
Elementary Education
Shannon Diana McBride, Iowa City
Psychology
Mallory Kathryn McCarthy, Burr Ridge, IL
Communication Studies
Jessica Lynn McCarty, Johnston
Asian Languages and Literature
Honors in International Studies
Christopher Jon McChane, Iowa City
Cinema
Shane Michael McCleary, Muscatine
Environmental Sciences
Zachary Keith McCool, Manchester
Health and Sport Studies
Lindsey Jo McCoy, Pacific Junction
Interdepartmental Studies
Lauren Marie McCullough, Iowa City
Honors in History
Jennifer Marie McCune, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Megan Elizabeth McCurdy, Petersburg, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Alison Marie McDaniel, Leawood, KS
English
Sean Reid McDonald, Chicago, IL
American Studies
Katherine Quinn McDonnell, Davenport
Journalism and Mass Communication
Honors in English
Molly Marie McDonnell, Davenport
Journalism and Mass Communication
Honors in English
Emma M. McElherne, La Grange Park, IL
Communication Studies
Spanish
Bryce William McElroy, Westmont, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Margaret Convey McGinnis, Westchester, IL
Social Work
Kelsey McGurn, Schaumburg, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Kerry E. McGurn, Arlington Heights, IL
History
Liz D. McKeag, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Nicholas David McKeag, Coralville
Cinema
Kyle A. McKee, Council Bluffs
Informatics
Kelley Elizabeth McLaren, Marion
Art History
Spanish
Vanessa Lynne McLaren, Iowa City
Communication Studies
Keli Marie McLaughlin, Alsip, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Riley Jacqueline McLeod, Belle Plaine
Journalism and Mass Communication
Nicholas Aaron McManus, Bettendorf
Economics
Molly Dwyer McPartland, Cedar Rapids
Philosophy
Religious Studies
Brandon Paul McSkimming, 
West Des Moines
Interdepartmental Studies
Ryan Edwin McStockard, Ottumwa
Interdepartmental Studies
Kevin Carlisle McVey, Arlington Heights, IL
Communication Studies
Sean M. McWilliams, Urbandale
Asian Languages and Literature
Timothy Allen Meester, Parkersburg
Cinema
English
Joseph B. Megli, Sterling, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Kathryn L. Mehlbrech, Crooks, SD
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
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Marti Marie Meier, Blue Grass
Health and Human Physiology
Morgan Losby Meinert, 
North Manchester, IN
Biology
*Anthony John Melchiorri, Normal, IL
English
Jessica G. Melkus, Van Meter
Religious Studies
Emily Frances Melvold, Maquoketa
Journalism and Mass Communication
Spanish
Jenny Christine Mensen, Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Andrew Lane Meredith, Le Mars
Religious Studies
Joshua Andrew Merritt, Johnston
Political Science
Victoria Catherine Messina, Elmhurst, IL
Cinema
Jason Robert Metcalf, Gurnee, IL
Political Science
*Sophie Elizabeth Metcalf, Pella
Honors in Social Work
August Moroni Sutton Meyer, Maquoketa
Psychology
Joseph D. Meyer, Huxley
Biology
Cara Elizabeth Meyers, Skokie, IL
English
Kelsey Lynn Middleton, Colfax
Communication Studies
Megan Marie Mier, Clarinda
Interdepartmental Studies
***Laura Anne Mihelich, Belvidere, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Psychology
***Lindsey Marie Mikkelsen, Omaha, NE
Biology
Kimberly Aviva Milch, Bettendorf
Interdepartmental Studies
*Christine Miles, Milwaukee, WI
Ancient Civilization
Honors in Classical Languages
Lisa Michelle Millard
Social Work
Alison Maureen Miller, Glenview, IL
Psychology
Andrew Curtis Miller, Newhall
Economics
*Haylie Anna Miller, Leaf River, IL
Psychology
Heidie Annise Miller, Leaf River, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Psychology
Jed Christopher Miller
Journalism and Mass Communication
Elementary Education
History
Jennifer Michelle Miller, Wellman
English
*Jonathan T. Miller, Silver City
History
Lindsey Erin Miller, Gurnee, IL
Psychology
Michael Richard Miller, Waukon
Interdepartmental Studies
Molly Ellen Miller, Batavia, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Ross F. Miller, Coralville
History
Samuel Andrew Miller, Keosauqua
Interdepartmental Studies
Scott Tierney Miller, Overland Park, KS
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Caitlyn Dawn Mills, Gilbert, AZ
Journalism and Mass Communication
Krista M. Mills, Independence
Dance
Psychology
Kelsey Ann Mims, Iowa City
English
Kaitlin Anne Mincer, Columbus Junction
Communication Studies
Ashley Renee Miner, Cherry Valley, IL
Elementary Education
Thomas Miner, Davenport
Honors in International Studies
Christa Diann Mingus, Spencer
Psychology
Olga Mironova, Moscow, Russia
International Studies
Daniel James Mitchell, Marion
Psychology
Katherine D. Mitchell, Kalamazoo, MI
Social Work
Ameir Matthew Mobasheri, Wellman
International Studies
*Alec J. Modrick, Iowa City
Philosophy
Kaytlin Emily Moeller, Mount Pleasant
International Studies
French
Daniel Thomas Moffitt, Schaumburg, IL
History
Matthew Michael Mohnsen, Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Mallory Moller, Urbandale
Social Work
Carolynn Marie Mondeau, 
Spring Valley, CA
Interdepartmental Studies
Scott Robert Mondeau, Flint, MI
Interdepartmental Studies
Livia Antonia Monroe, Iowa City
Linguistics
Kelsey Lynn Moon, Panora
Health and Sport Studies
Nicholas S. Moore, Urbandale
Ancient Civilization
Sara Gerrine Moore, Treynor
Anthropology
History
Teresa Ann Moore, Davenport
Theatre Arts
Lindsay Marie Morecraft, Vermillion, SD
Ancient Civilization
Meggan Elizabeth Morehead, 
Dakota Dunes, SD
Communication Studies
Cristal Lyn Moreland, Byron, IL
Communication Studies
Austin Jacob Morford, Norwalk
Communication Studies
Molly Lynn Moriarity, Cascade
Economics
Kaitlin Elizabeth Morkel, Waterloo
Interdepartmental Studies
Margaret Mary Morphew, Springfield, IL
Elementary Education
Brandon James Morris, Traer
Health and Sport Studies
Brandon D. Morrissey, Urbandale
Communication Studies
Paul Joseph Moseley, Iowa City
History
Kara Colleen Moss, Gurnee, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Lauren Elise Mucker, Downers Grove, IL
Health and Human Physiology
*Matthew A. Mueller, Iowa City
Linguistics
Signe E. Mueller, Iowa City
Communication Studies
Adam Christopher Muir, Dubuque
Interdepartmental Studies
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Meredith E. Mulford, Winthrop
Journalism and Mass Communication
Eric S. Mullen, West Des Moines
International Studies
*Brandi Marie Muller, Clive
Anthropology
Evan Scott Mullins, Iowa City
Anthropology
Abigail Leigh Mumpower, Quincy, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Jayme Joseph Murphy, Dubuque
Psychology
Health and Sport Studies
Kayla Marie Murphy, 
Steamboat Springs, CO
English
Kelly Therese Murphy, Pewaukee, WI
Communication Studies
Nora J. Murphy, Chicago, IL
Theatre Arts
Alana Frances Murray, Oak Park, IL
Psychology
Rachel Nicole Murray, Downers Grove, IL
Cinema
Christopher Stephen Mussett, Des Moines
Political Science
Leah Nicole Myers, Cedar Falls
English
Katie Lynn Naberhaus
Interdepartmental Studies
Erin Paige Nadolny, West Des Moines
Asian Languages and Literature
Honors in International Studies
John Charles Nagel, Altoona
English
Ambica Nakhasi, Waterloo
International Studies
Kevin Robert Nash, Fox River Grove, IL
Cinema
Calla Frances Nassif, Minneapolis, MN
Honors in Art History
Economics
Brian Francis Naughton, Saint Charles, IL
Cinema
Maggie M. Nauman, Des Moines
Communication Studies
Margaret MacArthur Neill, Ambler, PA
Interdepartmental Studies
Cierra Marie Nelson, Estherville
Psychology
Melissa Sue Nelson, Sioux City
Communication Studies
Robert Earl Nelson II, Davenport
Cinema
Dylan Nelson-Sease, Gowrie
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Corbin Lee Nichol, West Des Moines
Interdepartmental Studies
George Alexander Nicholson IV, 
Marengo, IL
Chemistry
Michelle Marie Nickels, Saint Charles, IL
Psychology
Andrew John Nielsen, Cedar Falls
International Studies
Political Science
John Norman Nielsen, Davenport
Spanish
Kyle Niemer
Cinema
Theatre Arts
Natalie Emma Niemeyer, Cedar Rapids
English
Kylie Rae Noecker, Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Kelly Jean Noonan, Emmetsburg
Health and Human Physiology
Brenna Rose Norman, Adel
Journalism and Mass Communication
Psychology
Caroline Anne Noser, Iowa City
Elementary Education
Honors in Education
*Rachel Jo Nunnikhoven
Social Work
Laura Rene Nuno, Iowa City
Art
Ashley M. O’Brien, Chicago, IL
Biology
Colleen Patricia O’Brien, Swisher
Psychology
Dan O’Brien, Sioux City
History
Kellie Britt O’Brien, Burlington
Communication Studies
Ryan P. O’Brien, Charles City
Political Science
Sharon Shaela O’Brien, 
 Colorado Springs, CO
Interdepartmental Studies
Spanish
Joseph Campbell O’Connor
Political Science
Rebecca Lynn O’Connor, Washington
Anthropology
Michael Kelly O’Keeffe, 
Arlington Heights, IL
Communication Studies
Interdepartmental Studies
Kevin Robert O’Malley, Cedar Rapids
Psychology
English
*Sean Alan O’Neal, Boone
Cinema
Shannon Spiers O’Reilly, Arlington, VA
Honors in Religious Studies
Cara Patricia O’Shea, Deerfield, IL
History
Heather Marie Oberhaus
Sociology
Stephanie Corrine Ochoa, Stanton, CA
Interdepartmental Studies
Nadine Marie Oddi, Lake Forest, IL
English
Jennifer Eunjeong Oh, Elk Grove Village, IL
Psychology
Stefanie Nicole Ohrt, Vinton
Journalism and Mass Communication
International Studies
Cassandra Elizabeth Olds, Davenport
Biology
Amy Renee Oleson, Ida Grove
Journalism and Mass Communication
Rachel Marlene Olexa, Batavia, IL
Sociology
Joshua Thomas Olin, Royal
Biology
Amanda J. Ollendieck, Lime Springs
Biology
Callie Lou Olney, Iowa Falls
English
Psychology
Soren Paul Olsen, Falcon Heights, MN
Theatre Arts
Cassandra Leigh Olson, Apple Valley, MN
Spanish
International Studies
Cody J. Olson, Sioux City
Informatics
Ervin Omic, Coralville
Theatre Arts
***Allison Claire Ordman, Iowa City
Honors in Dance
Jennifer Sue Orris, Washington
Psychology
Katie Marie Ortmann, Spring, TX
Health and Sport Studies
Benjamin Parker Ossyra, Evanston, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Sarah Paige Ostrander, Wheaton, IL
English
Megan Barnes Otis, Evanston, IL
Honors in Art History
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Ashtin Marie Otto, Coralville
Sociology
Whitney Overmire, Davenport
American Studies
*Katherine Valentine Ovrom, Iowa City
International Studies
Honors in Spanish
Lisa Ann Owen, Iowa City
Art
Political Science
*Christopher Michael Page, Iowa City
Political Science
Taryn Ashley Pahl, Naperville, IL
Communication Studies
Emma Palermo, Iowa City
Honors in Theatre Arts
***Allison Michaela Panther, Iowa City
Honors in Gender, Women’s and 
Sexuality Studies
Honors in Political Science
So Hyun Park, Seoul, Korea
Sociology
Keri Lynn Parker, Bloomington, IL
Elementary Education
Brock Michael Parrott, Camp Lejeune, NC
Asian Languages and Literature
International Studies
Stephen Raymond Pasdiora, 
Mount Prospect, IL
English
Kara Lynn Passolt, Lake Zurich, IL
Health and Sport Studies
**Holly Ann Patch, Dubuque
Music
Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies
Sean Matthew Patchett, Iowa City
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sport Studies
Nipa Jagdish Patel, Muscatine
Communication Studies
**Veena Irene Patel, Iowa City
Honors in Geography
**Bethany Lynn Patten, Coralville
Honors in International Studies
Natasha Marie Patten, Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Cassidy Jo Patterson, West Des Moines
Spanish
Elizabeth Anne Patterson, Oskaloosa
Psychology
Melissa Ruth Payne, Eden Prairie, MN
Journalism and Mass Communication
Derek John Peach, Saint Charles, IL
Communication Studies
Katherine Anne Peck, Morton Grove, IL
International Studies
Arrick Burton Pelton, Oak Park, IL
Literature, Science and the Arts
Emily Jo Penningroth, Cedar Rapids
Speech and Hearing Science
Erica Lynn Pennington, Cedar Rapids
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jeffrey Aaron Pennington, Bettendorf
History
Alina Perez Gomez, Mexico City, Mexico
Linguistics
Amanda Perfette, Bettendorf
Sociology
Sarah E. Pergine, Collegeville, PA
Communication Studies
Sociology
Elizabeth Ann Perkins, Wilmette, IL
English
*Mallory Colleen Perkins, Knoxville
Communication Studies
**Douglas Allen Persoon, Pleasantville
Philosophy
Jill Theresa Peters, Lake View
Speech and Hearing Science
Kristen Michelle Peters, Bettendorf
Journalism and Mass Communication
English
Matthew Allen Peters, Council Bluffs
Communication Studies
Holli Eileen Petersen, Iowa City
Honors in Social Work
Kimberly P. Petersen, Davenport
Interdepartmental Studies
Nikolas Steven Hahn Petersen, Riverside
Interdepartmental Studies
Brent Norwood Peterson, Waukon
Journalism and Mass Communication
Gina Peterson, Marshalltown
Communication Studies
Suzanne Michael Peterson, West Des Moines
Psychology
Spanish
Zachary Williams Peterson, Moline, IL
Philosophy
Collin Petoskey, Bettendorf
Interdepartmental Studies
Brian G. Petrando, Jr., Fort Worth, TX
Economics
Alexandrea Lee Petroski, Spring Grove, IL
Theatre Arts
Cinema
Kassi D. Pham, Davenport
Psychology
James Van Phan, Hiawatha
Anthropology
Andrew James Philbrick, Council Bluffs
Music
Ashley Phillips, West Chicago, IL
Psychology
Chelsy Jo Phillips, Elgin
Biology
Elizabeth Ann Phillips, Lakeville, MN
Health and Sport Studies
Erin Colleen Phillips, Downers Grove, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Julia Marie Phillips, Park Ridge, IL
Honors in Art History
Art
Elizabeth Jean Phinney, Davenport
Communication Studies
Ashley Elizabeth Pickinpaugh, Underwood
English
Alexa Patrice Pietan, Iowa City
Social Work
Allie Marie Pietryga, Dixon, IL
Psychology
**Lauren Ann Piette, Iowa City
Honors in International Studies
Emily Kristine Pink, Ottumwa
Communication Studies
Nicolette Ann Pippy, Hartley
Social Work
Drew Benjamin Pittman, Iowa City
Computer Science
Philosophy
Rachael A. Pitts, Indianapolis, IN
Art
Daniel Scott Pixley, Harare, Zimbabwe
Linguistics
Megan Lori Pluta, Pewaukee, WI
Interdepartmental Studies
Adam James Pochobradsky, Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
*Laura Catherine Poczatek, Wheaton, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
English
Sarah Grace Poe, Wheaton, IL
Communication Studies
Jessica Christine Pohl, Marshall, MN
Interdepartmental Studies
Jordan Arthur Pomeranz, West Des Moines
Political Science
Ezekial Zachariah Ponto
English
Comparative Literature
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Jessica Jean Poole, Ankeny
Anthropology
Bailey M. Poolman, Centerville
English
Megan J. Popenhagen, Fairfax
Interdepartmental Studies
Mara Kate Porter, Waukee
Elementary Education
*Matthew James Porter
French
Stephen Andrew Post, Muscatine
Anthropology
Katrina Lyn Postel, Worthington
Health and Human Physiology
Jenna Christine Poulter, Lake Zurich, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Scott Allen Pralle, La Grange, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Joseph Michael Pray, Des Moines
Psychology
Daniel Prendergast, Evergreen Park, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Thomas Alan Preston, Urbandale
Psychology
Caitlin Marie Preuss, Batavia, IL
Psychology
Allison Marie Prideaux, Council Bluffs
Art
Brennan Joseph Prisk, Gurnee, IL
History
Launa Michelle Proctor, New Lenox, IL
International Studies
**Benjamin Thomas Prostine, Cedar Falls
Honors in History
Amanda Marie Puffett, Jesup
Elementary Education
Anthony Derrick Pulliam, Davenport
Health and Sport Studies
Kelli Marie Putnam, Gladbrook
Honors in History
Russian
Brendan R. Quinn, Des Moines
Health and Sport Studies
Patrick Dawson Quinn, Evergreen Park, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sarah Anne Raasch, Solon
Interdepartmental Studies
Johnathon M. Racine, Essex
International Studies
Katherine Joan Radasevich, Naperville, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Spanish
Danielle Kristine Rahja, Plymouth, MN
Honors in International Studies
***Renugan Raidoo, Sioux Falls, SD
Anthropology
Adam Carlile Rains, Iowa City
Political Science
Religious Studies
Krishna Kumar Rajeev, Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Amelia Rakiewicz, Hoffman Estates, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Matthew Rammelsberg, Atkins
Interdepartmental Studies
*Vivian Huihua Ramseyer, Shanghai, China
French
Megan Ann Ransom, Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
*Hadley Elizabeth Rapp, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Benjamin Alan Rappenecker, Springfield, IL
Economics
Eve Christine Rashid, Fort Madison
Psychology
Idol W. Rashid, Fort Madison
Psychology
Kristin Maria Rasmuson, Ankeny
Interdepartmental Studies
Melissa Lee Rasper, Wheaton, IL
Communication Studies
Anthropology
Andrew William Rauen, Highland Park, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Scott Raynor, Glenview, IL
Political Science
Journalism and Mass Communication
Cindy June Reding, Wesley
Sociology
Christopher Robert Reed, Naperville, IL
Communication Studies
Nicole L. Reed, Creston
Elementary Education
Kathryn Helen Reese, Northbrook, IL
English
Thomas Robert Reese, Gladbrook
Psychology
Andrew C. Reicks, Lawler
International Studies
Juliet T. Reid, Cedar Falls
Spanish
Patrick Towne Reilly, Arlington Heights, IL
Cinema
Allen Reisner, Marion
Interdepartmental Studies
James Nicholas Wallis Reiss, 
Aldeburgh, United Kingdom
Communication Studies
Stephanie D. Reitan, Copenhagen, NY
English
Allison Kathleen Reiter, West Des Moines
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Lindsey Ann Remegi, Naperville, IL
Social Work
*Chad M. Remus, Ankeny
Honors in French
Taylor Stewart Reynolds
Communication Studies
Clifford William Rice-Krause, Iowa City
Philosophy
Religious Studies
Betsey Lee Richard, Iowa City
Psychology
Religious Studies
Jason Thomas Richards, Chicago, IL
Theatre Arts
Elyse A. Richardson, Manchester, MO
English
Christopher Lee Richmann, Waverly
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jeffrey P. Richter, Iowa City
Asian Languages and Literature
History
Michelle Ann Riesselman, Carroll
Honors in Biology
Aaron James Kim Riester, Dow City
Communication Studies
Art
*John Robert Rigby, Marion
English
African American Studies
Mark Thomas Rigby, Marion
Honors in Political Science
Christopher Thomas Riggins, Ankeny
Interdepartmental Studies
*Kirstin Leigh Riggs, Cedar Falls
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Christopher Lee Riley, Missouri Valley
Theatre Arts
*Lindsey Mary Ring, Council Bluffs
English
Ashley Kayten River, Maquoketa
Interdepartmental Studies
Amanda Louise Rixen, 
Fort Walton Beach, FL
Interdepartmental Studies
Michael William Robb, Mount Pleasant
Geoscience
Elizabeth Katherine Roberts
Communication Studies
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Lindsay Anne Roberts, Rippey
Art
Patrick Thomas Roberts, Barrington, IL
Cinema
William John Roberts, Minneapolis, MN
Philosophy
Benjamin Richard Robinson, Danville
Interdepartmental Studies
Joe Lee Robinson, Plainfield, IL
Political Science
Mallory Theres Robinson, Coal Valley, IL
Psychology
Derek Bradley Rodgers, Saint Albans, VT
Honors in English
Thomas Richard Rodgers,  
Menomonee Falls, WI
Journalism and Mass Communication
Daniel Joseph Roeth, Dubuque
Portuguese
Kandice Kay Roethler, Algona
History
Brandon James Rogers
Psychology
Kellie E. Rogers, Vernon Hills, IL
Elementary Education
Lindsey M. Rogness, Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Gina C. Romani, Downers Grove, IL
Communication Studies
Chris Romanowicz, Mount Prospect, IL
Chemistry
Alexandra Faith Romans, North Liberty
American Studies
Elizabeth M. Rook, Libertyville, IL
Honors in International Studies
Religious Studies
Benjamin Jeff Rops, Cedar Rapids
Mathematics
Margaret Honoria Roque, Highland Park, IL
Psychology
Jeff Joseph Rosales, Chicago, IL
Economics
Sabrina Renee Rose, Coralville
Psychology
Daniel Gregory Rosenstein, Glen Ellyn, IL
English
Caitlin C. Ross, Rockford, IL
History
Jennifer Ann Ross, Ankeny
Biology
Anthropology
Megan M. Ross, Coralville
Communication Studies
Steven D. Ross, Ankeny
Cinema
Amanda Kristine Rounds, Council Bluffs
Theatre Arts
David J. Rowley, Clive
English
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jennifer Marie Royer, Tipton
English
Andrew Paul Ruden, Muscatine
Geography
Joshua Dane Ruebel, Waverly
Communication Studies
Crystal Hope Rueck
Political Science
Simone Eva Ruiz
Psychology
Mokotsi Butare Rukundo, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Natasha Rose Rumbaugh, Deep River
Social Work
Aubrey Mae Runyan, Homewood, IL
Social Work
Nicolas Rusher, Indianapolis, IN
Interdepartmental Studies
Alex James Russeau, Naperville, IL
English
Anthony Charles Russell, Corning
Interdepartmental Studies
Chelsea Leigh Russell, Williamsville, NY
English
*Emily Rustand, Cedar Rapids
English
Madalyne K. Rutledge, Ottumwa
English
Political Science
Cheryl Lynn Ruzicka, Charles City
Interdepartmental Studies
Veronica Lily Rydze, Iowa City
Health and Sport Studies
Zachary Dean Sable, Knoxville
Health and Sport Studies
Shawn Adam Salat, Stanwood
Informatics
Richard Allan Salhus, Rustington, England
Interdepartmental Studies
Scott Tyler Salmon, Crystal Lake, IL
English
Lani Lorene Salzman, Elk Grove Village, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Colin J. Samek, Solon
English
Derek Paul Sampson, Jackson, MN
Interdepartmental Studies
Matthew Craig Samson, Newton
Interdepartmental Studies
Kyle Gary Sandage, Sioux City
Economics
Marc Keith Sandy, Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Interdepartmental Studies
Joel Richard Sauer, Loomis, CA
Interdepartmental Studies
Lee Michael Savage, Villisca
English
Kaitlyn Ann Savery, Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Grace Keller Savides, Watertown, WI
English
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jessie Marie Savu, Plainfield, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Kristel Rose Saxton, Ames
Spanish
Thomas Jordan Sayre, Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Miranda Rachelle Schaeffer, Wellman
Elementary Education
Luke H. Schares, De Witt
Theatre Arts
Logan Thomas Scharf, Fort Dodge
Interdepartmental Studies
Molly Ann Schau, Burr Ridge, IL
English
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kaitlyn E. Scheets, Bloomington, IL
Communication Studies
Jacqueline Nicole Scheid, Hinsdale, IL
Biology
Carolyn Scherf, Dubuque
Art
Jerome Michael Scherwin, Jr., Plainfield, IL
English
Cassandra Nicole Schiano
Honors in Theatre Arts
Kristin Ruth Schiller, Monona
Journalism and Mass Communication
Paige Marie Schiller, Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Cassandra Schinstock, Fort Madison
Art
Psychology
Elizabeth Anne Schlegel, Washington
Communication Studies
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Natalie Ann Schlicht, Middleton, WI
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
Isaac David Schlichtemeier, Spencer
Computer Science
*Sara Beth Schmid, West Des Moines
Honors in English
Austin J. Schmidt, Des Moines
Cinema
Nora Blaise Schmiedel, Chicago, IL
English
Jon Christian Schmitt, Dubuque
Philosophy
Benjamin Allen Schneider, Davenport
Biochemistry
Calvin John Schnucker
International Studies
Andrew John Schroeder, Clinton
Spanish
Karina L. Schroeder, Dubuque
Journalism and Mass Communication
Anthropology
Kassidy K. Schroeder, Lost Nation
Speech and Hearing Science
Andrea K. Schubert, Coralville
Interdepartmental Studies
Jennifer Sue Schuelke, Solon
Political Science
Stacy Lynne Schuett, Libertyville, IL
Elementary Education
Jessica Lee Schultes, Carroll
Spanish
Kristin Nicole Schultz, Vernon Hills, IL
Elementary Education
Art
Marc Edwin Schultz, Naperville, IL
Political Science
Spanish
Stefanie Ann Schultz, Sugar Grove, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
*Robert Alexander Schumacher, 
Wheaton, IL
Linguistics
Classical Languages
Alex Harding Schuman, Fort Dodge
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
*Sarah Elizabeth Schuring, Pella
Health and Sport Studies
Mark Joseph Schwab, Jr., Bettendorf
Spanish
Kylie Elizabeth Schwartz, West Des Moines
International Studies
Melissa Leigh Schwartz, Davenport
Sociology
Ryan Mark Schweer, Oelwein
Mathematics
*Bret M. Scofield, Story City
English
Rebecca M. Scott, North Liberty
Interdepartmental Studies
David Charles Scrivner, Whitefish Bay, WI
American Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Amanda Rae Seaquist, Fox River Grove, IL
Cinema
*Ethan Kahler Sebert, Clarion
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Morgen Clairetta Sedlacek, Tiffin
International Studies
Spanish
Taylor Catherine Seemuth, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
*Adam J. Segal, Milwaukee, WI
English
Shane Alan Segebarth, Lytton
Economics
Stephanie Marie Seidel, Eagan, MN
Journalism and Mass Communication
Carly Katelyn Senning, Vernon Hills, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Cinema
**Laura Marie Senske, Eden Prairie, MN
Elementary Education
Spanish
Jeffrey MM Servis, Jr., Milwaukee, WI
Interdepartmental Studies
Kelli Flynn Shaffner, Des Moines
Journalism and Mass Communication
Angela S. Shams
Religious Studies
Tianhua Shao, Zhengzhou, China
International Studies
Gena Shapiro, Des Moines
Economics
Samuel Charles Shapiro, Seattle, WA
English
Alexandria M. Sharp, Eldridge
Interdepartmental Studies
Amber Jane Sheely, Iowa City
History
Layne M. Sheetz, Cedar Rapids
English
Audrey Katherine Shelton, Cedar Rapids
Honors in Communication Studies
Rachel Elizabeth Sherman, Deerfield, IL
Theatre Arts
Honors in Communication Studies
Sabrena Monique Shields, North Liberty
Social Work
Jae Shin, Arlington Heights, IL
Biochemistry
Logan S. Shoemaker, Gilbert
Anthropology
Alana Irene Short, Lisle, IL
Elementary Education
Hannah Morrison Shultz, Mount Vernon
International Studies
Spanish
Mahmoud Izzelding Siddig, Iowa City
Political Science
*Samantha Rae Sidwell, Iowa City
Honors in International Studies
Music
Joshua Alan Richard Siefken, Danville
Honors in Art History
Alicia Ann Siemplenski, Palatine, IL
Communication Studies
Julianne Marie Siena, Arlington Heights, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Psychology
Brittany B. Silberman, Buffalo Grove, IL
Sociology
Stacy Silver, Buffalo Grove, IL
Communication Studies
Alicia Michelle Simmons, Cedar Rapids
English
Classical Languages
Sarah Parker Simmons, Frankfort, IL
English
Marissa A. Simplot, Fairfield
Communication Studies
Jordan Jessica Simpson, West Des Moines
Psychology
Melody Singh, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
African American Studies
Bridget C. Sjostrom, Oak Park, IL
International Studies
Alexsandra Marite Skulte
English
Art
Kira M. Slagle, Harlan
Health and Human Physiology
Joanna Grace Slezak, Park Ridge, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Joseph Sloma, Des Moines
English
Alexa Therese Smith, Chicago, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Amber Kay Smith, Iowa City
Social Work
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Brittany Lynn Smith, Saint Charles, IL
Communication Studies
Jonathan David Smith, Minden
Communication Studies
Kaitlin Erin Smith, Calmar
Sociology
Kelsey R. Smith, Burlington
Communication Studies
Mark Vincent Smith, Elmhurst, IL
American Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Melba Smith, West Liberty
Interdepartmental Studies
*Michael Lawrence Smith, North Liberty
Honors in Philosophy
Mitchell Eugene Smith, Naperville, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Pierce Smith, Geneva, IL
English
Rose Marie Smith, New London
Speech and Hearing Science
Sarah E. Smith
Social Work
Political Science
Zachary Brent Smothers, Des Moines
Communication Studies
Katherine Lee Smyth, De Pere, WI
Honors in Health and Sport Studies
Brittany Nicole Snell, Woodridge, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Daniel Max Snyderman, Buffalo Grove, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Camille Marie Socarras, Iowa City
French
Theodore Andrew Solberg, Eagan, MN
Journalism and Mass Communication
Psychology
Alexander Jacob Solsma, Sioux City
Political Science
Journalism and Mass Communication
Katherine Christine Soltys, Naperville, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Jeffrey Carl Sondergard, Iowa City
Psychology
Gordon James Sonnenschein, Naperville, IL
Honors in International Studies
Political Science
Austin Bradley Sorensen, Shenandoah
Spanish
Emilee Anne Sorenson, Council Bluffs
Interdepartmental Studies
Christine Tracie Souferis, Skokie, IL
English
Lee R. Southwick, Iowa City
Environmental Sciences
Nichole Lynn Sparapany, Bolingbrook, IL
Anthropology
***Thomas Xavier Speake, Hampton
Chemistry
Brekka Kathleen Spellman, Des Moines
Interdepartmental Studies
Gina Maria Sperando, Mount Prospect, IL
Psychology
Communication Studies
Timothy Robert Spokas, Chicago, IL
Communication Studies
Paul Jacob Spooner, West Des Moines
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Matthew William Sproston, Lisbon
Sociology
Joseph S. Squires, Cedar Falls
Chemistry
Sarah Margaret St. Andre, Rockford, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Nicholas David Staab, Vinton
Economics
Jill Marie Stacey, Geneva, IL
Elementary Education
Lauren Marie Stachelski, Joliet, IL
Psychology
Jacob Wes Stahl, Williamsburg
Geography
*Carly Reisch Stahmer, Coralville
English
Sarah Elizabeth Standley, Marion
Psychology
Andrew J. Stanford, Cedar Rapids
Cinema
Lisa Anne Curran Stanforth, Davenport
English
Kimberly Christine Stanislawski, 
 Hawthorn Woods, IL
Dance
Viktor Vasileyevich Stankovich, 
Cedar Rapids
Biology
Vladimir V. Stankovich
Interdepartmental Studies
Ryan Ellis Stanley, Madrid
American Studies
Kelly Ann Stapella, Waterloo
English
Marni J. Steadham, Gilbert
Economics
Henry James Stebbins, Lake Forest, IL
Political Science
Chloe Brittany Stein, Buffalo Grove, IL
Elementary Education
Michael Charles Stephenson, Deerfield, IL
Political Science
Lyle Stevens, Sioux City
History
Douglas Charles Stienstra, Orange City
Honors in International Studies
Adam R. Stoczynski, Elk Grove Village, IL
Communication Studies
Interdepartmental Studies
David Alan Stoermer, Jr., Saint Charles, IL
Political Science
Corey W. Stone, Cedar Rapids
Political Science
Shannon Elizabeth Strabala, North Liberty
Speech and Hearing Science
Psychology
Julianne Marie Streff, Park Ridge, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Heather Marie Streicher, Bettendorf
Theatre Arts
Psychology
*Kelsey Jean Streinz, Dubuque
Psychology
Katelyn Maree Strenge, Savage, MN
Geography
Andrea Elizabeth Stroink, Bloomington, IL
Communication Studies
Amanda Faye Strong, Muscatine
Art
Andrew J. Stroud, Waukee
Psychology
Caitlin Brooke Studley, Urbandale
Biochemistry
Rebecca Ann Studtmann, Bellevue
English
*Laura Jean Stulken, Marion
French
Ashley Jo Stumberg, West Des Moines
Elementary Education
Arielle Elizabeth Sucich, Fort Salonga, NY
Communication Studies
*Laine M. Suckow, Maynard
Health and Human Physiology
Sutan Budianto Suly, Surabaya, Indonesia
Economics
*Bryn Marie Sumner, Waterloo
Music
Carly Anne Susral, West Des Moines
Journalism and Mass Communication
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David Grant Sutton, Park Forest, IL
International Studies
Asian Languages and Literature
Jessica Leigh Svec, Ames
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kyle Eugene Swank, Shenandoah
Political Science
Evan Bradley Swanson, Fort Dodge
Political Science
English
Anna Marie Sweeney, Altoona
Communication Studies
*Sophie Mallory Switzer, Woods Hole, MA
Honors in International Studies
Dana Michelle Swoboda, Crystal Lake, IL
Elementary Education
Christopher Michael Synnestvedt, 
Arlington Heights, IL
Psychology
Jessica Marie Szumski, La Grange Park, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Lisa Kathleen Tabernacki, 
Western Springs, IL
Elementary Education
Christopher Steven Tagtmeier, Moline, IL
Political Science
Margaret Largaespada Taha, Des Moines
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Jason Paul Takes
Geography
Michele Lauren Tangeman, Toddville
Biology
Christopher Dane Wolf Tank, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Kristine Marie Taylor, Iowa City
English
Psychology
Sarah J. Taylor, Johnston
Elementary Education
Samantha Ann Teachout, Saint Louis, MO
Interdepartmental Studies
Patrick Robert Teff, Apple Valley, MN
Interdepartmental Studies
Kevin R. Tempel, Waterloo
Biology
Sarah Lynn Terkosky, Mason, OH
Interdepartmental Studies
Eva Nicole Terry, Milwaukee, WI
Anthropology
International Studies
Scott Kevin Tews, Batavia, IL
History
Kenny Cuong Thai, Mount Pleasant
Computer Science
Audrey Mardell Thar, Winfield, IL
Political Science
English
Kyle Tharnish, Omaha, NE
English
Asian Languages and Literature
Andrew Scott Thayer, Cedar Rapids
English
Casey Lynn Theis, Dubuque
Psychology
Spanish
Ryan Theis, Cedar Falls
Anthropology
Geoffrey R. Theobald, Wapello
Interdepartmental Studies
Jessica Michelle Thiel-Cygan,  
Vernon Hills, IL
Sociology
Meagan E. Thies, De Kalb, IL
Honors in Anthropology
Chastity Paige Thomas, Bettendorf
Interdepartmental Studies
Mitchell R. Thomas, Oelwein
Interdepartmental Studies
Ryan Patrick Thomas, Iowa City
African American Studies
Justin W. Thompson, Aurora, IL
Psychology
Seth Austin Thompson, Eldridge
Linguistics
Tiffany Brianne Threatt, Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Robert Joseph Thrush, Ottawa, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Lindsay M. Thul, Bettendorf
English
Haley Eleanor Tietz, Fredericksburg
Elementary Education
Lance Karl Tillison, Coralville
Interdepartmental Studies
Habie Sadika Timbo, Cedar Falls
International Studies
*Elizabeth Kathleen Timmins, Urbandale
Journalism and Mass Communication
Stacey Lynn Tinkoff, Des Plaines, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Spanish
Katheryn Lindsey Tinnes, Keota
Elementary Education
Psychology
Mary Ann Toenjes, Anamosa
Linguistics
Jessica Marie Tomash, Tiffin
Communication Studies
Peter William Tomka, Des Moines
Spanish
Katarina Cecilia Tour
International Studies
Hai Thanh Le Tran, Davenport
Psychology
Matthew Connolly Traynelis, Iowa City
Political Science
Meghan E. Treasure, Bettendorf
Art History
Nicholas Allen Treptow, Belle Plaine
Psychology
Tara Jo Trierweiler, Denison
Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies
Andrew J. Triggs, Marion
Interdepartmental Studies
Guadalupe Azeneth Trinidad, Laredo, TX
Political Science
Brian Tu, West Des Moines
Biology
Anna Theresa Tursi, Des Moines
Communication Studies
Robert Jeremy Tutor, Iowa City
International Studies
Benjamin B. Tvedte, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Anna Maria Elise Tyson, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Andrew Tobias Uhlenhake, Urbandale
Political Science
Michael Richard Ulrick, Iowa City
Psychology
***Zane Alexander Umsted, West Bend
Cinema
Communication Studies
Tim James Unger, Mundelein, IL
Cinema
Stephanie Virginia Ungs, Charles City
Elementary Education
Sara Ashley Uttley, Milo
Psychology
Graham C. Valdes, Moline, IL
History
Jessica Nicole Van Dyke, Grinnell
Sociology
Ashlee Van Fleet, Ottumwa
Psychology
Lauren Elizabeth Van Sant, Omaha, NE
Honors in English
History
Lacey Ann Van Sickle, Laurens
Interdepartmental Studies
Matthew Edward Vande Kamp, Van Meter
Economics
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Ashley Rose Vander Hoek, Pella
Sociology
Michael Vanhouweling, Des Moines
Linguistics
Leslie Ann VanBogart, Cedar Rapids
Sociology
Travis Lee Varner, Davenport
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Stevan Vasich, Naperville, IL
Political Science
Lauren Anne Veeder, Nashua
English
Elisabeth Ann Veen, Bouton
Honors in Political Science
Chathan V. Vemuri, West Des Moines
Political Science
Anthropology
Courtney Renee Venzon, Lake Zurich, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Natalie Brooke Virden, Reston, VA
Political Science
Kimberly Kay Vock, Center Point
International Studies
Kaitrin Christine Vohs, West Des Moines
Political Science
Bradley Stephen Volden, Johnsburg, IL
Communication Studies
Heather Rachel Von Ehrenkrook,  
Buffalo Grove, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
*Joseph Patrick Vonderhaar, West Point
Elementary Education
*Carly Kim Wagenbach, Burlington
History
Brianna Marie Wagner, Tiffin
Psychology
Erin Marie Wahle, Cedar Rapids
Health and Sport Studies
Monica Ann Walding, Sioux City
Communication Studies
Lauren Michelle Walejeski, Wheaton, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Jessica Jane Walker, Dubuque
Honors in Psychology
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Lindsay Anne Wallace, Urbandale
Psychology
Derek Wade Wallinga, Sheldon
Theatre Arts
Jenna Marie Walls, Bettendorf
Elementary Education
Elizabeth S. Walsh, Creston
Spanish
Kelsey Kanani Walter, Bettendorf
Psychology
Kyle D. Walters, Rockwell City
Psychology
French
Rebecca Jean Walters, Parkersburg
Health and Sport Studies
Anne Elizabeth Wandrey, Chula Vista, CA
Interdepartmental Studies
Nicole Jolene Wanger, Muscatine
Political Science
Benjamin J. Ward, Ames
International Studies
Michelle Rose Ward, Urbandale
Social Work
Sarah-Louise Michelle Warren, Dubuque
Biology
Brian Russel Washburn, De Witt
Psychology
Sarah E. Washler, Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Ariel Elyssa Watson, Hazel Crest, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Danielle Marie Wauters, Brooklyn
Health and Sport Studies
***Andrew Todd Weber, Denver
Honors in Biology
Erin Alyce Weber, Riverside
Journalism and Mass Communication
Klynt Russell Weber, Sigourney
Interdepartmental Studies
Lyle S. Weber III, Marshalltown
Sociology
Jessica Caitlyn Weckerly, Sycamore, IL
Elementary Education
Suzanne Elizabeth Wedeking, Des Moines
Music
International Studies
Jillian Louise Weed, Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Meggen L. Weeks, Lorimor
American Studies
Nicholas Jon Wegleitner, Golden Valley, MN
Biology
Kyle Benjamin Wehner, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Heidi Marie Wehrle, Mount Prospect, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Rhiannon Beth Weigand, Muscatine
English
***Lucia Clare Weilein, Cedar Falls
Cinema
Nathan Isaac Weiner, Iowa City
Geography
Andrew Philip Weisman, Buffalo Grove, IL
Psychology
Haley M. Weiss, Coralville
Elementary Education
Bryan Jeffrey Welch, Le Mars
Political Science
Daniel Joseph Welch, Tinley Park, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Communication Studies
Emily Brooke Welsh
Anthropology
Elizabeth James Wendling, Bettendorf
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jacob Robert Wentzel, Urbandale
Communication Studies
Sydney Walker Werd
Art
Katie Anne Wessels, Manchester
Interdepartmental Studies
***Elizabeth Kay Weyer, Sperry
Honors in Political Science
Jeffrey Scott Whipple, Saint Peters, MO
Sociology
Kirk Frederick Whipple, Burlington
Economics
Daniel Gregory White, Mount Vernon
English
*James William White, Bettendorf
Political Science
Jessica Raye White, Mount Pleasant
English
Robert Lee White
Elementary Education
Jazmyn Marie Whitman, Burbank, CA
Cinema
*Amy Lee Whitmore, Lubbock, TX
Political Science
Ian S. Whitmore, Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Sarah Renee Whitters, Cedar Rapids
Health and Sport Studies
Heather Marie Wholey, West Point
English
Brittney Marie Wichtendahl, Adel
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sabina S. Wieczner, West Des Moines
Psychology
Colt Joseph Wiegand, Mediapolis
Interdepartmental Studies
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Kristin Alyse Wiggs, Arlington Heights, IL
Honors in Psychology
Anne Louise Wilcox, Dixon
English
**Courtney Ann Wilcox, Cedar Rapids
Honors in Political Science
Honors in International Studies
Laura K. Wilkinson, Batavia
Elementary Education
Kelly Ann Wille, Cary, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
*Kathleen Marie Willem, Urbandale
Anthropology
Journalism and Mass Communication
Brittnie Chelise Willett, Sergeant Bluff
Interdepartmental Studies
Steven Gregory Willey, Onawa
Interdepartmental Studies
Bradley S. Williams, Clarinda
Biology
Brittany E. Williams, Hoffman Estates, IL
English
Grant Matthew Williams, Waukee
Honors in English
Kaitlyn Rochelle Williams, Libertyville, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Lucy Jeannette Williams, Oak Park, IL
English
Mackenzie Kay Williams, Muscatine
Speech and Hearing Science
Parisa Ozra Williams, Iowa City
Cinema
Patrick John Williams, River Forest, IL
Political Science
Kyle Lee Willits, Rock Island, IL
Informatics
Anne Elizabeth Wilson, Ames
International Studies
Jenna Renée Wilson, Ankeny
Journalism and Mass Communication
Taylor A. Wilson, Eldridge
English
Amy Marie Windmill, Iowa City
Honors in English
Amanda Ann Winkleblack, Ames
Communication Studies
Jessica Claire Winn, Elmhurst, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
*Jeff Winter, Chicago, IL
Cinema
Nicholas David Wissbaum, Pardeeville, WI
Interdepartmental Studies
Anne Gillen Witherspoon, Ankeny
History
Ebony Isis Witt, Waterloo
Biology
Jason Matthew Witt, Iowa City
Spanish
Nathan Walter William Wittmann, 
Columbus City
Cinema
Political Science
Caroline Annalaura Wnek, 
Elk Grove Village, IL
Health and Human Physiology
David Robert Wojcik, Riverside, IL
Economics
Spencer Eric Wolf, Tama
Philosophy
Jonathan Michael Wolfe, Frankfort, IL
History
Nathan Merle Wolken, Dillon
History
Religious Studies
Laura Louise Wonderlin, Des Moines
International Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Samantha Jean Woodruff, Rudd
Psychology
Joseph James Woods, Des Moines
Interdepartmental Studies
Margo Marcelle Woods, Red Oak
Interdepartmental Studies
Stephanie A. Worrell, West Branch
History
Molly Donovan Wright, Katy, TX
English
Journalism and Mass Communication
Scott David Wubben, Mason City
Ancient Civilization
Classical Languages
Nathan Michael Wulf, Iowa City
English
Matthew Robert Wulfekuhle, Dubuque
Cinema
Elizabeth Kay Wunder, Muscatine
Elementary Education
*Madeleine O*Hanlon Wurm,  
Saint Louis, MO
English
Dalicia Hack Xayasouk, Cedar Rapids
Health and Sport Studies
*Zhi Xiong, Iowa City
Journalism and Mass Communication
Chao Yan, Zhoushan, China
Economics
Ashley Elizabeth Yates, Iowa City
Theatre Arts
Tripp Wesley Yeoman, Russell
Honors in Cinema
Honors in Art
Ethan David Yoder, Sioux City
Cinema
Jeffrey Darrel Yoder, Kalona
History
Kyle C. Yoder, Lone Tree
Health and Sport Studies
Suhyoung Yoon, Iowa City
Biochemistry
Honors in Chemistry
Richard Thomas Yorke, Mokena, IL
Spanish
Krista Renee Young, Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Andrew C. Zagozdon, Chicago, IL
English
Cinema
Samantha Marie Zahner, Davenport
Elementary Education
Gannon Keith Zaiser, Iowa City
Political Science
***Kassia Amanda Elizabeth Zalewski, 
Cedar Rapids
English
Todd I. Zambrano
Sociology
Alicia Zanzie, Marion
Psychology
Annette Michelle Zapata, Palmview, TX
Spanish
Richie S. Zawistowski, Des Moines
Journalism and Mass Communication
Michelle Marie Zeiner
Classical Languages
Chelsie Jean Zender, Iowa City
Sociology
*Kimberly JoAnn Zeutenhorst, Maurice
English
French
***Zhanran Zhao
English
Di Zhou, Beijing, China
Communication Studies
Yuan Zhou
History
Robert S. Zierk, Iowa City
Economics
Regina Viktorivna Zilbermints, 
West Des Moines
Political Science
Journalism and Mass Communication
Aaron S. Zoellick, Ackley
Political Science
History
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Julianne M. Zoerlein, Saint Charles, IL
Political Science
Stefanie Lee Zollo, Glen Carbon, IL
Anthropology
Nicole Marie Zylstra, Humboldt
Journalism and Mass Communication
Psychology
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Michelle Ann Aukes, Parkersburg
Honors in Art
Stephanie Irene Baer, Lake Barrington, IL
Honors in Dance
Hollie Jean Bartlett, Okoboji
Honors in Art
Camille Marie Beckman, Council Bluffs
Art
Christopher D. Beckman, Burlington
Honors in Art
Kendra Jo Bogert, Drakesville
Art
Thomas John Bolkcom-Smith, Le Claire
Art
Bethany Dawn Byers, Low Moor
Art
Eric Laurence Cagley, Clinton
Honors in Art
Andrew Robert Caturano, Glen Ellyn, IL
Art
Danielle Alexandra Diedrich, 
 Western Springs, IL
Art
Caitlin Elizabeth Digman, Urbandale
Art
Emily Kim Dunlay, Waterloo
Art
Michelle Lee Durey, Delhi
Art
Matthew Lars Egesdal, Cedar Rapids
Art
Sarah Elizabeth Gonsiorowski, Franklin, WI
Dance
Susan Hargus, Mount Vernon
Honors in Art
Megan Shirin Henning, Coralville
Art
Ekaterina Henriksen
Art
Noah Henscheid, Iowa City
Honors in Art
Kyle Ray Herold, Iowa Falls
Art
Natasha L. Hovey, New Hampton
Honors in Art
Kristine Anne Kaufman, Altoona
Art
Jillian Faith Kent, Lake Barrington, IL
Art
Maggie Katherine Konicek, Geneva, IL
Art
Caitlyn Dawn Mills, Gilbert, AZ
Honors in Art
Josephine Lynn Moore, Iowa City
Art
Peter Anthony Neel, West Des Moines
Honors in Art
Katie Marie Nordquist, West Des Moines
Honors in Art
Megan Barnes Otis, Evanston, IL
Honors in Art
Andrea Ardis Pace, Griswold
Honors in Art
Abigail Jane Prescott
Art
Marc A. Reed, Meriden
Honors in Art
Colin Sandeman, Bettendorf
Art
Amanda Grace Scharfenberg, Libertyville, IL
Art
Lindsay Marie Schulte, Oxford
Art
Tanya M. Schulte, Coralville
Honors in Art
Elizabeth Ashley Shores
Art
Jesse James Sinclair, Indianola
Honors in Art
Matthew Robert Solinger, Des Moines
Art
Chelsey M. Sugars, Fort Madison
Honors in Art
Amanda Kathryn Sullivan, Eldridge
Art
*Bryn Marie Sumner, Waterloo
Honors in Art
*Elizabeth Kathleen Timmins, Urbandale
Honors in Art
Meghan E. Treasure, Bettendorf
Honors in Art
*Julia Tsarpalas, Wilmette, IL
Honors in Art
Holly Marguerite Vargo, Elmhurst, IL
Art
Vansay Vivanh, Des Moines
Honors in Art
***Lucia Clare Weilein, Cedar Falls
Honors in Art
Jocelyn Michele Wiley, Davenport
Art
David Robert Zarzynski, Buffalo Grove, IL
Honors in Art
Kaitlyn Elyse Ziegenhorn, Muscatine
Honors in Art
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Emily Dianne Applewhite, Saint Louis, MO
Christina Lee Babcock, Orlando, FL
Rachel Elizabeth Croquart, Bettendorf
Angela Marie Gillis, Cedar Rapids
Terrance Aloysious Gracey, Kalona
Patti Jo Hanline, Garner, NC
Matthew Thomas Hoover, Des Moines, WA
Lisa Marie Little, La Grange, TX
*Richard Edwin Otto, Sioux City
Derek Paul Seliger, Dubuque
Cameron Scott Torstenson, Urbandale
Bachelor of Music
Laura Rose Anderson, Woodstock, IL
Adam Robert Balling, Glendale Heights, IL
Samantha Elizabeth Bastian, Omaha, NE
Carrie Grace Beisler, Anoka, MN
Chealsea Veronica Bernhardt, Davenport
Nicholas Christopher Burnham, 
Williamsburg
Christopher Harding Copeland, 
Eau Claire, WI
*Kaitlin Louise Galetti, Liberty, MO
*Rolando Jose Hernandez Gaitan, 
 Heredia, Costa Rica
*Samantha Lynn Hiller, Whitefish Bay, WI
**Alana Marie Jacobs, Stillwater, MN
Honors in Music
**Scott A. Jennerjohn, Cedar Rapids
**Diana Marie Mayne, Evanston, IL
Honors in Music
*Olivia Rose Muzzy, Bloomington, MN
Lucas Harry Petersen, Exira
Nicole Taylor Philbrick
Amy Leigh Pirtle, Burlington
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*Ian James Richardson, Coon Rapids
Krista Lynn Rowley, Spirit Lake
Adam C. Schroeder, Long Grove
**David William Solomon, Boone
Honors in Music
*Hilary Anne Stavros, New Harmony, UT
Ivo Luis Suarez, Skokie, IL
Anne Louise Wilcox, Dixon
Honors in Music
*Geoffrey Peter Wood, 
Manchester-by-the-Sea, MA
Bachelor of Science
Nicolas Agustin Aguilar, Solon
Honors in Integrative Physiology
*Jonathan Dominick Alterie, Batavia, IL
Integrative Physiology
Allison Kristine Andersen, Audubon
Biology
Josh G. Appel, Sioux City
Biology
Abbi Ann Arp, Walcott
Integrative Physiology
Sivapriya Arunachalam, Cedar Rapids
Biology
**Samuel Stuart Bailin, Urbandale
Honors in Biology
Lauren Anne Baker, Victoria, MN
Integrative Physiology
Michael Christopher Baker, 
Eden Prairie, MN
Honors in Physics
Allison Marie Banwart, West Bend
Psychology
Reid Kramer Bartholomew, Cedar Rapids
Integrative Physiology
**Emily Lynn Batkie, Bettendorf
Integrative Physiology
Nikhil Varun Batra, Centerville
Chemistry
Kathleen Thomas Baustian, 
 West Des Moines
Actuarial Science
Bonnie M. Beck, Brooklyn
Geoscience
James Robert Behnke, Wheaton, IL
Science Education
Paul Thomas Berning, Hanover, IL
Mathematics
Christopher Michael Bitter, Bettendorf
Honors in Actuarial Science
Patrick James Bitterman, Independence
Geography
Anna F. Blackman, Downers Grove, IL
Athletic Training
Elizabeth Kay Bloyer, Odebolt
Integrative Physiology
Elizabeth Anne Bozaan, Coralville
Integrative Physiology
*Mia Jasperson Branson, Kildeer, IL
Honors in Psychology
Brandi Briana Brink, Quincy, IL
Biology
Nicole Yvette Brokloff, Davenport
Integrative Physiology
Russell Thomas Brown, Iowa City
Informatics
Wesley James Brown, Elk Grove Village, IL
Mathematics
Laura A. Burgett, Coal Valley, IL
Integrative Physiology
Garrett Scott Burrell, Eagan, MN
Political Science
Chase Lyndon Burtness, Clear Lake
Environmental Sciences
*Alain Cagaanan, Fort Dodge
Honors in Biology
Daniel Campos, Grayslake, IL
Psychology
Shimeng Cao, Beijing, China
Actuarial Science
Mathematics
Chelsey Nicole Carmody, Pacific, MO
Geography
**David Jeffrey Carruthers, Bettendorf
Integrative Physiology
***Brendan Marshall Case, Milford
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Jessica Cepeda, Decorah
Psychology
Kayla Renee Chloupek, Urbandale
Science Education
Katie Lynn Christ, Palatine, IL
Chemistry
Christopher Bartholomew Cinco, 
Bolingbrook, IL
Psychology
Kaitlyn Elisabeth Clark, Van Meter
Science Education
*Elizabeth A. Colwell, Iowa Falls
Integrative Physiology
***Cody Jerome Connor, Muscatine
Psychology
***Lucas Blaine Connor, Muscatine
Psychology
Elliot Christopher Cook
Integrative Physiology
Ryan Robert Cumings, Ankeny
Mathematics
Honors in Economics
Cameron Paul Cunion, Fort Worth, TX
Mathematics
Bailey Mcdonald Curtin, Peoria, IL
Integrative Physiology
Alexander Scott D*Angelo, Bettendorf
Honors in Biology
Nicholas Clausen Daane, Sioux City
Integrative Physiology
Biology
*Liang Dai
Mathematics
Christina DalPorto, La Grange, IL
Psychology
Matthew James Davis, Warrenville, IL
Political Science
Kelly C. Deatsch, Elmhurst, IL
Integrative Physiology
*Darcy Lian Delong, Marion
Geography
Andrea Erin DeRoin, Nevada, MO
Psychology
Caitlin Elizabeth Digman, Urbandale
Honors in Environmental Sciences
***Christina Lea Donaghy, Ankeny
Chemistry
Jenny Kay Donar, Cuba City, WI
Integrative Physiology
Will Joseph Downey, Cedar Rapids
Environmental Sciences
Alex Joseph Dragon, Muscatine
Integrative Physiology
Cierra Jo Dumond, Des Moines
Integrative Physiology
*Zakir B. Durumeric, Iowa City
Computer Science
Mathematics
*Alan Drake Bowles Edwards, Bettendorf
Honors in Athletic Training
***Alex Leilani Einfeldt, Durant
Psychology
Kalyani Elinge Eko, Coralville
Honors in Microbiology
*Scott Kenneth Erickson, Whitefish Bay, WI
Athletic Training
Elizabeth J. Evans, Williamsburg
Psychology
Lindsey Everhart, Atlantic
Psychology
*David L. Fahey, McGregor
Integrative Physiology
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***With Highest Distinction
Brian Scott Farris, Normal, IL
Chemistry
Matthew Ryan Fazendin, Naperville, IL
Psychology
Barrett Andrew Fellows, Urbandale
Integrative Physiology
**Zhujing Feng, Shanghai, China
Honors in Actuarial Science
Alexandra Jean Fiegel, Racine, WI
Biology
Zachary Alan Field, Ottumwa
Political Science
Eric Michael Fisher, Toddville
Geography
Ember Michelle Flagg, Pleasantville
Geoscience
Erica Linn Fleming, Tinley Park, IL
Biology
Kyle Thomas Forness, Waterloo
Integrative Physiology
Peter James Foster, Decatur, IL
Honors in Physics
Mathematics
Chad Alan Fowler, Cincinnati
Biology
Nicholas Joseph Fox, Granger
Biology
Matthew Mark Francis, Geneva, IL
Athletic Training
Alyssa Blair Freeman, Grimes
Integrative Physiology
Benjamin Reynolds Friedman, Eagan, MN
Mathematics
Kristin Powers Fuhs, Louisville, KY
Leisure Studies
Susan Tara Gates, Ottumwa
Mathematics
Benjamin John Getschman, Boone
Integrative Physiology
Elizabeth Kaye Gettings, Ottumwa
Mathematics
Statistics
Bryant Frederick Gilbert, Camanche
Political Science
Alyssa B. Gillen, Marshalltown
Integrative Physiology
Jordan Lee Gillund, Blue Grass
Integrative Physiology
Brendan S. Ginty, Coralville
Biology
Tyler Alan Glasgow
Psychology
Emma Lee Glass, Carroll
Leisure Studies
Sarah Katherine Goldberg, Libertyville, IL
Leisure Studies
Mark Gorski, Gurnee, IL
Physics
Astronomy
Mitchell Greenan, Madison, WI
Geography
Nicole Margo Grogan, Dubuque
Integrative Physiology
***Lisa Marie Gudenkauf, Cedar Rapids
Psychology
*Eric David Haberkorn, Marion
Economics
Mathematics
***Jennifer Mary Hackendahl, Cedar Rapids
Political Science
Tara Jean Hackney, Cedar Rapids
Integrative Physiology
Lance David Hanson, Woodhull, IL
Sociology
Honors in Psychology
Andrew John Happel, Cedar Rapids
Chemistry
Chase C. Hardin, Mattoon, IL
Biology
**Thomas Curtis Harmon, Des Moines
Honors in Psychology
Biology
Caitlin Rose Harrington, Ames
Biology
Laura R. Hart, Des Moines
Athletic Training
Michael Harvey, Geneva, IL
Honors in Biology
Jessica Marie Havlik, Walker
Leisure Studies
***Mark Joseph Heidenreich, Odebolt
Integrative Physiology
Cal*Yonda DaLawn Heller, Flint, MI
Leisure Studies
Philip Franklin Hendricks, Keokuk
Mathematics
Andrew Hendrickson, Longmont, CO
Biology
Courtney Marie Henecke, Hiawatha
Psychology
Rebecca Rose Hernan, Saint Ansgar
Biology
*Jackie Lynn Herzberg, Villisca
Integrative Physiology
Cameron Nicodemus Hindley, Centerville
Integrative Physiology
Ashley Marie Hinzmann, Dubuque
Leisure Studies
Kyle Ross Hoehns, Atlantic
Computer Science
Nicholas James Hoffman, Bettendorf
Biology
Sara V. Hollins, Coralville
Integrative Physiology
**Jacob Benjamin Holzman, Mendota, IL
Honors in Psychology
Joseph Milton Horak, Waterloo
Chemistry
***Melissa Ann Horan, Waterloo
Mathematics
Jaimie Michelle Hoskins, Rock Island, IL
Political Science
Jason Paul Hoth, Barrington, IL
Psychology
Wesley Johnathan Hottel, North Liberty
Honors in Biology
Erin Anne House, Plainfield, IL
Political Science
Kathryn Marie Houselog, Dubuque
Integrative Physiology
Michelle Diane Hruby, Palo
Applied Physics
Ryan David Huffman, Boone
Biology
Charles Albert Hunt, Bettendorf
Economics
Caitlin Noel Hurban, Cedar Falls
Psychology
Sara Jeanne Hussain, West Dundee, IL
Integrative Physiology
***Jery Inbarasu, La Vista, NE
Honors in Integrative Physiology
*Robert Ingram, Iowa City
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Eric Charles Jaffe, Lake Zurich, IL
Statistics
Andrew Ronald Jesson, Iowa City
Biology
*Eric Matthew Neff Jesteadt, Omaha, NE
Honors in Microbiology
Daniel Jay Jilek, Orland Park, IL
Athletic Training
Jared James Johanns, Grafton
Integrative Physiology
Christopher Adam Johnson, 
 West Burlington
Athletic Training
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Andrew Alan Jones, West Des Moines
Honors in Biochemistry
***Paul Jurgens, Batavia, IL
Integrative Physiology
Janet Kang
Psychology
Brian Gregory Keen, Saint Charles, IL
Computer Science
Mathematics
Aditi Khanna, New Delhi, India
Biochemistry
Margaret Mary Kilburg, Bellevue
Integrative Physiology
Peter Kim, Iowa City
Honors in Biochemistry
Philwon Kim, Iowa City
Psychology
Taekyun Kim, Seoul, Korea
Statistics
***Christopher Ryan King
Physics
Jared Lee King, De Witt
Geography
William S. Kirchhoff, Elmhurst, IL
Biology
Amanda Lynn Klein, Maquoketa
Biology
Andrew J. Kloep, Lake Zurich, IL
Microbiology
Cassandra Laurelle Klone, Clinton
Microbiology
Amanda Rae Kornhoff, Hales Corners, WI
Integrative Physiology
Charles Vern Kramer, Fort Dodge
Statistics
Brent Joseph Kraninger, Milford
Astronomy
Physics
***Kelli Jo Kregel, Delhi
Actuarial Science
Austin Roy Kromer, Coralville
Integrative Physiology
Kristopher Michael Kroski, Chicago, IL
Computer Science
***Angela Anne Kuntz, Mediapolis
Integrative Physiology
Michael Paul Kyrilis, Wheaton, IL
Geography
***Kaylee Jean Lanz, Oakville
Chemistry
***Andrew Brent Kendall Larson
Integrative Physiology
**Darin James Larson, Vincent
Integrative Physiology
***Evan Perry Larson, Bode
Integrative Physiology
*Austin Michael Laugesen, Dubuque
Honors in Computer Science
Tyler Ross Laughlin, West Branch
Actuarial Science
Mathematics
Michael Anthony Lee, Jr., Joliet, IL
Biochemistry
Caitlin Colleen Leehey, Coralville
Political Science
Krista Marie Leibfried, Dubuque
Integrative Physiology
Katherine J. Leners, Lake View
Psychology
Alison Nicole Lenz, Sioux City
Integrative Physiology
Psychology
Jessica Marie Levine, Des Moines
Psychology
*Chen Hao Li, Wenzhou, China
Mathematics
Frederick Osborne Liaboe, Dubuque
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Cianna J. Logie, 
Saint Joseph, Trinidad & Tobago
Political Science
Denise Charnea Lovorn, Saint Charles, IL
Integrative Physiology
Jia Horng Low, Muar, Malaysia
Actuarial Science
Mathematics
Matthew James Luebbert, Cedar Rapids
Biology
Jeffrey Edward Lysne, Clarendon Hills, IL
Integrative Physiology
Yuxian Ma, Qingdao, China
Actuarial Science
Mathematics
Bruce Duncan MacTaggart, Glen Ellyn, IL
Mathematics
Shreya Madhavaram, Cedar Rapids
Integrative Physiology
Erin Elizabeth Maher, Mount Pleasant
Psychology
***Alicia A. Maxwell, Dubuque
Honors in Physics
Honors in Astronomy
*Annie Sabina McAleer, Coralville
Integrative Physiology
Scott Randall McFarland, Bloomington, IL
Integrative Physiology
Craig John McIntire, Iowa City
Computer Science
Samuel J. McNamara, Bettendorf
Integrative Physiology
Ellen T. Meeker, Central City
Biology
Kelly Marie Meenan, Woodbury, MN
Science Education
Katherine A. Menning
Biology
Meaghan Leigh Mercer, Des Moines
Leisure Studies
Heath Jarrid Merschman, Keokuk
Environmental Sciences
Benjamin Evan Mescher, Council Bluffs
Mathematics
Economics
Josh J. Meyer, Bettendorf
Computer Science
*Sarah E. Michaelson, Coralville
Science Education
Elizabeth Gwendolyn Mihm, Dubuque
Honors in Economics
Kathryn Elizabeth Miller, Independence
Geography
Ryan Lee Miller, Lenexa, KS
Biology
Sara Elizabeth Miller, Danville
Honors in Biology
Matthew G. Mills, Hartley
Athletic Training
*Chandler Marie Minner, Story City
Statistics
*Alec J. Modrick, Iowa City
Honors in Biology
*Allison Marie Momany, Amana
Psychology
Melinda Lea Morhardt, North Liberty
Political Science
*Matthew A. Mueller, Iowa City
Computer Science
Mathematics
Ryan Robert Mueller, Buffalo Grove, IL
Integrative Physiology
Jacob Gregory Murray, Urbandale
Integrative Physiology
***David Thomas Blacketer Naylor, Ames
Computer Science
Mathematics
Spencer Avery Neal, Cherokee
Biology
Jonathan Paul Nehman, Jefferson
Integrative Physiology
Jennifer R. Nelson, Cedar Rapids
Integrative Physiology
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
*Joshua Ryan Nelson, New Hope, MN
Integrative Physiology
Peter Michael Nelson, Carroll
Biology
Adam Michael Nicholson, Iowa City
Integrative Physiology
Maureen Therese Nicholson, Homer Glen, IL
Psychology
Jessica Marie Nicoll, Lincoln, NE
Honors in Biology
***Jeffrey John Nirschl, Cedar Rapids
Honors in Biology
Tom Timmins Nordstrom, Spirit Lake
Integrative Physiology
Laura Rene Nuno, Iowa City
Geoscience
Amanda Renee O’Leary, Norwalk
Microbiology
***Kristen Elizabeth Olney, Clinton
Honors in Biology
Jody Marie Olson, Iowa City
Biology
Dana Lee Oppy, Mason City
Psychology
Emily Beth Pacholski, South Elgin, IL
Biology
*Christopher Michael Page, Iowa City
Honors in Geography
Melissa Lorien Palma, Waterloo
Honors in Biochemistry
Kelli Joanne Parsons, Iowa City
Geoscience
Environmental Sciences
Meredith G. Parsons, Ames
Integrative Physiology
Rohan R. Patel, Dubuque
Biology
**Bethany Lynn Patten, Coralville
Honors in Economics
Kathryn Marie Patterson, Oskaloosa
Psychology
Michael Allen Patterson, Clinton
Geography
Brandon Trent Pearson, Alburnett
Integrative Physiology
***Gregory Gude Pelc, Oelwein
Integrative Physiology
Christopher James Petell, Grand Forks, ND
Biochemistry
Microbiology
Evan D. Peterson, Indianola
Psychology
Anthony Nguyen Pham, Davenport
Integrative Physiology
Teresa Marie Pham, Des Moines
Microbiology
Caitlin Marie Polz, Elk Grove Village, IL
Psychology
Jessica Jean Poole, Ankeny
Microbiology
*Matthew James Porter
Mathematics
Rose Anne Potter, Dubuque
Psychology
Patryk Purta, Des Plaines, IL
Integrative Physiology
Huan Qin, Chengdu, China
Mathematics
Statistics
Aubrey Michael Rabon, Jr., Lakeville, MN
Political Science
***Renugan Raidoo, Sioux Falls, SD
Honors in Chemistry
Dhanushya Raja, Urbandale
Microbiology
Dhayashini Ramasamy, Malaysia
Honors in Psychology
Mary Tatjana Aspi Ramos, Mason City
Biology
Ryan Raymond Rancour, New Prague, MN
Biology
Bryce Alan Rasmussen, Marion
Biology
Kristen Marie Reierson, Elgin
Integrative Physiology
*Chad M. Remus, Ankeny
Honors in Political Science
Christopher Scott Rhombs, Plymouth, MN
Psychology
Emily Elizabeth Richards, Dubuque
Honors in Physics
Honors in Astronomy
Katie Lynne Riley, Ankeny
Psychology
William John Roberts, Minneapolis, MN
Honors in Economics
Mathematics
Brittani Leigh Robertson, Des Moines
Athletic Training
Heather Marie Robinson, Hamburg
Psychology
Michael Joseph Rosen, Northbrook, IL
Leisure Studies
Linsey L. Ross, Davenport
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Mohammed Adnan Said, Racine, WI
Integrative Physiology
Vincent Michael Salas, Elgin, IL
Mathematics
Allison Hainline Savage, Ankeny
Honors in Physics
Honors in Astronomy
Michael Patrick Scanlon, Edina, MN
Psychology
Kayla Cathleen Schemmel, Sumner
Honors in Athletic Training
Brandon Micheal Schickling, Iowa City
Biology
Clayton S. Schommer, Bettendorf
Psychology
***Courtney Lynne Schroeder, Yutan, NE
Integrative Physiology
Philip Jason Schroeder, Phoenix, AZ
Biology
Alicia Marie Schultz, Cary, IL
Biology
Andy Schulze, Woodridge, IL
Science Education
*Reyna Joy Schwartz, Chicago, IL
Psychology
Tianhua Shao, Zhengzhou, China
Geography
Rachel Anne Shapiro, Lombard, IL
Psychology
Madison Alexis Sheets, Newton
Political Science
Economics
Xiaofei Sheng, Jinan, China
Actuarial Science
Mathematics
Mahmoud Izzelding Siddig, Iowa City
Economics
Jalon J. Sidran, Davenport
Psychology
Colin J. Sloniker, Cherry Valley, IL
Microbiology
Daniel Everett Sloyan, Chicago, IL
Statistics
*Michael Lawrence Smith, North Liberty
Honors in Political Science
Paul J. Smith, Cedar Rapids
Athletic Training
Kelsey Elizabeth Smithart, Ottumwa
Integrative Physiology
Skylar Thomas Stark, Holland
Computer Science
Mathematics
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Chelsey Rae Stecher, Clarion
Integrative Physiology
Rebecca Ellen Steffens, Eldorado
Integrative Physiology
***Bryan Paul Stein, Griswold
Integrative Physiology
Andrew David Stewart, Rock Rapids
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Peter Wilson Stiefel, Victor
Mathematics
Ross Ivan Stottmeister, Burlington
Chemistry
Lindsey Ann Stoycheff, Waterloo
Integrative Physiology
Kristen Anne Strawhacker, Grimes
Honors in Athletic Training
Elizabeth Kristine Stroebele, Urbandale
Biology
Amanda Marie Stuber, West Des Moines
Psychology
*Laura Jean Stulken, Marion
Honors in Anthropology
Andrew Jared Sullivan, Coralville
Applied Physics
*Yihan Sun
Honors in Biology
Jessica Marie Szumski, La Grange Park, IL
Geography
Amy Lurae Tarr, Pleasant Hill
Integrative Physiology
Cody Dillon Tebbitt
Biology
Shu Hao Teo, Malaysia
Psychology
Anne I. Theobald, Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Katie A. Thies, Shelby
Biology
Ashley Anne Tholen, Tipton
Integrative Physiology
Aaron Stuart Thompson, Onalaska, WI
Integrative Physiology
Jeff T. Thurlow, Dubuque
Geoscience
Michael Carl Tiedman, Lake Mills
Integrative Physiology
John David Trachsel, Lisbon
Biology
Daniel R. Tribley
Environmental Sciences
Nicole Elizabeth Trumpold, Amana
Athletic Training
Alex Jay Tucker, Stockton
Biology
Erin G. Tuken, Cedar Falls
Microbiology
Leisure Studies
**Maxwell Holte Turner, Coralville
Honors in Biology
Mathematics
Annie Elizabeth Tye
Biology
William Jay VanDyke, Bettendorf
Biochemistry
Michelle A. Vaske, Urbandale
Psychology
Megan Elizabeth Venturi, Lake Villa, IL
Psychology
Rajiv K. Verma, Mason City
Integrative Physiology
Deven L. Voelker, Ryan
Biology
Matthew William Wagner, Cedar Rapids
Microbiology
Suleimaan Mohammed Waheed, 
 Cedar Rapids
Honors in Biology
Tanner Jordan Wallen, Ankeny
Biology
Amy Elise Walz, West Des Moines
Integrative Physiology
Limou Wang
Computer Science
Mathematics
Kristen Marie Ward, Fort Wayne, IN
Integrative Physiology
Adam Nicholas Webber, Saginaw, MI
Honors in Political Science
Tracy Marie Weisbrod, Wauconda, IL
Biology
Chris Robert Welder, Unionville, MO
Biology
Elizabeth Anne Wetschka, Eagan, MN
Leisure Studies
Tyler J. Wicks, Mason City
Psychology
Mitchell James Wiese, Des Moines
Chemistry
Travis Arthur Williams, Sioux City
Honors in Athletic Training
Nicholas Joseph Wittig, Saint Charles, IL
Integrative Physiology
*Chris Arthur Woerdehoff, Lake View
Integrative Physiology
Caitlin Rachel Wooldridge, 
Fox River Grove, IL
Integrative Physiology
Xiang Xu, Hangzhou, China
Mathematics
Meghan Elizabeth Young, Boone
Integrative Physiology
***Kaitlyn Brianna Zenner, Clear Lake
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Huiyi Zhang, Iowa City
Honors in Mathematics
Julia June Zhang, Johnston
Psychology
**Ran Zhang, Iowa City
Integrative Physiology
***Zhanran Zhao
Honors in Biology
Nathan D. Zimmerman, Coralville
Mathematics
Susan M. Zoeckler, Iowa City
Psychology
Candidates for Degrees
university ColleGe
Bachelor of Applied 
Studies
Kelli P. Bloomquist, Dayton
Molly Colson, Des Moines
Andrew Timothy Dacy, Lake Forest, IL
Casey Lynn Daley, Fairfield
Elizabeth Siddall Dockhorn, Fairfield
Michelle B. Johnson, DuBois, PA
Pamela Joy Johnson, Burlington
Dulcie D. Lauritsen, Cedar Rapids
Paula M. Rios, Iowa City
James Russell Schlesselman, Malcom
Mindy Lou Smalley, Iowa City
Rhonda Lynn Snitker, Waukon
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 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Candidates for Degrees
roy J. & luCille a. 
Carver ColleGe of 
MediCine
Doctor of Medicine
Kingsley O. Abode-Iyamah, Chicago, IL
Eunice Cupidon Abrams,  
Port-au-Prince, Haiti
Paul Andre Abrams, Honolulu, HI
Jason Howard Anderson, Atlantic
John Gary Armstrong, Storm Lake
Andrea Leigh Austin, Vinton
Anastasia V. Bassis, Newton
Morgyn Beckman, Towanda, IL
Nathan Thomas Beins, Weeping Water, NE
Christy Elizabeth Benson, Harlan
Paul Steven Boeke, Cedar Falls
Jill Marie Bowman, Britt
Derek Lincoln Breder, Iowa City
Julia Catherine Brimeyer, Dubuque
James John Brown, Waterloo
Jason Richard Burns, Davenport
Jeffrey Robert Cagley, Clinton
Micheil Lynne Cannistra, Woodstock, NY
Benjamin Thomas Carpenter, Des Moines
Neil Justin Carroll, Carroll
Shannon Elizabeth Cassel, Bettendorf
Leslie Susan Cavazos, Richmond, VA
Philip Chen, Swisher
Brian Thomas Cheney, Ames
Jacob Steven Clearfield, Kenosha, WI
Marie-Teresa Christophe Colbert, 
Washington, D.C.
Ryan Keith Conway, Cedar Rapids
Kylie Marie Cooper, Ankeny
Christopher Michael Couch, Dubuque
Katelyn Rose Cowan, La Crosse, WI
Efrem Michael Cox, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA
Leticia Maria Cox, Bloomington, CA
Suzanne Marie Crumley, Cedar Rapids
Eric Michael DeRoo, Cherokee
Evan James Diehl, Fort Dodge
Anna Marie Dolezal, Cedar Rapids
David Douglas Easker, Lisbon
Dianna Lynn Edwards, Derby
Tricia Lyn Fairchild, Topeka, KS
Derrick David Fenchel, Algona
Trishia Anne Filipiak, Ames
Joshua Lee Fischer, Sioux Center
Stephanie Marie Fischer, Kansas City, MO
Tyler John Fisher, West Des Moines
Luke Martin Gabe, Pinetop, AZ
Paul Thomas Gellhaus, Bettendorf
Amanda Marie Groebl, Saint Louis, MO
Harb Nidal Harb, Davenport
Ginny Marie Harris, Sioux Falls, SD
Lyndsay Anne Harshman, Centerville
David Winthrop Hennessy, Iowa City
Dorlyne Michelle Henry, Santa Maria, CA
Laura Elizabeth Hirl, Davenport
Colin H. Holtze, Des Moines
Rosemara Hughart, Iowa City
Stephanie Lanae Hulstein, Sioux Center
Benjamin John Fullerton Huntley, Coralville
Paul Allen Jabour, Clive
Jared Romney Jackson, Provo, UT
Dane Robert Jacobson, Cedar Rapids
Joshua John Sedrel Jarvis, Iowa City
Teresa Wiese Jones, Wheatland
Erin Elizabeth Judkins, Indianola
Clare Marie Kasper, Sierra Madre, CA
Cale Andrew Kassel, Spencer
Christopher Ryan Klaus, Lincoln, NE
Audrey Cinru Ko, Phoenix, AZ
Eric Joseph Krebill, Donnellson
Michael James Krein, Humboldt
Taften Logan Kuhl, Creston
Andrew Norbert Laczniak, Ames
Amanda Michelle Langager, Cedar Rapids
Jee Yeun Lee, Whitestone, NY
Nicholas Steven Leslein, Dubuque
Jenna Marie LeRoy, Clinton
Stephanie Anne Lichtor, Chicago, IL
Darbie Lynn Little-Cooper, Davenport
Kevan Heath Long, Silvis, IL
Thomas William Longley,  
Round Lake Heights, IL
Abby Marie Luensmann, Dubuque
Stacey Marie Marlow, Vinton
Sarina Marie Martini, Madera, CA
Jessica Erin Maxwell, Iowa City
Matthew John Maxwell, Iowa City
Nikolas S. May, Earlville
Jessica Jean McCool, Harlan
Andrew Ryan McNamara, Story City
Matthew Edward Mobily, Iowa City
Jason Benjamin Mueller, Bettendorf
Margot Rose Nagan, Galesburg, IL
Drew Michael Nelson, Marion
Alexandra Vendelboe Nielsen, Des Moines
Fredrick Daniel Oakley, Clear Lake
Diana Cristina Olivas, Tucson, AZ
Rachel Anne Overton, Mount Vernon
Megan Elizabeth Pearce, West Des Moines
Anna Louisa Peters, Lasalle, IL
Nhat-Long Lam Pham, Springfield, VA
Travis Loyd Piester, Sioux City
Stacy Leigh Quella, Kaukauna, WI
Shandhini Raidoo, Durban, South Africa
Brigit Elizabeth Ray, Davenport
Amber Lynn Reighard, Marion
Katie Marie Rieck, Waseca, MN
Sara Susanne Rourke, Sioux City
Paetra Jane Ruddy
Stacie Lyn Salowitz, Cedar Falls
Rachel Frances Sandler, Urbandale
Alicia La Nell Sawyer, Chandler, AZ
Catherine Lynn Hileman Schierbrock, 
Mount Vernon
Emily Isaak Schindler, Tiffin
Aaron James Schmidt, Mequon, WI
Erin Jeanine Schmidt, Iowa City
Harmony Jill Schuttler, Sioux Falls, SD
Mohammed Jaffar Shaikh, Mason City
Nathan Alan Shaw, Dubuque
William Shyy, Ames
Karina Garcia Silva Atkinson, 
Inglewood, CA
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Devin Robert Hilar Smith, Iowa City
Daniel Aaron Sohinki, Reston, VA
Anna Rebekah Sorenson, Bettendorf
Meredith Evans Sprince, Lynnfield, MA
Stephanie Lael Stauffer, Langhorne, PA
Angela Kay Stork, Glidden
Eric William Svestka, Decorah
William Borj Tabayoyong, Saint Louis, MO
Erika Jean Takle, Ames
Daniel Shokry Tawfik, Lena, IL
Ryan Paul Ter Louw, Pella
Stephanie Jo Theisen, Bellevue
Brett Eric Theusch, Gurnee, IL
Ryan Scott Tomlinson, Huxley
Nicholas Andrew Tomsen, Minden, NE
Philip Jon Van De Griend, Orange City
Elizabeth Ana Vanderah, Iowa City
Mark Scott VanTassell, Magna, UT
Jane Cyrena Viner, Dubuque
Jesse Martin Vislisel, Mount Vernon
Laura Joy Watkins, Fargo, ND
Jeffrey David Welder, Boone
Nathan Robert Whitlow, Des Moines
Robin Lesley Williams, Shirley, IN
Alexander Michael Wittry, Fort Madison
Nicole Elizabeth Worden, Neola
Solomon Yilma, Auburn, AL
June Yoshii-Contreras, San Diego, CA
Joel David Ziegelbein, Cedar Rapids
Master of Physician 
Assistant Studies
Alan W. Bankhead, Provo, UT
Shandra Ann Bauer, West Allis, WI
Sara Ann Beer, Cedar Rapids
Anders Paul Bengtson, Minneapolis, MN
Anna Louise Mills Bria, Lakewood, CO
Denver Todd Brown, Becker, MN
Jared Matthew Carter, Burlington
Marc Frank Doobay, Ames
Michael Robinson Elliott, Ottumwa
Sara Ann Feldbrugge, Mankato, MN
Kaitlin M. Gaddie, Duluth, MN
Melissa Jayne Glenna, Lanesboro, MN
Amanda Lynn Hackenmueller, 
Albertville, MN
Ziwei Wu Just, Ames
Hillary Elizabeth Klaassen, Marquette, KS
Laura Kay Quinn Leverenz, Iowa City
Zhenbo Li, Iowa City
Kirstin Dana Nelson-Lerch, Clermont
Sonya Marie Ommen, Sheldon
Alexis Valeska Poduska, Pocahontas
Devon Theresa Ruen, Mason City
Cody William Teslow, Postville
Ronghe Zhang, Fushun, China
Master in Medical 
Education
Nicholas Joseph Galioto, Urbandale
Amy Christine Stier, Esko, MN
Bachelor of Science
Tracy Lynn Barker, Nevada
Radiation Sciences
Andy Beckwith, Ankeny
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
***Whitney Nichole Burkhart, Woodward
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Stacy Chandler, Sigourney
Radiation Sciences
Alyssa Marie Claude, Carol Stream, IL
Radiation Sciences
Jamie Lee Cross, Fort Madison
Radiation Sciences
Heather Marie Dahnke, Muscatine
Radiation Sciences
Abby Margaret Goetzinger, Mason City
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Jillian Joy Helling, Danville
Radiation Sciences
Katherine Lynn Hughes, Cedar Rapids
Radiation Sciences
Michael Conrad Lang, Urbandale
Radiation Sciences
Arrowen Patrick McNamara, Dixon, IL
Radiation Sciences
Cassandra June Meier
Radiation Sciences
Kevin Michael Merry, Coralville
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Danielle J. Montag
Radiation Sciences
Anne Amanda Moorhead, 
Arlington Heights, IL
Radiation Sciences
Lindsey Kay Nordaas, Charles City
Radiation Sciences
Jordan Marie O’Neall
Radiation Sciences
Callie Anna Ostwinkle, Edgewood
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Luke Prihoda
Radiation Sciences
Lisa Michelle Russo, Cambridge, IL
Radiation Sciences
Janelle E. Schmid, Agency
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Melissa Ann Shirk, Hudson
Radiation Sciences
Zeth Thomas Tovrea, Waukee
Radiation Sciences
David Van Vugt, Orange City
Radiation Sciences
Michelle R. Wehr, Cedar Rapids
Radiation Sciences
Jenna Lee Wittrock
Radiation Sciences
Candidates for Degrees
ColleGe of dentistry
Doctor of Dental Surgery
Suzie Madison Ahn, Ames
Brian Craig Anderson, Salt Lake City, UT
Cameron D. Andrew, Filer, ID
Christopher William Barrett, Davenport
Brenna L. Behrens, Templeton
Michelle Ann Behrens, Carroll
Anette Betancor, Miami, FL
Jennifer Michelle Black, Council Bluffs
Brandon Michael Botsford, Dubuque
Molly Ann Bremen, Clive
Jason Alexander Brown, Waukee
Melissa Lucinda Brown, Atlanta, GA
Michael David Buck, Creston
Mary Kay Caniglia, Council Bluffs
Paul M. Carlson, Glenburn, ND
Louis John Christensen, Waterloo
Hee Chul Chung, Yongin, Korea
Hatta Laura Clark, Pierre, SD
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Lindsey Louise Cosper, Hinsdale, IL
Shawn Chancy Countryman, Hudson, WY
Noemi Cruz-Orcutt, Coralville
Deborah Emily Dietrich, Charles City
Dylan James Donnelly, Madison, WI
Kevin David Dow, Bettendorf
Mark Jerome Fischer, Rapid City, SD
Jessica A. Flanigan, Urbandale
Chanlinda Yen Giang, Des Moines
Marshall F. Gibbs, Culdesac, ID
Carole Anne Gleich, Ottumwa
Drew A. Goebel, Bismarck, ND
Jeremy Clark Goodson, Blue Springs, MO
Julie Elizabeth Graf, Watertown, WI
Bassel Samir Haddad, Iowa City
Majd S. Haddad, Iowa City
Bailey Ellen Hammerberg, Cedar Rapids
Timothy Strand Hansen, Waterloo
Thomas Jay Heidenreich, Odebolt
Clayton Gene Hoffman, Platte, SD
Benjamin Spencer Horton, Cedar Rapids
Allison Marie Hosch, Cascade
Abbie Ruth Kershner, Spencer
Christopher J. Kingma, Coralville
Heidi Anne Krug, Kildeer, IL
Jordan Ray Ledger, Pekin, IL
Jeffrey James Lenius, Reinbeck
Krysta Leigh Lilland, Ankeny
Paul Matthew Lorentson, Fort Dodge
Alexandra Peterson Matthews, Tomah, WI
Lana Wicks McDermott, Decorah
Jeffrey Christopher Millet, Newton
Aba Edzieba Mills-Robertson, Bel Air, MD
Jaimee Lynn Mowrer, Jefferson
Andrew Mulka, Mokena, IL
Cody Simon Negrete, Washington
Georgianne Nicole Nelson, Victor
Melissa Anne Nensel, Spencer
Steven Alan Neville, Bondurant
Jesse David Ostby, Idaho Falls, ID
Kristi Ann Ouderkirk-Bock, Audubon
Philip Dolan Pattee, Perry
Benjamin Troyer Plank, Mason City
Jordan Lee Poss, Iowa City
Christopher Poulsen, Salt Lake City, UT
Audrey Bea Roof, Cedar Rapids
Alex James Roth, Fairfield
Allison Christine Schiff, Cedar Rapids
Philip Louis Schmitt, Clinton
Sean Patrick Sherry, Iowa City
Brendon James Swenson, Coralville
Robert James Thompson, Iowa City
Grant Howard Trunnell, 
Arlington Heights, IL
Joseph Donald Uker, Osage
Ryan Michael Walsh, Sioux City
Treagan N. White, Tulsa, OK
Candidates for Degrees
ColleGe of law
Master of Laws
Benjamin John Carter
Nataliya Cherepanova, Moscow, Russia
Weiping Gu, Shangyu, China
Anton Ivanovych Radchenko, Kyiv, Ukraine
Ina Vujica, Ottumwa
Juris Doctor
Jose Antonio Abarca, Ramona, CA
Brooke Rachelle Amos, Olathe, KS
Ingrid Marie Gronstal Anderson, Carroll
Damon Clarke Andrews, Charlotte, NC
Kristen Elizabeth Audet, Hinsdale, IL
Jin Hyun Baek, Riverside, CA
Amy Kathleen Bagge, Monticello
Carlos Nicholas Bailey, Oceanside, CA
Laura Elizabeth Noth Bergus, Iowa City
Brad Andrew Biren, Kauneonga Lake, NY
Tyler Michael Bleau, Cedar Rapids
Cassie Ann Bonefas, Independence
Sarah Christine Brandt, Mason City
Charles Edmond Brasington, Marshfield, WI
Joshua Aaron Brody, Delmar, NY
Kellen Brooks Bubach, West Fargo, ND
Emily Ann Callahan, Janesville
Aundreia Monique Cameron, Chino, CA
Edward Mario Carlson, Mount Vernon
Emily Joan Carson, Spring, TX
Bryan Joseph Cecil, Davenport
Hristo Asenov Chaprazov, Johnston
Brent Christopher Claricoates, 
Bloomington, IL
Emily Jean Cooper, Germantown, WI
Meghan Kathleen Corbin, Davenport
Matthew William Coryell, Iowa City
Jeffrey A. Craig, West Des Moines
Thomas Russell Cross, Naperville, IL
Drew Allen Cumings-Peterson, Iowa City
Cameron Adam Cushman, Phoenix, AZ
Ryan David Cwach
Danielle Renee Dale, Kearney, MO
Rachel Lynn Goslinga De Vries, Orange City
Philip Charles Delgado, Grimes
Ryan Michael Denman, Dubuque
Samuel Morrison DeGree, Dubuque
Sunila Dev Dutt, Iowa City
Cody James Edwards, Des Moines
Mark G. Edwards, Los Angeles, CA
Kumneger Emiru, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Emily Loraine Febles, Fernandina Beach, FL
Laura Christine Feehan, Burlington
Mosah Fernandez-Goodman, Iowa City
Kathryn Jo Fitzsimmons, Galesburg, IL
Christopher John Foster, Iowa City
Karl Joseph Foster, Coralville
Thomas Ramsey Fricton, Minneapolis, MN
Timothy Aaron Froehle, Cedar Falls
Lorraine Ann Marie Gaynor, Skokie, IL
Rachel Laura Geilenfeld
Walter S. Gindin, New York, NY
Laurie Marie Glapa, Menomonie, WI
Phillip Wagner Goter, Mandan, ND
Ann Christine Gronlund, Le Claire
Emily Kathleen Head, Essex
Jonathan William Heggen, Des Moines
Jennifer Jo Hennessy, Marion
Amanda Danielle Hettler, O’Fallon, IL
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Tiffany Andrea Hill, Frankfort, IL
Thomas Allen Hostetler, Manhattan, KS
Ashley Huck, Marshalltown
Lucas Ryan Huisenga, Iowa City
Thinh Huynh, Dodge City, KS
Nabilah Fatima Irshad, Bettendorf
Christina Elizabeth Humphreys Jacobs, 
Burlington
Kaitlin A. Japuntich, Webster City
Frank Lee Johnson, Jr.
Hayley Marie Jones, Sheboygan, WI
Elizabeth Teresa Joseph, Peoria, IL
Scott Douglas Karalis, Ottawa, IL
Rumsin Audisho Khoshaba, Chicago, IL
Cody Mark Kiroff, Charles City
Ryan Koehlmoos, Cherokee
Maxine M. J Koepp, Coralville
Michael Christian Kuehner, Hampton
Kaili Minda Kuiper, Salina, KS
Alison Nicole Kurth, Davenport
Nicholas Robert Lacina, Brooklyn
Robert Stansell Ladd, Sugar Land, TX
John Erwin Lande, Huxley
Richard Cofer Landon, Iowa City
Darcy Kathleen Lane, Jefferson
Joseph Mark Larson, Erskine, MN
Brent Lee Lechtenberg, Calmar
Benjamin Seward Lewis, Mitchellville
Boris Libin, Clive
Amy M. Locher, Omaha, NE
Laura Patricia Lunn, Detroit, MI
Jana Marie Luttenegger, Burlington
Sakineh Aveed Majd, Annapolis, MD
Stacey Marie Marlow, Vinton
Ashley Rose Marr, Charles City
Andrew J. Mathern, Malvern
Laura A. Matter, Decorah
Eric Fuhsiang McBurney, San Francisco, CA
Amanda Gael McCarthy, Safety Harbor, FL
Victoria Rachael McDonald, 
Beaver Dam, WI
Chemere McField, East Stroudsburg, PA
Scott O*Brien McKenzie, Salina, KS
Ian Ronald McLean, Fargo, ND
Matthew Mattox McMurrer,  
Lake Forest Park, WA
Jacquelyn Marie Meirick, Phoenix, AR
Joseph Foster Moser, Sioux City
James Edward Mosimann,  
Lee’s Summit, MO
Megan Wilson Murray, Cedar Rapids
Carolyn Annadell Mutrux, Saint Louis, MO
Alexander Neder
John Mark Newman
Rosemarie Scibetta Offord, Woodstock, IL
Sergey Okoev, Yerevan, Armenia
Eu Ree Paik, Seoul, Korea
Kaitlin Marie Pals, Belmond
Rachelle Lianne Paquin, Charles City
Jesse Joseph Patton, Baraboo, WI
Michael Dean Peffer, Cedar Rapids
Jacob Gordon Peterson, Duluth, MN
Brandon Lee Phillips, Gaylord, MI
Sarah Claire Pierce, Crystal Lake, IL
John Warner Pilkington, North English
Merima Popaja, Iowa City
Alison J. Ramsdell, Flandreau, SD
Justin Giordano Randall, Naperville, IL
Derek Daniel Reichart, Arlington Heights, IL
Timothy James Reineke, Boone
Thomas Andrew Reuland
Andrew Jay Ritland, Mauston, WI
Amanda Christine Robertson, Marshalltown
Darren Jon Robinson, Palmdale, CA
Elizabeth Anne Rose, Atlanta, GA
Benjamin Richard Roth, Oelwein
Elizabeth Marie Ryan, Sewickley, PA
Nicole Abbas Saleem, Plymouth, MI
Kapri Lanu Saunders, Tempe, AZ
Kyle Edward Schmidt, Overland Park, KS
Emily Lauren Schmitt, Clear Lake
Jill Denise Sechser, Bettendorf
Andrew John Seyfer, Cedar Rapids
John James Sherman, Davenport
Charles Wayne Showalter, Ely
Brian McKeirnan Shust, Long Grove, IL
Robert Francis Silver, North Bennington, VT
Folke Nicholas Simons
Timothy David Sitzmann, Le Mars
Elizabeth Ann Skarin, Sioux City
Timothy Paul Smith, North Liberty
Andrea Michelle Smook, Spirit Lake
Erin Michele Snider, Boise, ID
Kurt Patrick Spurgeon, Dewitt
Lauren Elizabeth Stanek, 
Grosse Pointe Farms, MI
Kelly Elaine Stavnes, Bettendorf
Holly Marie Fath Stott
Bryan Daniel Sullivan, Crystal Lake, IL
Jessica Lee Susie, Spencer
Amanda Wen Thai, Bryn Mawr, PA
Junoa Lavaine Thomas, Cedar Rapids
Sarah Jane Tofflemire, Philomath, OR
Andrew Viet Tran, Hawthorn Woods, IL
James Collin Vaglio, Leawood, KS
Eashaan Vajpeyi, Cedar Falls
Abby R. Van Harpen, Rhinelander, WI
Lynnette Joy Van Wyngarden, Oskaloosa
Naalti Sucheta Vats, Bloomfield Hills, MI
Nicholas Attilio Vidoni, Chicago, IL
Katherine Elise Walker, Des Moines
Mark Thomas Wanek
Jennifer Chen Wang, Los Angeles, CA
Matthew Alan Warner-Blankenship, 
Anamosa
Julian B. West, Iowa City
Whitney Claire West, Omaha, NE
Jacob Michael Wicks, Seattle, WA
Jennifer Ann Wideman, Moberly, MO
Abby Jane Wikelius, Shoreview, MN
Reed Steven Williams, Prairie Village, KS
Thomas Earl Williams, Mason, OH
Cassandra Christine Wolfgram, Ankeny
Chad Michael Zenisek, Swisher
SongSong Zhang, Shanghai, China
Jane Yin Zhi, Newbury Park, CA
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Candidates for Degrees
ColleGe of PharMaCy
Doctor of Pharmacy
Eric Anthony Alden, Charles City
*Sammuel Vincent Anderegg, Charles City
Bryan J. Anderson, Cedar Rapids
Christopher Allan Arp, Davenport
**Michelle Marie Baltes-Breitwisch, Ankeny
Kyle Matthew Barnes, Cedar Falls
Jordan Francis Baye, Sioux Falls, SD
Jennifer Leigh Bongartz, Freeport, IL
*Alyson R. Boyd, Iowa City
Michelle Dawn Brandom, Viola, IL
Benjamin Michael Breitbach, Balltown
Aarion Marcone Brown, Chicago, IL
*Martin Joseph Bruck, Zwingle
Cary Ray Burmeister, Lost Nation
*Hillary Ann Charmichael, Dysart
*Ashley LaRae Copes, Metamora, IL
Kanghee Derocher, Knoxville, TN
*Kristi Leigh Dimke, Cedar Rapids
Theresa Marie Dorsey, Brooklyn Park, MN
Elliott Andrew Duvall, Boaz, AL
Jared Ali Ehtessabian, Dubuque
Rachel J. Elsey, Bettendorf
*Nathan William Evers, Mason City
Jonathan Wade Fransen, Sibley
Elizabeth Lynn Frazier, Superior, WI
Jacqueline Louise Fuhr, Gainesville, FL
**Christina Marie Gaard, Decorah
Mark James Gardalen, Fort Dodge
Brian K. Gellenbeck, Chandler, AZ
Katie Jane Genkinger, Wapello
Lucas M. Gittings, Lomax, IL
Arlond Wesley Goodell, Bennett
Andrew John Greibrok, Glenville, MN
Meghan Xanthe Griffin, Ogallala, NE
Ashley Marie Haake, Harlan
Jacob Josiah Hanken, Cedar Rapids
Mary Joanne Hanson, Bettendorf
Bryce Andrew Hawk, Glenwood
Kyle David Hilsabeck, Marshalltown
*Audra L. Hudrlik, Andrew
Samuel John Huff, Muscatine
Tessa Marie Huff, Muscatine
**Alyssa Kay Huinker, Garner
**James Michael Ide, Afton
Shabnam Ibrahim Jivanjee, South Elgin, IL
Daniel Johnson, Crete, IL
Sara Lyn Kehe, Denver
Lindsey M. Knapp, Cascade
Kristin K. Knight, Iowa City
Amber Lynn Kobliska, Davenport
Zachary D. Kotowske, Cedar Rapids
Brittany Kristine Krebill, Coralville
Kelli Jean Kruthoff, Lake City
Sarah Elizabeth Lewis, Cedar Rapids
Erin M. Lydon, Batavia, IL
Stephanie June Malenfant, Cedar Rapids
Jennifer Sue Markham, Marion
Dana Jeffrey McDougall, Dunkerton
**Kelly Erin McLeese, West Des Moines
Anna Marie Meyer, Clear Lake
Robert G. Moss, Whitefish Bay, WI
Jamie Lee Naig, Graettinger
Amy Ann Nellis, Spirit Lake
*Dana Marie Newman, Lakeville, MN
**Bradley Hamilton Olcott, Pine Island, MN
Ofelia Ruby Olvera, Moline, IL
Emeka Henry Onwuameze, 
White Bear Lake, MN
**Kelli Sue Paul, Iowa City
Amber Marie Pavlovec, Goodell
Anna Kathleen Peck, Tacoma, WA
Julian Ferdinand Peters
*Sara A. Petersen, Clarksville
Samantha Lea Peterson, Anthon
Austin Anthony Philipp, Cedar Rapids
*Wesley Charles Pilkington, Waterloo, IA
Kelly Beth Richeal, Clinton
Abbey Joe Richman, Dubuque
Kimberly Kay Riggen, Decatur, IL
*Timothy Michael Rockey, Davenport
Ashley Erin Roder, Urbandale
*Rachel Siobhan Rypel, New Berlin, WI
Kevin Thomas Schleich, Freeport, IL
***Cara Noelle Schmale, Meservey
Saida Jaffar Shaikh, Mason City
Randy Francis Shaw, Clive
Colleen A. Simmons, Cary, IL
Kyle Owen Slings, Newton
Matthew Thomas Sommers, Ames
*Stacy Marie Sommers, La Motte
Kelly Kay Stromer, Iowa City
Candice Rae Sturges, Rockwell
Ben Sutti, Lake Bluff, IL
Sangeeta Tandon, Bettendorf
Farah Marie Towfic, Dubuque
Ryan K. Van Engel, Cedarburg, WI
*Joel David Van Heukelom, Sibley
Michael Alexander Versackas,  
West Des Moines
Nathan Michael Miller Vorac, Geneseo, IL
**Alicen Faye Wagenbach, Burlington
Adam Weinkauf, Elkhart, IN
Danielle Marie Wentzlaff, Bedford, OH
Emily Douglass Willie, Banks, OR
Stephen Wai Wong, Wheaton, IL
*Susan E. Yagla, Iowa City
Kathryn Lea Zeier, Madison, WI
Tian Zhang, Champaign, IL
**Bryan Joseph Zobeck, Coralville
Candidates for Degrees
ColleGe of 
enGineerinG
Bachelor of Science in 
Engineering
*Hayley Haruhi Abbas, Iowa City
Electrical Engineering
Kristen Appelson, Naperville, IL
Civil Engineering
Alyssa Kathryn Azzano, 
 Round Lake Beach, IL
Chemical Engineering
Michael Christopher Baker, 
 Eden Prairie, MN
Honors in Chemical Engineering
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Jennifer Blaine Banker, Clinton
Biomedical Engineering
Brenton Charles Barkley, Davenport
Civil Engineering
Nikhil Varun Batra, Centerville
Biomedical Engineering
Kevin P. Bennett, Naperville, IL
Civil Engineering
Gregory Thomas Berardi, Iowa City
Electrical Engineering
Naadia Asghar Bhatti, Iowa City
Civil Engineering
Justin Edward Boltz, Sumner
Biomedical Engineering
Matthew Scott Bonney, Ankeny
Mechanical Engineering
Ryan P. Borst, Wever
Industrial Engineering
**Elizabeth Kaye Breitbach, Rochester, MN
Biomedical Engineering
Joseph Edward Breja, Belle Plaine
Mechanical Engineering
Matt Leonard Brown, Davenport
Biomedical Engineering
***Allison Marie Bruggeman, Inwood
Mechanical Engineering
David Joseph Buch, Naperville, IL
Civil Engineering
Catherine Marie Buckley, Des Moines
Civil Engineering
Lorraine J. Buckman, Cedar Rapids
Civil Engineering
**Alayna Kay Butcher, Mount Auburn, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Michael J. Carbone, Lemont, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Lauren Elizabeth Carlson, Grayslake, IL
Civil Engineering
Justin James Chau, Cedar Rapids
Biomedical Engineering
James Kirk Cheyney, North Liberty
Biomedical Engineering
Ben James Coady, Atlantic
Mechanical Engineering
Cyrus William Coffman, Marion
Electrical Engineering
Timothy James Colton, Cedar Rapids
Civil Engineering
Benjamin Brian Cox, Minnetonka, MN
Biomedical Engineering
*David Michael Crawford, Davenport
Civil Engineering
Rachel Lynn Crome, Elizabeth, IL
Chemical Engineering
Arunan Cuddalore Arivalagan,  
Chennai, India
Biomedical Engineering
**Geoffrey Mark Dankle, Clear Lake
Chemical Engineering
Eryn Michelle Dattilo, Metamora, IL
Civil Engineering
Tim Decker, Bettendorf
Mechanical Engineering
Richard K. Degenhardt III, Heyworth, IL
Electrical Engineering
David John Dellsperger, Columbia, MO
Biomedical Engineering
Ryan Tyler Delves, Saint Charles, IL
Civil Engineering
Donovan David Devore, Reinbeck
Mechanical Engineering
Rene Ian DeAnda, Sioux City
Industrial Engineering
Ryan Anthony DeFranco, Cary, IL
Honors in Industrial Engineering
Joseph Andrew DeGregorio,  
Sleepy Hollow, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Neha Dhungana, Fairfield
Biomedical Engineering
*Bryce Diestelmeier, Elizabeth, IL
Biomedical Engineering
***Benjamin Thomas Dilger, Garwin
Biomedical Engineering
Timur Kent Dogan
Mechanical Engineering
Michael Francis Doherty, Jr., Naperville, IL
Electrical Engineering
Robin Patrick Donegan, Gurnee, IL
Industrial Engineering
Kathryn Sue Douglas, Sterling, IL
Chemical Engineering
*Jonathan Durst
Civil Engineering
Chris Dye, Iowa City
Biomedical Engineering
Ahmad Yasser El-Hattab, Alexandria, Egypt
Biomedical Engineering
Mohamed Hashim Elkhair, Omdurman, 
Sudan
Chemical Engineering
Kyle David Erickson, Pella
Mechanical Engineering
Eric Lee Evans, Fort Dodge
Mechanical Engineering
Chad Michael Finn, Dubuque
Civil Engineering
Thomas Legate Fisher IV, 
Moultonborough, NH
Mechanical Engineering
James Roger Fitzjarrell III, Hanover Park, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Ian Raphael Flynn, Sumner
Industrial Engineering
John C. Foster, Chicago, IL
Civil Engineering
Michael James Frantz II, Muscatine
Mechanical Engineering
Michael Allen Gannon, Cedar Rapids
Biomedical Engineering
*Patrick D. Gavin, Dubuque
Honors in Industrial Engineering
Keith Thomas Gaynor, Holy Cross
Civil Engineering
Brandon C. Goodman, Boone
Mechanical Engineering
Corey William Goodman, Strawberry Point
Electrical Engineering
***Kelle Gordon Goranson, Hampton
Biomedical Engineering
Andrew Calen Gortz, Libertyville, IL
Industrial Engineering
Megan Ann Greenwood, Peosta
Industrial Engineering
Samuel George Grimes, Oak Park, IL
Civil Engineering
Robert Patrick Groody, Vernon Hills, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Ethan Garrison Guio, De Kalb, IL
Chemical Engineering
Austin Jamison Gunn, Iowa City
Chemical Engineering
Justin Robert Hahn, Homestead
Chemical Engineering
Wade Michel Hansen, Waterloo
Electrical Engineering
Taylor Karl Harmeyer, Elmhurst, IL
Civil Engineering
Jonathan Edward Harney, Oxford
Mechanical Engineering
Philip H. Hawbaker, Bettendorf
Industrial Engineering
Spencer Gebhardt Heaton, Pittsfield, IL
Chemical Engineering
Robert Daniel Heaver, Appleton, WI
Mechanical Engineering
Clarence Matthew Heckman, West Liberty
Electrical Engineering
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Kimberly Eva Helmkamp, Shelbyville, IL
Chemical Engineering
John E. Hennigan, Eldridge
Mechanical Engineering
*Derek John Henscheid, De Witt
Electrical Engineering
Ryan Michael Hildreth, West Des Moines
Mechanical Engineering
Christopher Brandon Hill, Madison, WI
Mechanical Engineering
Ashley Lynn Hochstedler, Cedar Rapids
Electrical Engineering
Ryan Paul Hoeman, Canton, MI
Biomedical Engineering
Emily Anne Hovda, Cedar Rapids
Civil Engineering
Michelle Diane Hruby, Palo
Electrical Engineering
Justin D. Humke, Newton
Civil Engineering
Peter Jahn, Palos Park, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Joshua Lee Jansen, Sioux City
Biomedical Engineering
Nicholas M. Job, Buffalo, MN
Chemical Engineering
Aaron W. Johnson, Clinton
Biomedical Engineering
Amber Nicole Johnson, Spencer
Chemical Engineering
Jeffrey Alan Johnson, Burlington
Electrical Engineering
Micaela Nicole Johnson, Wayzata, MN
Biomedical Engineering
Ross Daniel Johnson, North Liberty
Honors in Electrical Engineering
***Thomas Eric Johnson, Bettendorf
Chemical Engineering
Jacob P. Julich, Carroll
Electrical Engineering
Na Yeon Kang, Daejeon, Korea
Chemical Engineering
Timothy Benjamin Kehl, Schaumburg, IL
Civil Engineering
**Timothy James Keleher, Cedar Rapids
Industrial Engineering
Jae Hun Kim, Coralville
Mechanical Engineering
Jacob William Kimmel, Eldridge
Mechanical Engineering
Joshua Alan Kingery, Knoxville
Civil Engineering
Nathaniel Steven Klepfer, Keokuk
Mechanical Engineering
Alex Paige Klinkhardt, Cedar Rapids
Industrial Engineering
**Lindsey Ann Knake, Bellevue
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Annie Jean Kock
Chemical Engineering
Kyle Paul Kohn, Wheaton, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Nicholas Matthew Kriz, Naperville, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Joseph Kruckenberg, Coralville
Mechanical Engineering
Albert Alexander Kvitne, Clive
Industrial Engineering
Grant William Lack, Gurnee, IL
Biomedical Engineering
***Timothy Austin Lane, Vernon Hills, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Elena Huong Le, Davenport
Chemical Engineering
Michael Anthony Lee, Jr., Joliet, IL
Chemical Engineering
Sun Lee, Seoul, Korea
Biomedical Engineering
Jaro John Lepic, Iowa City
Chemical Engineering
Ryan E. Lickteig, Perry
Civil Engineering
Daniel Jacob Liechti, Batavia, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Liepelt, Bartlett, IL
Industrial Engineering
Lee Douglas Lingenfelter, Fort Belvoir, VA
Civil Engineering
Mengfei Liu, Shenzhen, China
Honors in Industrial Engineering
Matthew Lee Lund, Bettendorf
Mechanical Engineering
Connor S. Manning, Glenview, IL
Electrical Engineering
Nicholas James Martin, Cedar Rapids
Industrial Engineering
Adam A. Massick, Knoxville
Industrial Engineering
Brandon Andrew Maurer, Griswold
Mechanical Engineering
Brian Thomas Maurovich, Geneva, IL
Civil Engineering
*Divya Maxwell, Clive
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Nick James McCoy, Council Bluffs
Mechanical Engineering
*Stephanie Rae McCoy, Washington, IL
Chemical Engineering
Daniel Louis Mehl, Woodridge, IL
Civil Engineering
**Anthony John Melchiorri, Normal, IL
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Kyle Andrew Merrill, Sioux City
Chemical Engineering
Patrice Yvonne Metcalf-Putnam, Fort Dodge
Honors in Electrical Engineering
Bradley P. Meyer, Eldridge
Mechanical Engineering
Caroline Manning Mills, Iowa City
Civil Engineering
Kenneth Paul Mineart, West Burlington
Honors in Chemical Engineering
Katharine Megan Mitchell, Crawfordsville
Industrial Engineering
Brian C. Moore, Des Moines
Civil Engineering
Michael Ryan Moyer, Wilton
Mechanical Engineering
Laura Christine Mozdzen, Gilbert, AZ
Chemical Engineering
Tyler Matthew Nelson, Stillwater, MN
Mechanical Engineering
Seth J. Newberry, Clinton
Mechanical Engineering
*Laura Ann Northrup, Waconia, MN
Chemical Engineering
Jeff A. Nylen, North Liberty
Electrical Engineering
Brianne M. O’Loughlin, Independence
Mechanical Engineering
Gary Thomas Ohrt, Milford
Biomedical Engineering
Ryan B. Peckham, Corning
Mechanical Engineering
Brett M. Pedersen, Ledyard
Chemical Engineering
Collin P. Peterson, Clear Lake
Chemical Engineering
Lynne Elizabeth Poggensee-Wei,  
Lake Villa, IL
Civil Engineering
Branko Kosta Popovic, Warrenville, IL
Electrical Engineering
Rishi Prasad, Bettendorf
Mechanical Engineering
Greg James Quebbemann, Saint Charles, IL
Biomedical Engineering
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Shane Abraham Rachman, 
Highland Park, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Ramiro Oswaldo Ramos, West Liberty
Chemical Engineering
Jennifer Erin Reeder, Pennington, NJ
Civil Engineering
Steven Neil Rheiner, Arlington, TX
Chemical Engineering
Jaclyn Mary Richards, Homer Glen, IL
Chemical Engineering
Jeff Christopher Roberts, Saint Charles, IL
Mechanical Engineering
*Allison Mary Robinson, Bettendorf
Chemical Engineering
Brandon Michael Rodriguez, Sterling, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Timothy Wayne Rohlf, Davenport
Chemical Engineering
Nathan G. Rourke, Sioux City
Chemical Engineering
Tanner Jacob Rozinek, Cedar Rapids
Mechanical Engineering
Kyle Jacob Salsbery, Tipton
Industrial Engineering
Brent Harlan Sands, Delhi
Mechanical Engineering
Pete Sarich, Rolling Meadows, IL
Civil Engineering
Joshua Douglas Schindel, Cedar Falls
Biomedical Engineering
Martin Frederick Schlegel, Davenport
Electrical Engineering
Kelly Elizabeth Schneider, Apple Valley, MN
Biomedical Engineering
Tyler M. Schultz, Middleton, WI
Civil Engineering
Dale Keith Schumann, Davenport
Mechanical Engineering
Janna Lynn Shifflett, Osceola
Biomedical Engineering
Kathryn Jo Sick, Rochester, MN
Biomedical Engineering
Kelly Ann Simon, Bartlett, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Taryn Rae Smith, Arlington Heights, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Jacob Dean Snyder, Sheboygan, WI
Civil Engineering
Mason Christopher Staerkel, Medinah, IL
Electrical Engineering
Ian Daniel Stewart, Buffalo Grove, IL
Civil Engineering
Caitlin R. Stickney, Dubuque
Industrial Engineering
Michelle Lew Ann Stolzoff, Sterling, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Jason Gregory Stone, Rockton, IL
Civil Engineering
Alicia Leann Strank, Solon
Industrial Engineering
Tyler Jordan Stutzman, Kinross
Mechanical Engineering
Brian Michael Sulak, Western Springs, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Stephanie Swanson, Downers Grove, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Adam C. Swartzendruber
Mechanical Engineering
Aaron Lee Sweers, West Des Moines
Electrical Engineering
Ee Phie Tan, Malaysia
Biomedical Engineering
Andrew David Temple, Muscatine
Electrical Engineering
Adam Joel Thompson, Cedar Rapids
Civil Engineering
Stephen W. Thompson, Davenport
Industrial Engineering
Sean Louis Tiedt, Sumner
Biomedical Engineering
***Collin James Tokheim, Dubuque
Biomedical Engineering
Matthew Toth, Palos Park, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Nghia T. Tran, Des Moines
Chemical Engineering
Maribel Treto, Melrose Park, IL
Chemical Engineering
Nicholas Steven Turner, Sioux City
Civil Engineering
Max Elliot Van Inwegen, Chicago, IL
Mechanical Engineering
***Alexander Philip VanFosson, Iowa City
Chemical Engineering
Meeshanthini Vijayendran, Klang, Malaysia
Chemical Engineering
*Vincent Mark Wagner, Osage
Biomedical Engineering
Stanley John Waisath, Keokuk
Civil Engineering
Charles Christopher Walas III, Burbank, IL
Electrical Engineering
Brien James Waldron, Cedar Rapids
Mechanical Engineering
Gregory Gene Walker, Muscatine
Electrical Engineering
Tyler James Weers, Anamosa
Industrial Engineering
Theresa Anne West, Naperville, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Rachel Williams, Rockford, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Derek James Wilson, Toledo
Mechanical Engineering
Kurt Bentler Winnike, West Point
Industrial Engineering
Julie Kay Wisch, Jefferson City, MO
Mechanical Engineering
J. Grant Woodward
Industrial Engineering
Edward Cale Yeary II, Hiawatha
Mechanical Engineering
Kevin Patrick Zavodny, Naperville, IL
Electrical Engineering
Candidates for Degrees
henry b. tiPPie 
ColleGe of business
Bachelor of Business 
Administration
*Nicole K. Abba, Dubuque
Accounting
Andrew Aeilts, Bloomfield
Management
Kurt Robert Albertson, West Des Moines
Finance
Anne Christine Alexander, Lemont, IL
Finance
Alicia Jean Anderson, Cedar Rapids
Marketing
Caitlin Erin Anderson, Mundelein, IL
Management
Molly Marie Anderson, Poplar Grove, IL
Finance
Spencer Ellis Andrews, Bettendorf
Management
Brett Allen Appleton, Greeley
Management
***Taylor N. Armstrong, Ottawa, IL
Finance
Marketing
Nicholas John Arvidson, Lakeville, MN
Management
Valerie Ashley, West Des Moines
Management
Elizabeth Barbara Assman, Denison
Marketing
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Sean Michael Bailey, Buffalo Grove, IL
Marketing
*Elizabeth Marie Baird, Clive
Economics
Melanie Baird, Cedar Rapids
Marketing
John Ryan Baker, Clarendon Hills, IL
Finance
Jenna Marie Baldwin, Rockwell
Accounting
Finance
Matthew John Ballweg, Waverly
Management
Marketing
Daniel P. Balogh, Arlington Heights, IL
Marketing
Kelsey Barton, Waukee
Management
Adam Brian Bartz, Algona
Accounting
Finance
Jordan Kathleen Bartz, Cedar Rapids
Marketing
Mandy Elizabeth Baruch, Deerfield, IL
Finance
Joshua David Bauer, Highland Park, IL
Finance
Darcie Cristine Becker, Wilton
Management
Emily Marie Becker, Fort Dodge
Marketing
Management
Andrew John Bedell, Prospect Heights, IL
Economics
Thomas Matthew Behof, 
 Arlington Heights, IL
Economics
Alex Belconis, Long Grove, IL
Finance
Joshua Beler, Buffalo Grove, IL
Marketing
Joshua Wayne Belner, Johnston
Management
Brad Thomas Bennett, Elk Grove Village, IL
Finance
Jordan Phillip Besco, Council Bluffs
Management
Lauren Bevineau, Naperville, IL
Finance
Johnathan Christopher Biehl, Maquoketa
Economics
Michael Lee Bildstein, Marion
Management
Finance
Erin Angelia Bilgrien, San Diego, CA
Finance
Scott Mark Binsfield, Lisbon
Marketing
Joseph Andrew Boenish, Cedar Rapids
Marketing
Jessica Rose Bohnenkamp, Remsen
Management
Blaine Ryan Booth IV, Muscatine
Marketing
Wyatt Andrew Boshart, West Des Moines
Finance
Management
Brent S. Boskovich, La Grange Highlands, IL
Finance
*Carly Ann Bothe, De Kalb, IL
Marketing
Finance
Garrett Michael Brander, Rockford, IL
Finance
Derek Lee Brandt, Herndon, VA
Marketing
*Maranda Brandt, Verona, WI
Accounting
Benjamin Jacob Bremen, Clive
Accounting
Finance
***Hayley Rae Brendengen, Marion
Finance
Aaron Lee Breon, Ottumwa
Accounting
Finance
Jeffrey Francis Breslin, Western Springs, IL
Marketing
Management
Brendan Edward Briscoe, Downers Grove, IL
Marketing
Derek Lee Bronner, Solon
Finance
Alexandra Rene* Brown, Emmetsburg
Marketing
Michael Stephen Brown, Fort Wayne, IN
Finance
**Crista Megan Brunell, Creston
Management
Marketing
Beau Love Bunce, Marion
Finance
*Jacob Ryan Burgers, Lakeville, MN
Economics
Michael John Burgh, Glenview, IL
Finance
Elizabeth Anne Burnham, Addison, IL
Marketing
Joseph Dean Burns, Mundelein, IL
Finance
Economics
Kevin Matthew Burns, Aurora, IL
Marketing
Joe Perry Byriel, Boone
Marketing
Gregory Paul Cagley, Clinton
Marketing
Bradley John Cain, Tinley Park, IL
Management
Tyrelle Ray Campbell, Clear Lake
Accounting
Management Information Systems
Brett Patrick Canfield, Batavia, IL
Marketing
Michael Charles Carrero, Midlothian, IL
Finance
Thomas Conrad Carruth, Frankfort, IL
Management
Vaseal V. Carter, Waterloo
Management
Matthew Gregory Casaletto, 
Hoffman Estates, IL
Accounting
Finance
Giliann L. Chaikin, Long Grove, IL
Marketing
Andrew John Charlesworth, Mequon, WI
Finance
Jessica Chau, Davenport
Finance
Chia-Hsin Chen, Taipei, Taiwan
Accounting
Joseph Michael Chen, Coralville
Marketing
Sam Michael Chozen, Okoboji
Finance
Jessica Lynn Christ, Spencer
Marketing
Matthew David Christianson
Management
Steven Carl Christopher, Decorah
Accounting
James Clarke, Evergreen Park, IL
Finance
Aaron Michael Clausen, Storm Lake
Marketing
Allen Cole, Muscatine
Management
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Samuel Joseph Collins, Sheffield
Finance
Nickolas James Colsch, Waverly
Accounting
Economics
Megan C. Colvin, Blue Grass
Marketing
James Richard Colwell, Cedar Rapids
Accounting
Cameron Wade Comeaux, Crystal Lake, IL
Marketing
Abigail Kathleen Connor, Dunlap, IL
Finance
Management
Daniel Bruce Conway, Grimes
Accounting
Matthew Thomas Conway, Bettendorf
Finance
Zachary Sebastian Cook, Dubuque
Marketing
Nicholas Keith Cooling, Cedar Rapids
Marketing
Andrea B. Coughlin, Cedar Rapids
Economics
Finance
David Cox, Hinsdale, IL
Finance
Amy Christine Crawford, Knoxville
Finance
David Raymond Creagh III, Deer Park, IL
Marketing
Management
Jeremy James Crotty, Addison, IL
Marketing
Robbie Joe Culbertson, Dubuque
Management
Ashli Dawn Czerwiec, Muscatine
Marketing
Lisa Anne Czerwinski, Skokie, IL
Marketing
Lesley-Ann Dare, Park Ridge, IL
Marketing
Finance
Emily Susan Davies, Bettendorf
Finance
Abby Rose Davis, Urbandale
Management
**Rebecca Lynn Dennis, Cedar Rapids
Accounting
Marketing
Travis Dillavou, Lake Mills
Accounting
Management
Andrew Jay Dilley, Urbandale
Finance
Zhuowen Ding, Shanghai, China
Finance
Michael Vincent DiVita, Davenport
Marketing
Finance
Patrick August Dobry, Downers Grove, IL
Finance
Yvette Rose Doligale, Tinley Park, IL
Management
Kristen Laura Donahoe, Coralville
Finance
Management
Stephanie Lynn Donelson, Aurora, IL
Marketing
Andrew James Donivan, Naperville, IL
Finance
Jeff Fitzgerald Dore, Glen Ellyn, IL
Marketing
Management
Jessica Marie Downey, Cary, IL
Marketing
Management
Saurabh Duda, New Delhi, India
Finance
Austin Erik Duke, Burlington
Finance
Benjamin Louis Duvall, Palatine, IL
Finance
Carissa Ann Eggers, Beaman
Finance
Ryan August Eifler, Ankeny
Management
Marketing
Travis Jon Ellerbroek, West Okoboji
Finance
Nick Mikal Engelbrecht, Eldridge
Marketing
Nicholas Brian Ertmer, Mequon, WI
Finance
Lindsey Samantha Eselevsky, 
Buffalo Grove, IL
Accounting
Megan Leigh Eskew, Schererville, IN
Accounting
Shannon Eileen Evoy, Palos Park, IL
Finance
Daniel J. Fager, Roselle, IL
Finance
Ryan Mathew Fannon, Coralville
Management
Samantha Nicole Feldman, Des Moines
Accounting
Management Information Systems
Rachel Nicole Finger, Iowa City
Marketing
Alyssa Nicole Flamm, West Des Moines
Finance
Sen Foo, Beijing, China
Accounting
Lauren Dagny Forbes, Tulsa, OK
Finance
Adam T. Ford, Naperville, IL
Finance
Jill Marie Foster
Marketing
Management
Connor Ryan Frain, Long Grove, IL
Management
Benjamin Reynolds Friedman, Eagan, MN
Finance
Economics
**Alan Fritzler, Clive
Economics
Management Information Systems
Mark Patrick Fritzsche, Council Bluffs
Management
Christine Rhae Frymire, Oak Brook, IL
Marketing
Taylor James Fulford, Rock Island, IL
Marketing
Andrea Galeazzi, Ankeny
Finance
*Brianna Lynn Gates, Urbandale
Finance
Michael Thomas Gatto, Winfield, IL
Marketing
Kyle Irving Gatton, West Des Moines
Finance
George Peter Gelis, Joliet, IL
Finance
Mitchell William Geurink, Davenport
Management
Gregory J. Gieselmann, Orland Park, IL
Management
Ryan Patrick Gillen, Naperville, IL
Management
*Lisa Ann Gillette, Ottawa, IL
Honors in Economics
Honors in Finance
Elizabeth Ann Glantz, Cedar Rapids
Marketing
Finance
Gregory S. Glawe, Glen Ellyn, IL
Finance
Marketing
Robert I. Goldbeck, Clinton
Finance
**Alyssa Sue Gonnerman, Slater
Accounting
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Shannon Maureen Green, Glencoe, MO
Marketing
Stephanie Marie Grey, Western Springs, IL
Finance
Marketing
**Lauren A. Groeper, Lombard, IL
Management
Reggie A. Gustafson, Denison
Marketing
Finance
Jonathan Daniel Hackbarth, Marion
Finance
Sean Robert Hagan, Boone
Management Information Systems
Michael Thomas Hagerty, Villa Park, IL
Economics
Finance
Zachary Thomas Hagopian, Schaumburg, IL
Management Information Systems
Anthony James Hamilton, Urbandale
Marketing
Jee Hoon Han, Incheon, Korea
Finance
Carrie Christina Haney, Lake Zurich, IL
Finance
Holly Kay Harman, Washington
Finance
Kelly Michelle Hartman, Sumner
Finance
Marketing
Philip H. Hawbaker, Bettendorf
Finance
Yucong He, Chongqing, China
Finance
Megan Elizabeth Heckerman, Council Bluffs
Management
Randy Phillip Hegg, Davenport
Finance
**Joshua Tyler Heine, Denver
Accounting
Management
Kassandra Kristine Heinrich, Orono, MN
Marketing
Finance
Andrea Elizabeth Heisler, Deerfield, IL
Marketing
David James Heiss, Aurora, IL
Finance
Joseph M. Helmick, Adel
Marketing
Luke Manuel Hernandez, Palatine, IL
Marketing
Nicholas Herrick, Ankeny
Marketing
Elizabeth Eve Hersom, Emmetsburg
Marketing
Jon Michael Heyland, Fort Madison
Accounting
Ashley McCarron Hinz, Dubuque
Marketing
Nicholas Lee Hlas, Cedar Rapids
Management
Mark Jeffrey Hochberg, Western Springs, IL
Finance
John Michael Hoeksema, Davenport
Finance
Jonathan Pierce Hoffman, Johnston
Economics
Daniel Edward Hogan, Naperville, IL
Finance
Economics
***Kaitlin Ann Holdgrafer, Alleman
Management Information Systems
Lori Elizabeth Hopper, Davenport
Marketing
Joseph William Horan, La Grange, IL
Finance
Ryan D. Horan, Bellevue
Finance
Allison Marie Howarth, Petersburg, IL
Marketing
Zlatko Hrbacek, Glen Ellyn, IL
Finance
Management
Zilong Hu, Iowa City
Finance
Koert Jeffrey Huddle, Wapello
Finance
Kaitlyn Marie Hudgins, Elk Grove Village, IL
Marketing
Aimee Cheyenne Huffman, Poth, TX
Marketing
Kaitlyn Eileen Hullinger, Oak Forest, IL
Finance
Marketing
Cody D. Hundertmark, Rutland
Management
Finance
Natasha L. Hundman, Naperville, IL
Finance
Rachel Marie Huseman, Davenport
Marketing
Kyle Thomas Huston, Independence
Marketing
Matthew Thomas Huston, Clinton
Management
Meghan Jay Ilten, Cedar Rapids
Marketing
Vince India, Deerfield, IL
Marketing
Andrew Ingersoll, Peoria, IL
Marketing
Management
***Devon Michael Jarvis, Fairfield
Finance
Joseph Delbert Jay, Columbus Junction
Finance
Katelyn Anne Jeffers, Naperville, IL
Management
Finance
Ryan Beers Jennings, Libertyville, IL
Finance
Charles Alan Jerkovich, Council Bluffs
Finance
**Ziqi Jiang
Accounting
Tyler Daniel Johll, O’Fallon, IL
Accounting
Andrew Troy Johnson, Davenport
Finance
Jaclyn Kaye Johnson, West Burlington
Finance
Kellen Clay Wilcox Johnson, Johnston
Management
Derek Andrew Jones, Willowbrook, IL
Finance
Alec Anton Jorgensen, Waukee
Finance
Marketing
*Samuel M. Joy, Spencer
Economics
Finance
Tyler Jubert, West Des Moines
Finance
Marketing
Emily Ann Junck, Sioux City
Management
Gentry Lee Kaegi, Park Ridge, IL
Finance
Mitchell Frederick Kann, Guttenberg
Management
Daniel Waldemar Karkow, Manchester
Management
Corey Sean Katz, Wheeling, IL
Finance
Austen K. Kauss, Overland Park, KS
Finance
Danielle Sue Kelly, Cedar Falls
Management
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*Alex L. Kelting, Wheatland
Finance
Ashley Lynne Kemp, Dubuque
Accounting
***Jeremy Kettering, Cedar Rapids
Finance
Nati Kiferbaum, Skokie, IL
Finance
**Jiwon Kim, Seoul, Korea
Accounting
Finance
Philwon Kim, Iowa City
Management
**Adam R. Kimura, Glen Ellyn, IL
Finance
Corey Thomas King, Elk Grove Village, IL
Finance
Jessica Lynn Kirby, Lemont, IL
Finance
*Kristina Ann Klaffenboeck, Mequon, WI
Marketing
Dustin Steven Klein, Dubuque
Accounting
Economics
Sam Jonathan Klever, Iowa City
Management
Adam W. Klotz, Holstein
Finance
Management Information Systems
Luke Alan Knee, Urbandale
Management
Bradley Lynn Kneeskern, Urbandale
Marketing
Brigitte Torene Knoll, Madison, WI
Accounting
Finance
Sarah Nicole Koepp, Marion
Marketing
John George Koliopoulos II, Plainfield, IL
Management
Katherine Ann Kopriva, Tipton
Management
Kiley Kraayenbrink, Pella
Finance
Ryan James Krebill, Donnellson
Management
Jason Douglas Kruse, Indianola
Marketing
Finance
Jacob Louis Kuperman, West Des Moines
Management
Michael Paul Kyrilis, Wheaton, IL
Finance
Francis Alexander Lambert, Rock Island, IL
Finance
Jessica Anne Langenberg, Baxter
Marketing
Management
Darci Lynn Lauderbaugh, Solon
Accounting
Management
Andrew Thomas Lavery, Milan, IL
Accounting
Derek Richard Lawson, Norwalk
Finance
Allison Noelle Laz, Naperville, IL
Management
Bryan Adam LaScala, Muscatine
Marketing
Hannah May Lee, Iowa City
Marketing
**Heeju Lee, Seoul, Korea
Finance
Accounting
Kevin Andrew Lee, Oak Lawn, IL
Marketing
Finance
Sean Michael Lee, West Des Moines
Management
Ryan Dean Leffler, Bonaparte
Management
Carly Ann Leichtweis, Libertyville, IL
Marketing
Kelsey Jo Leigh, Ladora
Finance
Brianna Marie Lelonek, Ames
Management
**Meghan Christine Lemens, Rochester, MN
Accounting
Daniel K. Lemke, Clinton
Accounting
Finance
Wade B. Leppert, Wauconda, IL
Management
Finance
Hannah Ann Levine, Johnston
Accounting
*Adam Jay Lewis, Ankeny
Economics
Finance
***Justin Michael LeDuc, Cedar Rapids
Management
*Chen Hao Li, Wenzhou, China
Finance
Matthew R. Limbert, Gurnee, IL
Accounting
Su Lin, Oelwein
Management
Marketing
Tracy Jennifer Lindon, Buffalo Grove, IL
Management
Christine Frances Lockwood, 
Wesley Chapel, FL
Marketing
Management
McKensey Noel Long, Carthage, IL
Marketing
Steven Henry Looft, Lone Rock
Finance
Brady Joel Loper, Cedar Falls
Accounting
Finance
Kyle Paul Low, Camanche
Management
Grace Elizabeth Lowery, Brookfield, IL
Finance
Katherine Lynn Lucas, Tinley Park, IL
Marketing
Management
Elizabeth Caroline Macken, Readlyn
Management
Austin Logan Madison, Le Grand
Management Information Systems
James Joseph Mahannah, Eureka, IL
Management
Nick Mahon, Solon
Accounting
Alyssa Lynn Mahoney, West Des Moines
Marketing
Nicholas John Maletta, West Des Moines
Management
Caitlin Joann Mangin, Tinley Park, IL
Marketing
Brady J. Manriquez, Muscatine
Management
Xi Mao
Finance
Katherine M. Marusarz, Lemont, IL
Marketing
Shane A. Massel, Northbrook, IL
Accounting
Miles D. Matheson, Clear Lake
Accounting
Cameron Merrill Mathson, Dunlap, IL
Finance
Economics
Zachary Alan Matthys, Boone
Finance
John May, Glen Ellyn, IL
Finance
Marketing
Dustin Michael McAninch, Des Moines
Marketing
Mitchell Walter McCoy, Atlantic
Economics
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Katelyn L. McCunniff, Waterloo
Marketing
Steve Gerard McGowan, Evergreen Park, IL
Finance
Jeff Mark McGruder, Council Bluffs
Economics
Laura Kathryn McGuire, Saint Paul, MN
Finance
Economics
Molly Lynn Megan McGuire, Cascade
Marketing
Cory Scott Mead, Grimes
Finance
*Benjamin Louis Meersman, Moline, IL
Economics
Karie Ann Meisgeier, Manchester
Accounting
Joel Allen Meister, Coralville
Finance
Dayne Melick, Cedar Rapids
Marketing
Nicholas Steven Menzner, Wausau, WI
Management
Evan Patrick Meyer, Larrabee
Marketing
Morgan Mae Kristine Meyer, Fenton
Management
Marketing
Michael Anthony Mikolajczak, 
Homer Glen, IL
Finance
Jonathon E. Mileham, Fort Dodge
Management
Matthew Donald Miller, West Des Moines
Finance
Stephen A. Miller, Cedar Falls
Finance
Alexander Paul Moen, Wheaton, IL
Accounting
**Andrew William Moen, Okoboji
Finance
Accounting
Samuel Jeffrey Mohrhauser, Sioux City
Marketing
Joe Colin Moore, Okoboji
Accounting
Cristal Lyn Moreland, Byron, IL
Management
Ashley Lauren Moroz, Chicago, IL
Accounting
Alexandria Ide Morris, West Des Moines
Marketing
Ali Lynn Muhlenbruck, Mediapolis
Marketing
Christopher Michael Mullenberg, Blencoe
Marketing
Economics
Carl Thomas Mumbower, Addison, IL
Accounting
Kevin J. Murphy, Oak Lawn, IL
Finance
Luke Charles Murphy, Wayne, IL
Finance
Nicholas Martland Murphy, Saint Paul, MN
Economics
Ryan Richard Murphy, Iowa City
Finance
Kelly Alanna Myers, Palos Park, IL
Finance
Marketing
Samuel Napier, Colorado Springs, CO
Finance
Eduardo-Antonio Fermin Navarro, 
Aurora, IL
Finance
Economics
Brian Andrew Nelson, Eagan, MN
Finance
Ryan John Ness, Cedar Rapids
Management
Robbie Brandon Nichols, Council Bluffs
Marketing
Management
John Nicholas Nicoara, Peoria, IL
Economics
Finance
Tyler S. Nielsen, Humboldt
Management
Finance
Sean P. Noonan, Naperville, IL
Economics
Finance
**Hayley Christine Norton, Tipton
Accounting
Ryan William Noser, Iowa City
Accounting
***Brian J. Nowack, Bettendorf
Accounting
Finance
Caitlin Ann O’Connor, Orland Park, IL
Management
Kari Ann Oberbroeckling, Dyersville
Finance
Abbie Mae Obermiller, Glenwood
Marketing
Nicholas James Oboikovitz, Chicago, IL
Marketing
Jennifer Ohrt, Urbandale
Marketing
Nathan David Ohrt
Finance
Chase J. Oler, Le Claire
Management
Zeb K. Ollendick, Grimes
Management
*Brian Olson, Naperville, IL
Accounting
*Michael F. Oppold, Gilbert
Accounting
Finance
Jessica K. Orseno, Homer Glen, IL
Accounting
Finance
Andrew D. Oswalt, Davenport
Accounting
Finance
**Clay Edward Ottman, Bettendorf
Finance
***Amy Nicole Overton, Davenport
Finance
Nathaniel Joseph Pacelli, Westmont, IL
Accounting
Finance
Jeffrey Travis Pacha, Iowa City
Finance
Hilary Ellen Pakel, Darien, IL
Accounting
*Derek Thomas Parker, Iowa City
Finance
Economics
Ryan J. Parker, Elk Horn
Finance
Nipa Jagdish Patel, Muscatine
Management
James Ian Paul, Queenston, Canada
Finance
Caleb Wellington Pearson, West Des Moines
Finance
Lauren Elizabeth Peoples, Washington
Marketing
Gregory J. Pepping, Moline, IL
Management Information Systems
Management
Christopher Michael Perry, South Elgin, IL
Marketing
Ian Andrew Pickett, Aurora, IL
Finance
Tyler Randall Piech, West Chicago, IL
Finance
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Laura Beth Piersma, Mason City
Marketing
Turk Oliver Pierson, Davenport
Accounting
*Apurwa Pokhrel, Coralville
Accounting
Finance
Dylon Joseph Polcik, West Dundee, IL
Finance
Eric William Pollitz, Oak Brook, IL
Accounting
Jack Ashford Porter, Davenport
Economics
Heidi Ann Potthoff, Lancaster, CA
Finance
Jeffrey Kenneth Potts, Chanhassen, MN
Marketing
Margaret Laura Prange, Wayzata, MN
Economics
Marketing
Charles Thomas Pritchard, Palatine, IL
Accounting
Finance
Robyn Lynn Prohaska, Altoona
Marketing
Elizabeth Amalia Prosch, Ballwin, MO
Marketing
Nicholas Richard Puetz, Winfield, IL
Management
***Cen Qian, Hangzhou, China
Finance
Marketing
Fei Qiao, Chongqing, China
Finance
Patrick Dawson Quinn, Evergreen Park, IL
Marketing
Peter James Rauch, Cedar Rapids
Marketing
Brian George Rebeck, Naperville, IL
Finance
Rex Arnold Rebholz, Indianapolis, IN
Marketing
Nicholas Verne Reding, Wesley
Finance
Tyler James Reinhardt, Nauvoo, IL
Finance
Keith Richard Renaud, Mount Prospect, IL
Finance
Robert Nicholas Renzi, West Des Moines
Finance
Heidi Lian Reynolds, Rochester, MN
Finance
Joel Carlin Rhame, Cedar Rapids
Economics
Nicholas J. Rhomberg, Dubuque
Marketing
Marcus Byron Rippentrop, West Des Moines
Accounting
Kevin Lee Rogis, Clinton
Finance
Accounting
*Daniel Vincent Roling, Eldridge
Management Information Systems
Wesley J. Rondinelli, Urbandale
Accounting
***Wilson Gerrit Roorda, Pella
Accounting
Benjamin Jeff Rops, Cedar Rapids
Finance
Timothy Lee Rosener, Le Mars
Accounting
***Baylee Jaye Rosonke, New Hampton
Economics
Nicholas Anthony Rossino, Aurora, IL
Finance
Alex James Rothlisberger, Marengo, IL
Finance
Robert D. Rounds, Jr., Littleton, CO
Management Information Systems
Krista Lynn Rowley, Spirit Lake
Finance
Julia Anne Elizabeth Rubino, Bettendorf
Economics
Marketing
Emily Corinne Ruefer, Rockford, IL
Finance
Kelsie Ann Russell, Bettendorf
Marketing
Erin Elizabeth Ryan, Woodbury, MN
Finance
Charles J. Ryherd, Alta
Marketing
Jesus M. Sanchez, Sioux City
Finance
Mason G. Sander
Accounting
Joseph Dale Schaefer, Odebolt
Accounting
Finance
Laura Marie Schaefer, Oak Brook, IL
Economics
Joseph R. Schanz, Naperville, IL
Accounting
Finance
Joseph Bryan Scheck, Vernon Hills, IL
Economics
Edward John Schick, Clear Lake
Accounting
Matthew Perry Schlinz, Woodbine
Marketing
Economics
Timothy Gordon Schmecht, Woodridge, IL
Marketing
Caleb M. Schmidt, Ely
Management
Finance
Creighton J. Schmidt, Cedar Rapids
Accounting
Management
Austin Matthew Schuler, Nashua
Management Information Systems
Management
Sarah Rebecca Schulman, Plano, TX
Management
Marketing
*Elizabeth Ann Schulte, Peru, IL
Marketing
Brittany Lynn Schultz, Cary, IL
Finance
Marketing
Ashley Nicole Schulz, Batavia, IL
Finance
Joseph John Schulz, Chicago, IL
Finance
Matthew Ryan Schutz, Clear Lake
Marketing
Aaron Lawrence Schwen, West Des Moines
Finance
***Shannon Corrienne Scott, Perry
Honors in Economics
Tanner Ray Seibold, Sioux City
Marketing
Management
James A. Seils, Charter Oak
Accounting
Mallory Anne Seppa, Naperville, IL
Marketing
Jamie Seratt, Rippey
Accounting
Ryan Geoffrey Shaw, Lincolnshire, IL
Finance
Economics
Brian Patrick Shea, Cedar Rapids
Finance
Economics
Joe Dominick Shone, Saint Charles, IL
Marketing
Sean Stewart Shriver, Elgin, IL
Finance
David Joseph Siegel, Cedar Rapids
Marketing
Management
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Stephen Leonard Siegel, Orland Park, IL
Finance
Nicole Ann Simmerman, Murray
Accounting
Trent Sitzmann, Le Mars
Finance
Molly Elizabeth Slager, Iowa City
Management
Nicole Ingalls Slevin, San Pedro, CA
Marketing
Management
*Kara Lynn Small, Wapello
Marketing
Kristina Marie Smiley, Shorewood, MN
Marketing
Alex D. Smith, Grinnell
Finance
Eric Larsen Smith, Iowa City
Management
Jeffrey Thomas Smith, Elk Grove Village, IL
Management
Justin Michael Smith, Bettendorf
Management
Michael L. Smith, Iowa City
Finance
Joseph Vernon Smolucha, Lincolnshire, IL
Finance
Brett Lee Snyder, Marathon
Management
Thomas John Snyder, Glen Ellyn, IL
Marketing
Zachary Robert Soch, Des Plaines, IL
Management Information Systems
Stephanie Marie Solomon, Long Grove, IL
Finance
Kyle Jason Solovy, Northbrook, IL
Finance
Economics
Elizabeth Patricia Solveson, Bettendorf
Marketing
Jeffrey Donald Spetter, Western Springs, IL
Finance
Rachel Elizabeth Spillman, Eagan, MN
Finance
*Natalie Beresford Sproull, Skokie, IL
Finance
Marketing
Rebecca Stacker, Bloomington, IL
Finance
Economics
Kimberly Christine Stanislawski,  
Hawthorn Woods, IL
Finance
**Sarah Stanley, Grayslake, IL
Accounting
Marketing
Shane Michael Stanley, Saint Charles
Management
Kelsey Sweeney Steffen, Urbandale
Accounting
Management Information Systems
Thomas Stelzer, Le Mars
Management
Joshua Paul Stephan, Wauwatosa, WI
Marketing
Stephanie Lauren Stevens, Saint Charles, IL
Management
Marketing
Kory Maxwell Stewart, Omaha, NE
Finance
John Harlyn Stoebe, Humboldt
Economics
Brian Joseph Stoecker, Cedar Rapids
Marketing
John Quentin Stoltze, Des Moines
Finance
James C. Streff, Chicago, IL
Finance
Amanda Faye Strong, Muscatine
Marketing
Adam H. Stuchel, Des Moines
Finance
Andrea Therese Studney, Nashville, TN
Marketing
Cameron Scott Stull, Bettendorf
Marketing
Finance
Erica Jordyn Sudakoff, Buffalo Grove, IL
Marketing
Nicole Eryn Sudakoff, Buffalo Grove, IL
Marketing
Erin Nicole Sullivan, Gurnee, IL
Marketing
Management
John Sullivan, Chicago, IL
Finance
Ashley Lauren Sultan, Buffalo Grove, IL
Marketing
Michael William Summers, Cedar Rapids
Management
Justin S. Svenson, Hiawatha
Finance
James Robert Switzer, Nevada
Accounting
Kara Alexis Symeonides, Palos Heights, IL
Finance
***Kayla M. Takes, Monticello
Finance
Economics
***Neha Tandon, Bettendorf
Finance
Accounting
Christopher P. Taramelli, Carol Stream, IL
Marketing
Anne Brownlee Taylor, Dexter, MI
Accounting
Michael Kekoa Terukina, Cedar Rapids
Management
Lon Robert Thompson, Vernon Hills, IL
Finance
Nicholas Patrick Thompson, Evanston, IL
Finance
Ryan Gerrold Thompson, Cedar Rapids
Finance
Christopher John Thoms, Rockford, IL
Accounting
Aaron Michael Tindall, Cedar Rapids
Management
Erick Lee Tjarks, New Sharon
Management
Joseph Michael Trabucco, Robins
Accounting
Nicholas Allen Treptow, Belle Plaine
Management
Kristin Marie Trumpold, Homestead
Marketing
Daniel Christopher Tutaj, Addison, IL
Accounting
Andrea Kathleen Uhl, Sioux City
Economics
Anthony Joseph Unruh, Lake Forest, IL
Finance
Matthew David Untiedt, Swisher
Marketing
Michael Joseph Untiedt, 
Rolling Meadows, IL
Accounting
Caryn Marie Van Eck, Orland Park, IL
Economics
Charles Dale Vaubel, Okoboji
Finance
Economics
**Scott Lee Voigt, Ankeny
Finance
Management
Ashley Anne Wahlert, Urbandale
Marketing
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Tyler Gary Walker, Iowa Falls
Management
Emily Sue Walkington, Woodstock, IL
Finance
Marketing
Michael Wallace, Buffalo Grove, IL
Finance
Ross E. Wallace, West Des Moines
Management
Marketing
*Shumin Wang, Foshan, China
Honors in Finance
Jessica Marie Wannemuehler, Ames
Marketing
Rebecca A. Ward, Des Moines
Accounting
Marketing
Danni R. Webber, Cascade
Marketing
Brianna Lynn Weber, Cary, IL
Marketing
Justin Scott Weber, Davenport
Finance
Nathan P. Weigel, Grinnell
Marketing
Maxwell Ryan Weinberger, Edina, MN
Accounting
Finance
Elliott Joel Weinshenker, Rochester, MN
Accounting
Kailey Nicole Welker, Naperville, IL
Marketing
Dustin Leo Wells, Ankeny
Finance
Abigail Rene Welp
Marketing
Management
Zachary Robert Wentzel, Pocahontas
Management
Economics
Mitchell Thomas Westerman, Ossian, IN
Finance
Matthew Tyler Whitcomb, Rock Island, IL
Finance
***Kristin Alyse Wiggs,  
Arlington Heights, IL
Honors in Marketing
Finance
Daniel Thomas Wijas, Northbrook, IL
Finance
Matthew Bradley Williams, Ankeny
Economics
Marketing
Zechariah Michael Williams, Sioux City
Finance
Nick Thomas Willwerth, Eagle Grove
Management
Courtney Michelle Wilson, Addison, IL
Management
Sydney Irene Wilson, Naperville, IL
Marketing
Stefanie L. Withrow, Grayslake, IL
Management
Rachel Marie Witte, Clive
Finance
Henry Wong, Elk Grove Village, IL
Finance
Jordan Woodbury, Waterloo
Finance
Katie Elizabeth Woodiwiss, Lone Tree
Finance
Trystan Mcdonald Woods, Ames
Accounting
Grant Andrew Woodworth, Bettendorf
Marketing
Adam Henry Wronkiewicz, Carol Stream, IL
Management
Lei Wu, Panzhihua, China
Accounting
Yue Wu, Beijing, China
Finance
*Xiang Xu, Hangzhou, China
Finance
Xiaolu Xu, Suzhou, China
Accounting
Lijia Xue, Shen Zhen, China
Finance
Accounting
Liu Yang, Changzhou, China
Accounting
Sing Yeung, Cedar Rapids
Finance
Accounting
Jacqueline Dorothy Yocius, 
Western Springs, IL
Finance
Richard Thomas Yorke, Mokena, IL
Finance
Adam Young, Aurora
Accounting
Finance
Jessica Lee Young, Bloomfield Hills, MI
Finance
David Douglas Zach, Cedar Rapids
Finance
Marketing
Alicia Zanzie, Marion
Finance
Bradley Zelnio, Bloomington, IL
Finance
Qian Zhang, Hangzhou, China
Accounting
Zhen Zhen, Yantai, China
Accounting
Finance
*Heyi Zhong, Beijing, China
Finance
Zihan Zhu, Sichuan, China
Accounting
Katlin Victoria Zickel, Maquoketa
Management
Marketing
Kyle Christopher Zidek, Naperville, IL
Marketing
Candidates for Degrees
henry b. tiPPie sChool 
of ManaGeMent
Master of Business 
Administration
Christopher Edelen Adams
Mark Lee Adamson
Jason Edward Ammons
John Henry Archer
*Aric Kane Asplund
Ryan John Austin
Matthew Earl Badding
*Amol Shrirang Bagaitkar
Jeremy Robert Bahl
Adam Gregory Bender
Milind Bengeri
*Joel David Bennett
Christina Roberta Berthel
*Nathan Andrew Bockholt
*Stephanie Marie Boozer
Dominic Bottenfield
James Patrick Bowman
*Christopher Joseph Breitfelder
*Timothy Jon Breitfelder
*Jason W. Briggs
*Matthew Brimmer
Adam Eugene Butterfield
*Steven Patrick Canady
*Jason Paul Carlson
*Hing Ping Chan
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Man Wah Chan
Teresa Mei-Ling Chan
Wan Hoi Chan
Satish Santh Chander
Sivakamesh Chandrasekaran
Lalit H. Chellani
Garrick Kai Chung Cheng
Tania Wing Yin Cheuk
Clement Cheung
*Ashish Padamsinh Chotai
Douglas Alan Clemen
Ngan Chi Cooc
*James Alan Cousins
Elana Marie Decker
Marc Andrew Del Rizzo
*Jennifer Anne Docherty
Russell Patrick Donnelly
*Suzanne Droste
*Brian Early
Eric Eckerman
Mosah Fernandez-Goodman
Gavin Feuerhelm
Chris Warren Foster
Kelsey Cameron Foster
Daniel Jeffry Frank
*Tara Patrice From
Timothy John Furman
Abhinav Gahoi
Kelly Gamlin
Kyle Dan Gauley
Juan Luis Gaztelu
Rachel Laura Geilenfeld
Matthew Allen Gilbertson
Kishan R. Gordhan
Eric Thomas Gorres
*Liana Marie Gregory
Mark Douglas Greiter
Stephen Robert Hamilton
*Kelly L. Hansel
Matthew Hareldson
*Wesley Todd Harrington
*Joseph William Harvey
Jennifer Jo Hennessy
*Jason John Hilton
Chi Hang Gary Ho
Brandy M. Hoffmeier
Jonathan Michael Holste
Amy Rebecca Howerton
Hsing-Ying Huang
Jhen-Yan Huang
Yun-Chu Huang
Syed Qamrul Huda
David Andrew Isherwood
Gabriella Kauffman Ives
Divya Jain
*Rakesh Jayanthilal Jain
Ibrahim Mehboob Jivanjee
*Brandon L. Johnson
*Kyle William Jungers
*Rajesh Kumar Kalluri
Valarmath R. Kanthichander
*Kristopher Keller
Danielle Nicole Kennedy
*Mary Geraghty Kenyon
Ryan Christopher King
*Chester J. Knight
*Jason Neal Koepnick
Douglas Michael Kollasch
Dustin Eugene Kralik
Brian Lee Kruger
Andrea Celeste Lee
*Scott Richard Leeman
Robert Levine
Marvin Jay Little
*Kai Kin Lo
Kathryn Elizabeth Lyon
Stephani Brook Manning
Stephen Anthony Marek
*Jared Wayne Marks
Marc Matuska
*Jessica Erin Maxwell
Otavio Augusto Mazzarolo
Faizal Mohammed McBride
*Emily Renee Weeks McCombs
*Tracy Jean McGinnis
Kathryn A. McMahon
Balakrishnan P. Menon
Corey Rachel Morrison
Shawn Eagle Muskovin
Rajat Nagar
Vinay Prakash Nariani
Adam David Newcomb
Nidhi Kiron Shah
Brian Daniel Nigg
Saowapak Noppawong Na Ayutthaya
Jaydon Lars Olsen
Randall G. Olson
Kathryn Marie Orgish
Erin Lynn Pals
Sarah Marie Parsons
Kylie Melissa Pentecost
Jeremy Ross Peterson
*Darina Ognyanova Petkova
*Kshipra Sadanand Pitre
Jared Perry Plotz
Robert Joseph Provorse
*Preetam Purohit
Jayant Raj
Vinod Ramachandran
Srikaran Ramaseshan
Ravi
Bandi Bharat Kumar Reddy
Derek Daniel Reichart
Bryan Greeley Rennekamp
Richard Jayme Reynolds
*Cary Justin Richey
Angela Beth Riek
Brian Riley
*Michael Raymond Rizor
*Benjamin Paul Rogers
*Kiel Eric Ronning
*Anthony D. Rose
Mark Alan Ross
Shanti Moneeka Roundtree
Marc Michael Runde
*Alan Paul Schneberger
Jonathan Dwight Schroeder
Megan Kate Schuelke
Christopher Jack Scott
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Kelly Marie Scott
Tanner Cole Scott
Timothy Allen Seedorff
*James Ray Seitz
Amy Jo Shane-Nichols
Robyn Lynne Shannon
Kavitha Shella
Rajavel Singaravelu
*Mohit Singhai
*William W. Smith
*Thomas Paul Spiegelhalter
*Daniel Joseph Spoden
*Gregory Scott Spragle
Sham Prasad Sridhar
Jennifer Lynn Stanfield
Jason Charles Steward
Adam Milton Strauss
*Tracy Rena Suits
Sumit Taneja
*Mitchell Geoffrey Tanney
Michael Richard Taylor
Maggie Lynne Tebo
Barbara Griffin Thomas
Dustin Neil Trent
*Joan Marie Troester
Benjamin Charles Truehart
*Patrick A. Truesdell
Lawrence Luis Trujillo
*Wai Kin Mary Tsang
Brenton Lee Uhlenhopp
*Gary Vaysfeld
John Brian Wadsworth
Xiaoshuang Wang
Anthony Jerome Washington
Adam James Webb
Nicholas Alexander Weiland
Clayton Robert Whipple
*Gregory John Wild
Jeremy M. Yanek
Seng Keong Yeoh
Moses Jeremie Yoder
*Yong You
Elizabeth Ann Youngwirth
*Huan Zhang
Candidates for Degrees
ColleGe of nursinG
Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing
Lucy Marie Amaro, The Woodlands, TX
Katherine Elizabeth Andersen, Cedar Rapids
Honors in Nursing
Gail A. Arjes, Clarksville
Rhonda Elaine Bender, Solon
Honors in Nursing
Tracy Lynn Bloebaum, Mount Pleasant
***Jenna Jessica Boon, Lincoln, NE
Honors in Nursing
Mary Katherine Bordewick, Glen Ellyn, IL
Jennifer June Bredlow, Mason City
Brooke Catherine Brockhohn, Cedar Rapids
***Christina Marie Brown, Des Moines
Honors in Nursing
**Laura Marie Budde, Lisbon
Honors in Nursing
Lauren Vaughn Burke, Davenport
Honors in Nursing
Stacey Jean Burke, Central City
Amy Elaine Bush, Spencer
Amy Elizabeth Calandriello, 
 Orland Park, IL
Honors in Nursing
Christy Lynn Chaplin, Cedar Falls
Mariam Chaudhry, Elgin, IL
Sean Michael Chicoine, Gilbert
Elyse Mae Chodur, Osage
Honors in Nursing
Alison Jane Christopher, Eldora
Honors in Nursing
Dennis Gene Cochran, Adel
Honors in Nursing
Michelle Renee Collette, Des Moines
Honors in Nursing
Jill Marie Considine, Sioux City
Donna Cook, Newton
Honors in Nursing
Jennifer Lynne Cook, North Liberty
Kendle Jane Cook, Boone
Honors in Nursing
Holly J. Coppins, Mequon, WI
Honors in Nursing
Jessica Anne Craver, Minnetonka, MN
Honors in Nursing
Terri Lee Ann Cronbaugh, Marengo
Honors in Nursing
Tiffany Jo Cross, Jasper, MN
Barbara Jean Daily, Davenport
**Shawna Lee Determann, Wall Lake
Honors in Nursing
*Danielle Nichole Devries,  
Stillman Valley, IL
Honors in Nursing
Daniele Joyce DeBrower, Victor
Krista M. DeSilvia, Des Plaines, IL
Karla Sue Dickenson, New Sharon
Daniel Allen Dietzel, Solon
Julie Lynn Dolphin, Cherokee
Emily Jo Donohue, Blakesburg
Honors in Nursing
Trang Linh Duong, Loves Park, IL
Tonya Dyson, Albia
Honors in Nursing
***Gracie Christine Eggland, Pella
Honors in Nursing
Bailey Dee Ellington, Crystal Lake, IL
Heather Joleen Foresman, Atlantic
Honors in Nursing
***Michelle Hollis Freeman, Deerfield, IL
Honors in Nursing
***Lauren Christine Gal, Libertyville, IL
Honors in Nursing
Amy Lynn Ganoe, Iowa City
Katie Leigh Gassmann, Des Moines
**Mariah Jordan Gerali, Elmhurst, IL
Honors in Nursing
Lynette Ellen Gladman, Villisca
Peter Andrew Goings, Clifton Forge, VA
Kathryn Danielle Goldstein, Moline, IL
Honors in Nursing
Kursten M. Graham, Hampton
Honors in Nursing
Douglas Alan Grimes, Clarinda
***Heidi Lee Grimes, Clarinda
Honors in Nursing
Stephanie M. Grutz, Asbury
Jamie Susan Hada, Marion
Kaitlin Shea Kelly Hanner, Treynor
Pamela LuEtta Hansen, Cedar Rapids
Traci Lynn Hansen, Whittemore
Cassandra Gerwig Hanson, Bloomington, IL
Kaley R. Hardy, Villisca
Honors in Nursing
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Catherine E. Hart, Oak Park, IL
Lindsey Michelle Hart, Colo
Honors in Nursing
Allison Marie Hayden, West Des Moines
Tammy Lee Heaverlo, Osage
Courtney Jane Held, Hubbard
Honors in Nursing
Heather Ann Helms, Sheldon
Honors in Nursing
Amy Sue Hemsley, Des Moines
**Alicia Doris Heuton, Albert City
**Tammy Sue Hicok, Vinton
Courtney Elizabeth Holtkamp, New London
Michelle Lynn Hornung, Montrose
Rebecca Kristine Hoskins, Jefferson
Alissa Ann Huechteman, Bettendorf
*Lindsay Elizabeth Hundley, Eldridge
Honors in Nursing
Brenda Ann Husemann, Dubuque
Brenda Lynne Irlbeck-Kreitzinger, Hartford
Honors in Nursing
Cindi Renae Iwen, Rock Rapids
Cameron Joseph Jilovec, Mount Vernon
Kirby Jo Jones, Waukon
Lindsey Rae Kannegieter, Parkersburg
Stephanie Genelle Kiley, Long Grove, IL
**Kristen Marie King
Honors in Nursing
Danelle Marie Kinzenbaw, Marengo
Greg Kjaer Kirkman, Burlington
Emily Koehn, Ankeny
Alison Taylor Kofmehl, Storm Lake
Shayna Mae Krogman, Dubuque
Christina Marie Lamaak, Lake View
***Stacey K. Lange, Davenport
Honors in Nursing
Kristen Leigh Larter, West Union
Mary Mercedes Lauer, Park Forest, IL
Honors in Nursing
Katie Lynn Lawler, Carroll
Honors in Nursing
Kayla Jolene Lawrance, Oskaloosa
Honors in Nursing
Courtney Rose Lee, Marion
Honors in Nursing
Min Sun Lee, Seoul, Korea
**Melissa Ann Livesay, Normal, IL
Honors in Nursing
Katelyn Rose Longnecker, Council Bluffs
Kelsey Christine Mallen, Belmond
Honors in Nursing
Ernestine Medzang Mambo
Megan Lee Maronde, Grafton, WI
Honors in Nursing
Elizabeth Maroney, Coralville
Lauren Elizabeth Masching, Dwight, IL
Kathryn Sharmili McClure, North Liberty
Christine Ann McGrauth, Graettinger
Autumn McIntyre, Tipton
Judith Lyn Meadowcroft, Adel
Tessa Kyeong Meinzer, La Crosse, WI
Honors in Nursing
**Kelly Lynn Metcalf, De Kalb, IL
Honors in Nursing
Kimberly Joy Miller, Waukon
Sara Ellen Mlinac, Grayslake, IL
Alexandria Nichole Moffitt, Orange City
Honors in Nursing
***Megan Elizabeth Montgomery, 
Libertyville, IL
Honors in Nursing
Amy Marie Muhlenbruck, Ankeny
Sara A. Nester, Elmhurst, IL
Sumnima Neupane, Coralville
**Sarah Rachel Norton, Clarendon Hills, IL
Honors in Nursing
Emily L. O’Connor, Westmont, IL
Angela Marie Oakie, Ankeny
Amy P. Olson, Ames
Honors in Nursing
Heather Marie Ortmann, Remsen
Julie Marie Ostwinkle, Worthington
Christopher Dylan Ou, Park City, IL
Kari Ann Paca, Ankeny
Danielle M. Pagel, Webster City
*Jacie Rae Palizzolo, Lamoni
Mary Lynn Papin, Ames
Honors in Nursing
Linda Lou Paris, Lamont
Shannon Renee Parrish, Boone
Honors in Nursing
***Megan Marie Pederson, Lake Mills
Honors in Nursing
Nathan Andrew Peters, Marshalltown
***Diane Marie Pfeiler, Cedar Rapids
Michele Ann Plunkett
Amanda L. Pope, Indianola
Elizabeth Ardine Poulson, Smithland
Stacy Lynn Prough, Indianola
Tyson Lee Purchatzke, Quincy, IL
***Sheryl L. Rensink, Boyden
Richelle Roethler, Bettendorf
Rachel Beth Rose, Vernon Hills, IL
Samantha Rae Saltzman, Highland Park, IL
Kelli Lynn Sawhill, Des Moines
Sheri Lynn Schlagel, Mount Pleasant
**Teresa Jo Schloss, Winthrop
Honors in Nursing
***Sara Michelle Shankman, 
Saint Charles, IL
Honors in Nursing
Stephanie Marie Sims, Boone
Honors in Nursing
Kelly Elizabeth Skooglund, Woodridge, IL
Honors in Nursing
Renee* Michelle Smethurst, Hampton
**Cody John Smith, Waterloo
***Jessica Lynn Spier, Hartley
Honors in Nursing
*Megan Elizabeth Springer, Fort Dodge
Joshua James Steele, Exline
Joshua Daniel Sterba, Forest City
Taren C. Stumpf, Rockwell City
Samantha LeAnn Sturch, Waterloo
**Sheryl Ann Sullivan, Elkhart
Peggy Sue Swank, Otley
Honors in Nursing
Kirk Dean Tedrow, Iowa City
Paula J. Telford, Clinton
Jeremy Theesfeld, Emmetsburg
Jami Jo Thomas, Centerville
Josi Ellen Thompson, Forest City
Christine M. Traufler, 
 Yokosuka Naval Base, Japan
Sara Louise Travis, Curlew
Karen L. McCorkle Van Sant, Knoxville
Honors in Nursing
Deborah Lorraine VanderGaast, Tipton
Honors in Nursing
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**Dean Jeffrey Vantiger, Yarmouth
Honors in Nursing
Ashley Marie Volsen, Clear Lake
Sarah Elizabeth Walker, Arnolds Park
Honors in Nursing
Jenny Marie Weber, Monticello
Honors in Nursing
*Gail A. Weeks, Gladstone, IL
Denise Marie Weil, Marshalltown
Madonna Odilia White, Iowa City
Carolyn Elizabeth Wine, Iowa City
LaVonne Michelle Wolf, Osage
Lindsey Erin Wood, Iowa City
Honors in Nursing
Lisa Michelle Wysong, Des Moines
Honors in Nursing
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Henry B. Tippie
College of Business
The University of Iowa first offered 
courses in economics and business in 1858. 
The School of Commerce was formally 
established in 1914 and the College of Busi-
ness Administration, which was founded 
in 1921, received national accreditation in 
1923. The College was renamed the Henry 
B. Tippie College of Business  
in 1999. Today, there are more than 3,000 
students in the College working toward 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
(B.B.A.), Master of Accountancy (M.Ac.), 
Master of Business Administration 
(M.B.A.) and doctoral (Ph.D.) degrees.
The Undergraduate Program provides a 
broad business education along with spe-
cializations in the areas of accounting, eco-
nomics, finance, marketing, management 
and organizations, and management infor-
mation systems. Student organizations, the 
Frank Business Communications Center, 
and specialized programming for targeted 
student groups provide a full-service edu-
cational experience.  In addition, students 
can earn certificates in International Busi-
ness, Entrepreneurship, and Risk Manage-
ment and Insurance.
The Tippie M.B.A. program provides 
advanced management education that 
expands a student’s ability to excel in the 
global business economy. The full range of 
M.B.A. programs is listed in the adjacent 
column. The Master of Accountancy pro-
gram is intended for students seeking a 
career in public accounting. The College’s 
Ph.D. program prepares individuals for 
faculty positions in academia, as well as for 
business or government careers.
The College hosts a number of centers 
that promote research and opportuni-
ties within specialized career areas. The 
Hawkinson Institute of Business Finance 
provides opportunities for students in-
terested in working in the investment 
community, while the Emmett J. Vaughan 
Institute for Risk Management and Insur-
ance helps students explore careers in risk 
management and insurance. The Institute 
for Economic Research and the RSM Mc-
Gladrey Institute of Accounting Education 
and Research provide research and services 
to their respective fields.  The John Pap-
pajohn Entrepreneurial Center offers a full 
spectrum of programming for both student 
and community-based entrepreneurs. Stu-
dents in the Tippie College of Business can 
learn more about the global business envi-
ronment through the Institute for Interna-
tional Business and participate in hands-on 
projects with real world clients through the 
Marketing Institute.
With more than 42,000 alumni living 
around the globe, the Tippie College of 
Business has had an impact on the world 
of business.
Henry B. Tippie 
School of 
Management
Created by Dean Sidney Winter in 1960, 
the Master of Business Administration 
(M.B.A.) Program at The University of 
Iowa was “born into a secure future as 
the College’s flagship.”  Now, boasting 
enrollment of more than 1,000 students, 
the M.B.A. Program is recognized as being 
among the top programs in the world.
The M.B.A. Program at the Henry B. 
Tippie School of Management provides its 
students the opportunity to broaden their 
managerial skills and enhance their profes-
sional careers in the business or public sec-
tor.  The curriculum is designed for college 
graduates in any field but emphasizes the 
importance of professional work experi-
ence prior to enrollment.
Students have the option of pursuing the 
M.B.A. degree on campus through the Full-
time M.B.A. Program, part-time through 
the M.B.A. for Professionals and Managers 
(M.B.A.-PM), or via the Executive M.B.A. 
or the International M.B.A. programs.  
M.B.A.-PM classes are offered in the Quad 
Cities, Cedar Rapids and Des Moines.  
Students may pursue the Executive M.B.A. 
program in Iowa City or Des Moines. The 
International M.B.A. Program is based in 
Hong Kong and Italy and has more than 
100 alumni. More than 200 companies are 
currently represented in the Tippie pro-
grams designed for working professionals.
The School participates in several joint-
degree programs for students enrolled 
full-time.  These include the M.B.A./J.D. 
Program with the College of Law, the 
M.B.A./M.D. Program with the Carver 
College of Medicine, and the M.B.A./
M.H.A. Program with the College of Public 
Health.
More than 7,300 graduates now hold an 
M.B.A. degree from The Henry B. Tippie 
School of Management.  Successful alumni 
can be found worldwide, in every facet of 
today’s global economy. 
College of 
Dentistry
Dental education began at The Univer-
sity of Iowa in 1882 with 14 students, four 
faculty members, and a first year’s budget 
of just over $1,000. Patients were treated in 
an improvised clinic equipped with bor-
rowed barber chairs. Today the College of 
Dentistry is ranked among the leading den-
tal schools in the United States. An integral 
part of The University of Iowa Health Sci-
ences Center, the College enrolls dental stu-
dents, advanced education and graduate 
students in programs representing almost 
all of the dental specialties as well as mas-
ter’s and Ph.D. programs in oral science. 
The Dental Science Building affords 
faculty and students of the college excel-
lent facilities for their many programs of 
research into the nature and treatment of 
oral diseases. These investigations have re-
sulted in a number of significant advances 
in dental science.  
An expansion and renovation of clinic, 
classroom and research space are currently 
underway and will result in state-of-the-art 
facilities for students, faculty and patients.
Faculty, postdoctoral and predoctoral 
students extend service to hundreds of 
thousands of Iowa citizens in the patient-
care clinics of the Dental Science Build-
ing. Students also provide dental care to 
Iowa communities through the College’s 
extramural programs in hospitals, com-
munity health centers and nursing homes. 
Dental health educational presentations are 
regularly provided by dental students in 
schools, nursing homes and other locations 
throughout the state.
The College has a long history of gradu-
ating students who become nationally 
prominent clinicians, dental educators, and 
researchers. More than 3,000 living alumni 
perpetuate the College’s tradition of excel-
lence as they distinguish themselves with 
contributions to their professions and our 
society.
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College of 
Education
The University of Iowa College of Edu-
cation traces its roots to the founding of the 
University itself. Teacher training was the 
only program specifically called for in the 
1847 statute creating the “State University 
of Iowa.” This teacher training program 
was popular with students, enrolling more 
than half the University’s students during 
its first decade of existence and never hav-
ing given preference to men over women 
in enrollment.
In addition to being the University’s first 
and only continuously operating program, 
the College of Education was also the na-
tion’s first to develop a permanent college-
level department of education and the first 
to establish a professorial chair of educa-
tion at a U.S. university.
The College of Education continues 
this tradition of placing education first, as 
exemplified through its innovative teach-
ing methods, ground-breaking research, 
and wide-reaching service. Today, as in the 
past, top-notch students who score higher 
than the national average on GPA, GRE, 
and the Praxis I exam come to the College 
because they want to make a difference in 
this world. They gain the skills necessary to 
excel both academically and professionally. 
Graduates can be found serving as teach-
ers, principals, counselors, testing special-
ists, psychologists, and educational leaders 
in a variety of fields in almost every Iowa 
school district, in every state in the nation, 
and in countries throughout the world. 
Currently, the College enrolls more than 
570 teacher education undergraduate stu-
dents (more than 61 percent from Iowa) in 
programs that prepare them for licensure 
in special education, elementary education, 
and eight secondary education areas. 
652 graduate students are enrolled in a 
wide range of programs that consistently 
rank among the top tier by U.S. News & 
World Report.
The College of Education is a national 
leader in technology. Its history of embrac-
ing technology to empower learning stems 
from such practical inventions as the first 
automated scoring machine to recent ad-
vancements infusing multimedia into the 
teacher training program with the ePort-
folioTM project. From nationally recognized 
literacy projects to internationally re-
nowned testing instruments, the College’s 
84 tenure-track faculty produce meaningful 
and applicable research, working closely 
with practitioners and the education com-
munity to improve our lives in countless 
ways. 
The College of Education has four aca-
demic departments: Educational Policy 
and Leadership Studies; Rehabilitation and 
Counselor Education; Psychological and 
Quantitative Foundations; and Teaching 
and Learning.  In addition, the College of 
Education is home to several centers that 
provide invaluable resources throughout 
the world:  the internationally renowned 
Iowa Testing Programs; the Connie Belin 
and Jacqueline N. Blank International 
Center for Gifted Education and Talent 
Development; the Center for Evaluation 
and Assessment; the Center for Advanced 
Studies in Measurement and Assessment; 
the Center for Research on Undergraduate 
Education; and the Iowa Center for Assis-
tive Technology Education and Research. 
The College of Education remains proud 
of its long and distinguished role in pre-
paring the next generation of educational 
leaders.
College of 
Engineering
Engineering is a profession devoted to 
applying knowledge of the mathematical 
and natural sciences to the discovery and 
development of efficient ways to use the 
materials and forces of nature for the ben-
efit of society.
Career opportunities in engineering are 
numerous and diverse. In preparing men 
and women for these opportunities, The 
University of Iowa College of Engineering 
seeks to produce high-calibre professionals 
with interdisciplinary interests and strong 
backgrounds in engineering fundamentals. 
It offers students engineering education in 
the context of a diversified university with 
a strong College of Liberal Arts and Scienc-
es and outstanding professional colleges. 
With educational courses dating back 
more than 100 years, the College today 
has an enrollment of about 1,984 stu-
dents—1,573 of whom are undergraduates. 
About 55 percent of undergraduate enroll-
ment comes from the state of Iowa, with 
another 37 percent attending from contigu-
ous states. Women make up approximately 
20 percent of undergraduates. 
There are 82 faculty serving six under-
graduate programs in biomedical, chemi-
cal, civil, electrical, industrial, and mechan-
ical engineering. 
Student achievement has become a hall-
mark of the College. Average ACT scores 
are consistently in the top 10th  
percentile.
Even though engineering students 
represent only 5.8 percent of University 
enrollment, they are awarded many top 
first-year merit scholarships. Since 1980, 
25 engineering students have earned the 
prestigious University Hancher-Finkbine 
Medallion for achievement and leadership. 
The College is the first in the U.S. to offer a 
Technological Entrepreneurship Certificate 
with an engineering degree.
The college offers graduate programs 
in biomedical, chemical and biochemi-
cal, civil and environmental, electrical 
and computer, industrial, and mechanical 
engineering. Research units of the college 
include the Center for Bioinformatics and 
Computational Biology, Center for Com-
puter-Aided Design, IIHR—Hydroscience 
and Engineering, and the Iowa Institute for 
Biomedical Imaging.
Graduate College
The University of Iowa’s Graduate Col-
lege was founded in 1900 and that year 
awarded its first doctorate to Fred D. Mer-
ritt in political science. Since then, it has 
conferred 74,552 master’s, 539 specialist, 
and 19,182 doctoral degrees. With more 
than 5,500 students, the college now ac-
counts for nearly one-fifth of the Univer-
sity’s total enrollment, in more than 100 
different programs of advanced study, 
research, and artistic creation. The Gradu-
ate College is a proud supporter of inter-
disciplinary programs, including a unique, 
individualized interdisciplinary studies 
doctorate program.
All faculty members with professorial 
rank in the academic divisions of the Uni-
versity hold membership on the Graduate 
College faculty; thus, almost all of the Uni-
versity’s 1,621 faculty members participate 
in graduate instruction. Because academic 
programs involve specialists from differ-
ent disciplines and because many faculty 
members hold appointments in more than 
one department, school, or college, gradu-
ate instruction is assured a healthy interac-
tion and collaboration among disciplines. 
A number of the University’s graduate 
programs are recognized as the finest, 
or among the finest, in the nation. The 
Graduate College boasts five winners of 
the prestigious UMI/CGS Dissertation 
Prize, the most awarded to any doctoral 
institution since the inception of the 
award. In 2001 the college inaugurated 
its Graduate College Outstanding 
Mentor Awards. The awards for the 
2010-11 academic year were made to 
Professors Carolyn Colvin, Teaching and 
Learning; James Gloer, Chemistry; and 
Padmini Srinivasan, Computer Science, 
in recognition of their outstanding 
contributions to graduate education.
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gram develops and matches students with 
service opportunities while teaching the 
values and skills important to new lawyers 
through activities that include:  pro bono 
(law-related volunteer) projects, commu-
nity service opportunities, service learning 
courses, and professional values and civic 
leadership programs.
Our faculty is comprised of nationally 
and internationally known scholars and 
accomplished teachers who are leaders 
in their fields of study.   Their scholarship 
is cutting-edge and their research and 
advocacy make a difference on issues rang-
ing from bankruptcy law to the criminal 
justice system.  The College of Law offers 
a climate of collegiality where student-
faculty interaction is pervasive, and where 
collaboration across disciplinary boundar-
ies yields new insights and cross-campus 
partnerships.
The College of Law ranks among the 
nation’s best law schools, public or private.  
But, as a public law school, we take our 
public missions of access, affordability, 
and service seriously.  To fulfill the prom-
ise to the public we serve, we draw upon 
the breadth and depth of the law school’s 
assembled expertise to create new knowl-
edge and to address the weightiest prob-
lems confronting modern society.  We are 
grateful to the State of Iowa and the many 
individuals whose support contributes to 
our successs.
College of Law
The University of Iowa College of Law 
prepares its students to become tomor-
row’s leaders in law, government and in-
dustry.  The leading academic law library, 
a global curriculum, and a strong writing 
tradition highlight the world-class legal 
education we provide. Through our unique 
Citizen Lawyer program, live-client clin-
ics, and a wide-range of externship place-
ments, our law students hone their skills 
and embrace the highest ideals of the legal 
profession by providing legal services to 
the indigent and working on law reform 
for the improvement of the general wel-
fare. Iowa-educated lawyers begin early to 
make a difference.
When students choose to come to the 
University of Iowa College of Law, they 
become part of a proud history.  The Col-
lege of Law is the oldest law school in 
continuous operation west of the Missis-
sippi and from the day we first opened our 
doors in 1865 through the current day, the 
College has been a welcoming and inclu-
sive community,  admitting students dedi-
cated to the study of law without regard to 
ethnicity, gender, religion, sexual identity, 
or socio-economic status. Today, we have 
an enrollment of more than 600 students 
and a faculty of approximately 50 full-time 
professors.  Ninety-three undergraduate 
institutions and 35 states and foreign coun-
tries were represented by the 2010 entering 
class; approximately 50 percent of whom 
are residents of the state of Iowa.
Our alumni practice law from Wall Street 
to the Silicon Valley, from London to Bei-
jing, and in each of Iowa’s 99 counties. As 
corporate counsel, they advise business 
leaders, and as chief executive officers, they 
run businesses. They are state and federal 
judges, appointed officials, elected leaders, 
law professors, law deans, and university 
presidents. They can be found in the halls 
of Congress, on Indian reservations, in 
classrooms, courtrooms, and boardrooms 
in every state in the nation, and in coun-
tries around the world. 
The learning environment at the College 
of Law is rigorous and collaborative, and 
the intellectual climate is open and robust. 
Whether the topic is legal theory or legal 
practice, constitutional law or contracts, 
our students select courses from a rich 
and varied curriculum and participate in 
a wide array of extracurricular learning 
opportunities.  Our Legal Analysis, Writ-
ing and Research program, along with 
our Writing Resource Center and our four 
student-edited law journals, showcase our 
longstanding tradition of training excep-
tional legal writers.
The College of Law offers service to the 
state of Iowa and prepares our students 
to become civically engaged citizens and 
community leaders through our Citizen 
Lawyer Program.  This comprehensive pro-
College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences
The College of Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences invites students to explore the entire 
range of human learning: the fine arts, the 
humanities, the social sciences, the natural 
and mathematical sciences.  Our students 
work with faculty members who are com-
mitted to integrating their research into 
their teaching and to helping students de-
velop their own capacity to ask significant 
questions, to think analytically, to draw 
conclusions from what they learn, and to 
discover workable solutions to problems.  
These skills, honed throughout the under-
graduate experience, will form the basis for 
life-long success and learning.  We seek to 
prepare our graduates to be knowledgeable 
citizens and to enable them to continually 
acquire the new information and skills they 
will need to meet the challenges of our 
continually changing world.
Although a liberal arts and sciences 
education has been available since The 
University of Iowa first began offering 
instruction in 1855, the “College of Liberal 
Arts” was not created until the beginning 
of the 1900-01 academic year.  In the years 
that followed, other colleges evolved out of 
that first college:  Engineering in 1905, Edu-
cation in 1913, and Commerce (now the 
Tippie College of Business) in 1921.  In fall 
2001, The College of Liberal Arts became 
“The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences,” 
a name that encompasses the breadth of 
the College’s teaching and research.
In 1900-01, the College had about 600 
students in its four “courses of study,” and 
a faculty consisting of only 28 professors 
and assistant professors.  Today, more than 
16,000 undergraduates are enrolled every 
year.  Over 90 percent of all UI under-
graduates begin their studies in the College 
of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and we award 
more than 70 percent of the University’s 
undergraduate degrees.  Our students 
choose to major in one—or more—of near-
ly 60 different programs leading to a B.A., 
B.L.S., B.S., B.M, or B.F.A. degree.  Many of 
our students add minors and certificates 
to their degrees, further expanding their 
knowledge and skills.
More than 600 tenured and tenure-track 
faculty members form more than three 
dozen separate departments and work 
together in numerous interdisciplinary 
programs to provide research, teaching and 
service to our students, the state, and the 
world.  Faculty members from every area 
of the College have developed national and 
international reputations for the quality of 
their research and creative work.  Every 
year, members of our faculty are recog-
nized by national and international foun-
dations, earning Fulbright, Guggenheim, 
National Endowment for the Arts, National 
Institutes of Health, and National Science 
Foundation fellowships and other awards.  
They receive recognition and awards from 
disciplinary organizations as well.  Here on 
campus, CLAS faculty members routinely 
win University-wide teaching awards—in-
cluding the prestigious Hubbard Award 
for Exemplary Teaching for each of the 
five years it has been awarded—as well 
as other recognition of their teaching and 
scholarship.  
Our students are also recognized for 
their achievements.  Every year, more than 
200 College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
students graduate “with honors” in their 
major.  Even more graduate “with distinc-
tion,” “with high distinction,” or “with 
highest distinction.”  Our students partici-
pate in departmental honors societies, and 
in national honor societies including Phi 
Beta Kappa, Mortar Board, and Omicron 
Delta Kappa.  We are pleased to recognize 
student achievement in other ways, too.  
Each year, the College provides many 
scholarships recognizing student achieve-
ment.  We also provide research funding 
for undergraduates, including the Dewey 
Stuit Fund in Liberal Arts & Sciences, 
which provides support for undergraduate 
travel, research, and mentoring projects.
The College collaborates with other Uni-
versity units to foster scholarship, teaching, 
and service.  We work with every one of 
the other colleges, offering joint programs 
and course work, and providing students 
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College of Medicine
The University of Iowa Carver College of 
Medicine admits students to the four-year 
Doctor of Medicine (M.D.) program. In ad-
dition, the College is home to the physical 
therapy, physician assistant, and medical 
scientist training programs. The College 
offers joint-degree programs with the Col-
leges of Law, Business and Public Health. 
Its faculty members also provide instruc-
tion to several thousand students each year 
from the Graduate College, the Colleges 
of Dentistry, Nursing, Pharmacy, and 
Public Health, and the life science areas of 
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. 
The clinical faculty additionally provides 
instruction for nearly 600 physicians in 
residency and fellowship training in all the 
medical and surgical specialties. 
Each year, several thousand physicians 
and other health professionals update their 
knowledge and skills in the College’s con-
tinuing medical education programs. 
Community-based medical education 
for medical students, residents, and physi-
cian assistant students is available through 
six regional medical education centers 
across the state. The College administers a 
community-based primary care clerkship 
for third-year medical students as well as 
a job-shadowing program for first-year 
students. The College also coordinates the 
UI-Affiliated Family Practice Training  
Network—comprised of eight family 
medicine residency programs in seven 
Iowa communities—as well as a visiting 
professor program in which faculty mem-
bers present teaching conferences and par-
ticipate in other education activities at the 
community-based residency sites. 
The spectrum of new knowledge in 
medicine is such that health care problems 
need to be approached by an integration of 
relevant disciplines and a melding of fac-
ulty expertise into groups of scholars with 
a common purpose.
UI Carver College of Medicine research-
ers are leaders in the areas of biomedical 
imaging, cancer, cardiovascular disease, 
brain imaging and neurosciences, cystic fi-
brosis, hearing loss and deafness, muscular 
dystrophy, macular degeneration and other 
blinding eye diseases, and Huntington’s 
disease. Carver College of Medicine inves-
tigators have been successful in obtaining 
external support, which contributes to the 
University’s ranking of 12th in National 
Institutes of Health awards among all 
public universities. The research funding 
and reputation emanate from the efforts of 
faculty and staff, students, and postdoc-
toral trainees working in the laboratories 
of some of the nation’s premier biomedical 
scientists in leading interdisciplinary re-
search and training programs.
College of Nursing
The University of Iowa College of Nursing 
has offered basic nursing education since 
the turn of the 20th century and baccalaure-
ate and master’s degree programs for more 
than 50 years. A Ph.D. program in nursing 
began in 1988. The College is an integral part 
of the health sciences campus, sharing in 
and contributing to teaching, research, and 
patient-care resources, which have earned 
international recognition. 
Undergraduate students enter the nursing 
program after completing the pre-profession-
al course.  Six semesters of study in nursing 
are required to complete the undergraduate 
degree.
All senior undergraduates have a clinical 
internship that facilitates the transition from 
student to staff nurse. Internships are super-
vised by 300 staff nurse preceptors across 
the state. 
Special program options are available 
for registered nurses pursuing the BSN. 
Registered nurses may complete their BSN 
through an online program.
The Master of Science—Clinical Nurse 
Leader (CNL) role is designed for nurses 
who want to stay at the bedside, lead teams, 
coordinate and improve care and help el-
evate professional practice standards. Nurses 
with a BSN and approximately two years of 
experience who are seen as strong clinicians 
are good candidates for the CNL program. 
Excellent communication skills, ability to 
negotiate, curiosity and desire to address 
systems problems are essential for CNLs. 
Nurses who like to be leaders and are com-
fortable with ambiguity do well as CNLs.
The Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP) 
degree is designed to prepare clinicians with 
College of 
Pharmacy
The College was originated by a for-
ward-thinking group of pharmacists from 
the Iowa Pharmaceutical Association in 
1885 and was one of the first Colleges of 
Pharmacy in the nation associated with 
a major public university. This nationally 
ranked program is located in the Health 
Sciences Center on the west side of the Uni-
versity’s main campus in close proximity 
to the Colleges of Medicine, Nursing, Den-
tistry, Public Health and The University of 
Iowa Hospitals and Clinics.
The pharmacy profession is concerned 
with a wide variety of activities, from 
developing new drug products to dispens-
ing medicines to patients. An important 
concept in the delivery of pharmacy care 
is medical therapy management—the 
responsible provision of drug therapy to 
achieve defined outcomes that improve 
patients’ quality of life. These outcomes 
include preventing, arresting, or curing a 
disease, and/or eliminating or reducing its 
symptoms. In order to carry out these re-
sponsibilities, pharmacists specialize in the 
science of drugs and drug information.
Iowa’s pharmacy students study with 
professors who are pioneering the develop-
ment of new drugs to solve chronic health 
problems and exploring means to improve 
the safety and effectiveness of current 
drugs. The College is also home to a drug 
research and manufacturing area where 
experimental drugs are produced for test-
ing and licensing by manufacturers before 
being introduced worldwide.
The Doctor of Pharmacy (Pharm.D.) de-
gree combines didactic course work with 
extensive pharmacy practice experience to 
prepare a pharmacist for an expanded role 
in monitoring, evaluating, and optimizing 
drug therapy in hospitalized and ambula-
opportunities for collaborative research 
and other learning activities.  We support 
and are supported by the Pomerantz Ca-
reer Center in providing internships before 
graduation and career guidance after 
graduation. We are grateful to the many 
alumni who continue to support the Col-
lege with their time and energy and who 
have helped to provide funding to create 
opportunities and scholarships for our 
students.
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
is proud of our history and our current 
endeavors, remaining dedicated to the mis-
sion of the College: to advance scholarly 
and creative endeavor through leading-
edge research and artistic production; to 
use this research and creativity to enhance 
undergraduate, graduate, and professional 
education, health care, and other services 
provided to the people of Iowa, the na-
tion, and the world; and to conduct these 
activities in a culturally diverse, humane, 
technologically advanced and increasingly 
global environment.
the knowledge and skills to provide the high-
est standard of care for individuals, families 
and communities and navigate today’s com-
plex health care systems. Nurse managers 
and administrators will gain the knowledge 
and skills necessary to develop, implement 
and monitor programs of care and policies 
in complex organizations. You can enter the 
DNP post-BSN or post-MSN.
The Doctor of Philosophy in Nursing 
(PhD) program prepares scholars to conduct 
research in nursing, to extend the knowledge 
base relevant to nursing, and to collaborate 
in interdisciplinary research with other 
scholars. Study requires expertise in nursing 
and developing competence in research that 
relates to the practice of nursing and delivery 
of health care. Graduates of the program are 
prepared for careers as researchers, faculty, 
consultants, and as leaders within the profes-
sion, in health policy making agencies, and 
within the health care system.
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College of Public 
Health
Formed in 1999, the College of Public 
Health is the newest collegiate unit at The 
University of Iowa. Building on the Uni-
versity’s long tradition of public health 
training, research, and service—including 
programs targeting agricultural safety and 
health, birth defects and cancer monitor-
ing, health services planning, and women's 
health—the establishment of this college 
marked a renewed and expanded commit-
ment to improving the health of all  
Iowans and people throughout the world.
Public health is an interdisciplinary field 
made up of a wide range of profession-
als, including physicians, nurses, dentists, 
pharmacists, social workers, nutritionists, 
environmental scientists, health educators, 
biostatisticians, epidemiologists, health 
service administrators, and many others. 
What unites public health practitioners is 
the shared goal of preventing disease and 
injury and promoting healthy practices 
among entire populations.
The College of Public Health includes 
the Departments of Biostatistics, Com-
munity and Behavioral Health, Epidemiol-
ogy, Health Management and Policy, and 
Occupational and Environmental Health. 
Four graduate degrees are offered: Mas-
ter of Health Administration, Master of 
Public Health, Master of Science, and Doc-
tor of Philosophy. Several public health 
combined-degree options are available 
with other UI colleges, including Business, 
Law, Medicine, and Pharmacy, as well 
as the College of Veterinary Medicine at 
Iowa State University. An interdisciplinary 
program in human toxicology is available 
as is an occupational medicine residency 
program. There are also opportunities for 
distance learning and certificate programs 
in public health. More than 25 research 
centers and institutes based in the college 
provide focused research on critical public 
health topics and deliver outreach and 
service activities in every Iowa county and 
Graduation Honors
High scholastic achievement is recog-
nized at graduation time in two ways: 
graduation with distinction, based on 
grades only, and graduation with honors 
in a particular field, based upon both 
grades and the completion of special work 
as outlined by the college and the major 
department. 
Graduation with Distinction.  The Office 
of the Registrar certifies to the deans of the 
colleges the names of students eligible to 
graduate with distinction. To be eligible for 
consideration, the graduate must complete 
the final 60 semester hours in residence in 
the graduating college, at least 45 semester 
hours of which must have been completed 
prior to the final semester of registration. 
The grade-point average upon which dis-
tinction is determined includes all work 
undertaken prior to the opening of the final 
session. 
Graduates with distinction in the colleg-
es of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Engineer-
ing, and Business rank as follows:
With Highest Distinction Highest 2% 
With High Distinction Next Highest 3% 
With Distinction Next Highest 5%
In the undergraduate programs in the 
College of Medicine, distinction recognition 
is determined as follows:
With Highest Distinction 3.85 GPA or above 
With High Distinction 3.75-3.84 GPA 
With Distinction 3.65-3.74 GPA
 In the College of Nursing, distinction 
recognition is determined as follows:
With Highest Distinction 3.90 GPA or above 
With High Distinction 3.80-3.89 GPA 
With Distinction 3.75-3.79 GPA
 In the College of Pharmacy, distinction 
recognition is determined as follows:
With Highest Distinction 4.0 GPA or above 
With High Distinction 3.75-3.99 GPA 
With Distinction 3.50-3.74 GPA
Distinction is designated by gold stars 
worn on the left sleeve.  Three stars indi-
cate graduation with highest distinction; two, 
with high distinction; and one, with distinc-
tion.
Graduation with Honors Degrees. An 
honors student may complete work for an 
honors degree in one of many fields of con-
centration. Honors students are admitted 
to work in candidacy for an honors degree, 
normally not later than the junior year, 
upon application to and formal acceptance 
by the department of their choice. At the 
option of the department, the special hon-
ors work may be planned as an addition to 
the regular requirements for the major or in 
substitution for some part of these require-
ments. 
Liberal Arts and Sciences candidates 
who are graduating with honors in a par-
ticular field wear white cordons draped 
over the shoulders.
University College
The University College is home to a 
wide range of programs for University of 
Iowa students and precollege students. It 
includes major college-level programs such 
as the University of Iowa Honors Program, 
Career Center Programs, Lifetime Leisure 
Skills, and a degree program leading to the 
Bachelor of Applied Studies (B.A.S.). The 
B.A.S. is designed for graduates of commu-
nity college technical programs who wish 
to complete a bachelor’s degree without 
interrupting their careers. Students work 
with an advisor to plan their own emphasis 
areas. B.A.S. students may plan programs 
designed to help them advance in their 
chosen career, begin a new career, or pre-
pare for graduate or professional study.
tory patients. Students graduating from the 
college enjoy a wide variety of professional 
opportunities in community pharmacy, 
hospital pharmacy, government, and the 
pharmaceutical industry.
The College also has an extensive re-
search and graduate education program 
leading to both master’s and doctoral 
degrees in medicinal and natural products 
chemistry, pharmaceutics, clinical phar-
maceutical sciences, and pharmaceutical 
socioeconomics. Graduates of these pro-
grams are employed by the pharmaceutical 
industry, government and also assume 
academic positions. The College also offers 
a joint degree program with the College of 
Public Health.
beyond. Approximately 400 students are 
enrolled in educational programs within 
the College of Public Health. The college 
is accredited by the Council on Education 
for Public Health (CEPH), the accrediting 
body for the nation’s schools and colleges 
of public health.
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Presidential Emblem
The jeweled gold medallion worn by 
The University of Iowa president during 
commencement ceremonies and other for-
mal academic events on the campus was 
designed as an emblem of the University’s 
presidency by a UI graduate student in 
the School of Art and Art History, Karen 
Cantine.
Featuring an abstract UI motif in the 
University’s colors—old gold and black—
the emblem was first used in the investi-
ture of Howard R. Bowen as the Univer-
sity’s fourteenth president during inaugu-
ration ceremonies on December 5, 1964. 
Four and one-half inches in diameter, 
the medallion is worn on a gold chain also 
designed and made by Mrs. Cantine. Fash-
ioning the emblem from a sheet of 14-carat 
yellow gold, Mrs. Cantine outlined in black 
enamel eight UI motifs in raised gold let-
ters in areas radiating from a large topaz in 
the center. 
The central jewel is almost an inch in 
diameter. A slightly smaller topaz is set in 
the link which attaches the emblem to the 
chain on which it is worn, and eight small 
topazes are set around the edge of the em-
blem, one being placed at the end of each 
“spoke’’ which bears a UI motif. 
Designing and making the presidential 
emblem was part of Mrs. Cantine’s work 
for a Master of Arts degree in metalwork 
and jewelry.
Arts and Letters, white 
Business and Accounting, sapphire blue 
Dentistry, lilac 
Engineering, orange 
Law, purple 
Medicine, green 
Music, pink 
Nursing, apricot 
Pharmacy, olive green 
Philosophy, dark blue 
Science, golden yellow
The Oxford cap, proper for all degrees, is 
worn both indoors and outdoors with aca-
demic costume. The tassel, worn over the 
left eye, is also symbolic of the degree to be 
conferred on the wearer and conforms to 
the code colors for hood trimming.
Practice at The University of Iowa varies 
slightly from that established by the code. 
Candidates for degrees may be identified 
with the colleges from which they are to 
secure their degrees by the color of the tas-
sels they wear. Colleges are designated by 
tassel colors as follows:
Business, sapphire blue 
Dentistry, lilac 
Engineering, orange 
Graduate, black 
Law, purple 
Liberal Arts and Sciences, white 
Medicine, green 
Nursing, apricot 
Pharmacy, olive green
Only candidates for the doctoral-level 
degrees (Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor of 
Audiology, Doctor of Musical Arts, Doc-
tor of Physical Therapy, Doctor of Dental 
Surgery, Doctor of Medicine, Juris Doctor, 
and Doctor of Pharmacy) wear hoods. The 
velvet trim on the hoods for these degrees 
conforms to the colors set forth in the in-
tercollegiate code, and, with the exception 
of the Doctor of Philosophy, the Doctor of 
Musical Arts, the Doctor of Audiology and 
the Doctor of Physical Therapy hoods, are 
the same color as the tassel. The Doctor 
of Audiology and the Doctor of Physical 
Therapy are trimmed in teal. The Doctor 
of Philosophy hood is trimmed in blue, the 
color appropriate to philosophy, and the 
Doctor of Musical Arts hood is trimmed in 
pink, the color for music. In all four cases, 
the tassel worn is black.
The University of Iowa prohibits discrimination in 
employment, educational programs, and activities on the 
basis of race, national origin, color, creed, religion, sex, 
age, disability, veteran status, sexual orientation, gender 
identity, or associational preference. The University also 
affirms its commitment to providing equal opportunities 
and equal access to University facilities. For additional 
information contact the Office of Equal Opportunity and 
Diversity, 319-335-0705. 
Academic Costume
The history of academic dress reaches 
far back into the early days of the oldest 
universities. A statute of 1321 required that 
all “Doctors, Licentiates, and Bachelors” of 
the University of Coimbra wear gowns. It 
is still a vexing question whether academic 
dress finds its sources chiefly in ecclesiasti-
cal or in secular dress. Gowns may have 
been necessary for warmth in the unheated 
buildings frequented by medieval scholars. 
Hoods seem to have served to cover the 
tonsured head until they were superseded 
for that purpose by the skull cap. This was 
itself displaced by a headdress more or less 
like one or another of those now recog-
nized as “academic.” 
Over the many years of development, a 
great diversity of academic apparel made 
its appearance. When American colleges 
and universities desired to adopt some 
suitable system of academic apparel more 
than a century ago, it seemed to them best 
to agree on some definite system which 
all might follow. Accordingly, there was 
held on May 16, 1895 at Columbia Uni-
versity a conference of representatives of 
the governing boards of various interested 
institutions. The outgrowth of that meeting 
was the establishment of “The Academic 
Costume Code.” The code has been revised 
several times since its initial approval. The 
most recent change was in 1959. In nearly 
every instance of the many hundreds of 
colleges and universities of the United 
States which have adopted academic dress, 
the standards thus prescribed have been 
adopted and followed, either wholly or at 
least in the main. 
The academic costume code recognizes 
three styles of gowns: a bachelor’s gown, 
a master’s gown, and a doctor’s gown. In 
conjunction with its centennial celebration 
in May 2000, the Graduate College inaugu-
rated a new doctor’s gown. The differences 
in these gowns are mainly in the cut and 
shape of the sleeves and in the trimming. 
Hoods are also recognized for each of the 
above degrees. They vary in shape, size, 
and length, the larger and more elaborate 
designating the doctoral level. The shell of 
the hood matches the black material of the 
gown, and is lined with the color or colors 
of the institution conferring the degree—in 
the instance of The University of Iowa, old 
gold. The velvet border of the hood is of a 
color indicative of the field of learning to 
which the degree pertains. An abbreviated 
list of these colors as they apply to The 
University of Iowa follows:
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